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CHAPTER 1 : THE DATA SCIENCE PROCESS
1. Setting the scene
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic driving cars. Deeplearning didn’t come around until 2011. But
people had been working for more than 10 years ago on it. Today, there are
still many legal issues to be dealt with. Tesla also includes this automatic
driving option.
People are also having a lot of fun with it.
Image recognition, street sign recognition.
Medical scans where we see more and more advances being made.
Selfie prediction: researcher are working on an algorithm which would
predict if the selfie would be successful or not, based on certain labels.
Image recognition in 3D space. We want the model to come up with new
generated objects, based on previously seen examples.
Crime prediction, police cars are equipped with cameras, censors, to
immediately catch people. Use location options to predict which areas need
more police.
Looking at scans of patients, a deep learning algorithm does as well as
dermatologist in identifying skin cancer.

ð Data contains value and knowledge. However, to extract this knowledge, you need
to be able to store it, manage it, and analyse it.
Terms are often used interchangeably: Data Mining ≈ Big Data ≈ Data Analytics ≈
Data Science ≈ Knowledge Discovery. Don’t focus too much on a specific term, they
are all related to data analytics.

2. Data scientists
There exists a certain gap in today’s world. Demand for deep analytical talent in the
United States could be 50 to 60 percent greater than its projected supply by 2018. Jobs
related to data analytics are in high demand.

A data scientist is often in the middle between a mathematician, statistician,
programmer. Hence, here are some requisites for a data scientist.
§ A data scientist should have solid quantitative skills!
§ A data scientist should be a good programmer!
§ A data scientist should excel in communication and visualization
skills!
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A data scientist should have a solid business understanding! Be
domain experts and have some domain knowledge.
A data scientist should be creative!

ð In terms of applications in industries, it is used in loads of domains: web analytics,
fraud detection, market basket analysis, social network analytics, churn prediction,
…
Most of these applications are based on well-known techniques. But it turns out to
change as companies try to apply new technologies.

3. Data quality
Given huge amounts of data, you want to discover patterns and models that are:
§ Valid: hold on new data with some certainty, that is to say,
generalizable over time, seasonal effects, overfitting (training too
much on training data), sub-groups, regional differences. Validity
has to do with validity over time.
§ Useful: it should be possible to act on the item, that is to say they
are actionable business questions, implementation, maintenance
costs, ease-of-use.
Ex: Netflix already had a recommender system. But they wanted to
improve this system, that’s why the sent the data set to the public.
The end model worked well! But the model was so complicated to
put into production, that Netflix decided not to use it and dropped
the solution.
§ Unexpected: Find patterns that are non-obvious to the system, that
is to say, interesting balance between trust and discovery… Big and
“weird” data.
§ Understandable: humans should be able to interpret the pattern:
Black box vs. white box, trust, validity. Understandability is crucial,
especially in companies where data analytics is not driven in the
culture.
Societal impact
Models become increasingly complex. But they also rule so many aspects in our life,
from credit scoring, to employment, all the way down to predicting recidivism. We are
all scored by models at least three times a day.
People are becoming increasingly aware of what is being done with their data and are
becoming more protective of their privacy and their rights to challenge a model’s
conclusion. Even the White House released a statement regarding the promises and
dangers of analytics: “Big Risks, Big Opportunities: The Intersection of Big data and Civil
Rights”.
More and more companies use automated systems to filter applicants’ CV. They focus
on the text, based on keywords put in there, the automatic system finds out whether
this CV matches the requirements.
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2016 was the year in which the European Commission adopted its data protection
reform regulation, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). It will be enforced
next year. Every company in Europe is trying to figure out how to become compliant
with that regulation. It makes a very strict differences between a data processor and
owner. If you want to collect data from your customer, you will need complete
consent.
Ex: Telenet announces its users that it will keep track of their TV behaviour and internet
visits to improve targeted marketing. However, this will become harder and harder as
this becomes prohibited by the General Data Protection Regulation. Companies
comply as they state that Facebook is doing so. However, Facebook is an American
company, hence it should comply to the American Regulations, not the European ones.
ð Maybe it is time to think about ethic codes related to data science…

4. The analytics process model
4.1 The process

ð How to go from start to finish predicting model?
In reality there are some jumps going from one step to another, skipping some
steps, jumping back.
About the activities, first of all we identify the business problem, what do we want
to know? What do I want to predict? Which data set do I want to find patterns in?
Next we try to identify data sources we can use to solve this problem, based on
databases, warehouses. We then select relevant data for the project and clean up
the data, by for instance dealing with missing values in the data sets, we compute
the mean, average, etc. We also deal with outliers, how to remove them? Remove
short words, etc. We then might wish to transform some data.
We then move on the analysis of data by constructing a prescriptive or descriptive
model. We test it to see if the result is valid, does it match the results? We evaluate,
interpret the results and deploy the model if it works well. This relates to the postprocessing phase: maintenance, writing a report, present it to other people, etc.
There exist different alternatives. CRISP-DM is one of these: Cross Industry
Standard Process for Data Mining. This is a little bit nicer in the sense that it is more
explicit in the way it is ran. It starts with a business and data understanding. If your
evaluation is not good enough, you might go back to business understanding to
improve it.
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There is also SEMMA, from the SAS institute.
• S: Sample (training, validation, test)
• E: Explore (get an idea of the data at hand)
• M: Modify (select, transform)
• M: Model (create data mining model)
• A: Assess (validate model)
ð They all go down to the same kind of steps: collecting data, training the data,
analysing it, sampling, etc. It is all kind of the same process.
4.2 Challenges

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Challenges include mapping the business question to a
technique/setup or target. It is not like there is a one-size fits
all. There are different setups.
Another challenge is that people don’t realize the amount of
time and effort that is * required in pre-processing. 80% is
pre-processing, 20% is modelling. If we get started with data
that has never been used for analysis, we will face some
initial issues and it will take 3 times more time than working
with data that has already been pre-processed in the past.
Next, quality of the data is another issue as it may include a
lot of noise, bad quality data or unstructured data. It may
not be correct anymore or appears as outdated.
In terms of data quality, we all know the GIGO principle:
Garbage in, Garbage out; messy data gives messy models.
The best way to improve the performance of an analytical
model is not to look for fancy tools or techniques, but tu
improve the data quality first!
Predicting the future is hard, it is hard to extrapolate
towards the future for many models (machines are naïve
and lazy). Anything can happen! Situation can change.
Incorporating domain knowledge, explaining models.
Strong validation/backtesting setup requires time and
enough data.
Organization aspects, teams, management

During 2015, only 15% of Fortune 500 organizations were able to exploit big data for
competitive advantage. It was shown that data maturity of companies is very
disparate, and the most advanced of them start doubting. Indeed, 75% have invested
in Big Data, but only 10% have projects in production.
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ð Companies face disillusions, they start asking questions like: I know how much it
costs, but how much do I earn? What is my return on investment?
Example of data quality criteria
• Data accuracy like outliers, when there is a customer with an
age of 300 years, for sure there is an error and it should be
cleaned up and removed. Another example is an income of
1.000.000 euro, this is not necessary an error, could be an
outlier.
• Data completeness: are missing values important? Missing
values could indicate that it is not known (Ex: Age) or not
applicable. So the way we transform this to a set of variable
and features is different. On the one hand we should ignore
it, on the other hand it is not applicable so we cannot encode
this
• Data bias and sampling: try to minimise bias as we will never
get rid of it.
• Data definition
o Variables: what is the meaning of 0
o Target: fraud, churn, default, customer lifetime value
• Data recency/latency: refresh frequency. How much data do
we need? How often do we need to refresh it? …
4.3 Team members
In term of team members, there are many people involved in data analytics projects.
• In most of the cases there is an datawarehouse
administrator that runs databases and organize things. He
can give us some definition of the data.
• Business expert
• Legal expert will become more and more involved.
• Data scientist/Data miner
• Software and tool vendors
ð A multidisciplinary team needs to be set up!
4.4 Post processing
•

•
•

Interpretation and validation of analytical models by
business experts. From a business point of view, do the end
users find the patterns interesting? Trivial versus
unexpected (interesting?) patterns
Sensitivity analysis: how sensitive is the model with regards
to sample characteristics, assumptions and/or technique
parameters?
Deploy analytical model into business setting
o Represent model output in a user-friendly way
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o Integrate with campaign management tools and
marketing decision engines
Model monitoring and backtesting. A model is never done
o Continuously monitor model output (distribution of
probabilities). Also think about monitoring the input.
A new level might pop up for instance.
o Contrast model output with observed numbers
o System stability index, keeps track of variables.

4.5 Analytics
This essentially refers to extracting useful business patterns and/or mathematical
decision models from a pre-processed data set.
•

•

•
•

Predictive analytics (supervised learning). With supervised
learning you want to predict a known labelled outcome that
you have. It can be a continuous outcome (price of a house,
customer) or discrete outcome (classification). In most
cases, when we talk about classification we use a yes or no
outcome. Ex: will the customer churn, or not? Will he buy
the product, yes or no?
o Predict the future based on patterns learnt from past
data
o Classification versus regression
o You have a labelled data set at your disposal
Descriptive analytics (unsupervised learning). You just have
your dataset “as is”, there is no specific label you want to
predict, neither is there a specific outcome.
o Describe patterns in data
o Clustering, associate rules, sequence rules
o No labelling required

Attributes can be numeric (continuous) or categorical
(discrete, nominal, ordinal, factor, binary, etc.
Target values can be numeric, binary, multi-class, etc.

4.6 Big data
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Talking about big data, let’s say
we are a company using
censored data, not because we
want to do analytics with it but
because it is involved in our
business activity. What makes
big data big? Volume for sure.
Ex: everything you can open
with Excel is Big Data. Another
reason is linked to velocity,
speed with which it is
generated. Look at email sent
every second. Veracity has to
do with trustworthiness of
data. Finally, the variety of
data, related to diversity of
data. We work with text data,
video, audio, etc.
ð It is important to notice that, eventhough we talk about big data, we do not
necessarily do analytics. But you can, of course.
ð You don’t need big data to do analytics. But you can.

5. Predictive versus descriptive analytics
Predictive analytics
• Classification: predict a
certain outcome we are
interested in, based on labels
• Regression: outcome is a
continuous variable

Descriptive analytics
• Clustering,
unsupervised
learning. Cluster data based
on a certain distance metric.
It can help for customer
segmentation for instance.
• Association rules is often
used for basket analysis. Try
to
extract
frequent
relationships.
Ex: if baby food and diapers
then beer. If coke and pizza,
then crisps.
Useful for shelf layout.
• Sequence rules basically the
same as association rules
except that you also take the
order of the items into
account.
Ex: useful for web analytics

ð What are the requirements to build an analytical model?
12
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First of all, it should have business relevance, solving a
particular business problem. First talk about the problem
you are talking about, make sure you understand it as good
as possible before doing any other analysis. Otherwise the
model won’t be useful
Statistical performance of the model and of the predictions
made
Interpretability & justifiability. It needs to be
understandable, people should be able to work on it and
confirm models.
Operational efficiency: how can the analytical models be
integrated with campaign management?
Economical cost: what is the cost to gather the model inputs
and evaluate the model? is it worthwhile buying external
data and or models? How many time a year do we need to
look at this?
Regulatory compliance: in accordance with regulation and
legislation.

6. Example applications
We already described some challenges faced.
6.1 Credit Scoring
What is credit scoring? You want to estimate the probability of default, of clients
stopping to pay. It could be because of fraud or because the person is incapable to
repay the debt. No matter the reason, companies still like to predict the probability
either to decide whether to rent or not or to compute the interest rate.
It is important to use a predetermined definition of default, for instance, 3 months of
payment arrears. Constructing the definition needs some sitting around with people.
A clear definition should be decided upon.
Use application variables, these are variables you get when you file the application:
age, income, marital status, years at address, years with employer, etc. in some cases,
you might look at family members.
In the US, they are used to use bureau variables, Fico scores between 300 to 850.
6.2 Churn prediction
Churn prediction is again a typical marketing analytic examples. You want to
understand why customers leave you. This is important because if you have more
customers, for sure they will pay more, they are less price-sensitive, they cost less to
serve, etc. So for sure you want to keep them loyal. Even small improvements can
generate increase in returns, especially in the Telco sector as it is easy for customers
to change providers.
13
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In terms if definitions, people talk about several type of buyers:
• Transaction buyers come to us because they are attracted
by low prices. They come and stay for the money.
• Relationship buyers includes people that want to build a
relationship with the firm. They are more looking for a
relationship. They are less price sensitive.
You can also make a difference between the contractual and non-contractual setting.
• Contractual setting: customer cancels contract (e.g.
post-paid Telco). Customer breaks the contract. If the
contract was broken, they churned, if not, they are still
here.
• Non-contractual setting: customer hasn’t purchased any
products or services during previous 3 months (e.g.
online retailer). Ex: Amazon customer that shops every
month, suddenly, he stops buying. Has he churned?
When can I state that the customer has churned and
went to a competitor? May be churn is when we didn’t
see any activity in the last six months? The definition of
churn is important.
•
•
•
•

Active: customer stops relationship with firm
Passive: customer decreases intensity of relationship
Forced: company stops relationship because of e.g. fraud
Expected: customer no longer needs product/service (e.g.
baby products)

ð What time of predictors are used?
• Demographic data: E.g., age, gender, marital status
• Relationship variables: E.g., length of relationship, number of
products purchased, ...
• Product/Service usage data: E.g., number of transactions in previous
month, trend in usage, ....
• Complaints data: Number of filed complaints, Service desk
contacted, ...How many times did the customer call the service
desk?
• RFM data
• (Social) network information (cf. infra). Looking at someone’s
friends, I can detect some trends.
RFM Framework

•
•

Recency: how long ago since last purchase
Frequency: how many times did I purchase in
a given time frame

14
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•

Monetary: amount purchased. Sometimes it
includes variations. With monetary we can
use the average value, maximum, total dollar
value, etc. There is no fixed answer on this.
ð Can only be measure for existing customers, not for prospects (e.g. response
modelling). It is often used to build a segmentation scheme or combine into a single
RFM score.
ð Based on what I see today, will the customer churn within the next six months. You
know that someone will cancel the contract but it is not easy to know when
someone will churn.
6.3 Response modelling
Response modelling has to do with acquiring customers. You launch campaigns to get
customers to sign for a particular product or service. The campaign can be mail,
catalogue, email, coupon, A/B or multivariate testing, etc.
Again we use similar variables as the one we saw before.
• Demographic variables (age, gender, marital status, ...)
• Relationship variables (length of relationship, number of
products purchased, ...)
• RFM variables
• (Social) network information (cf. infra)
What is different here is that we need to make a clear separation between a test group
and a control group.
You want or at least you try to factor in the behaviour of self-selecting clients, clients
that purchase regardless of the marketing campaign. These are people that, regardless
they have received a letter, they would have bought the service or product. If you don’t
incorporate them into the model, we will observe that the model is doing better than
it actually is, because you want to know the net lift of the model.
You want to know how many people you convinced with the campaign, not the people
that would have come anyway.
6.4 Fraud analytics
Fraud is an uncommon, well-considered, imperceptibly concealed, time-evolving and
often carefully organized crime which appears in many types and forms. People who
fraud try to hide their behaviour. Ex: credit fraud, student fraud, insurance fraud, etc.
Company try to build models to be able to predict these frauds as good as possible.
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6.5 HR analytics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employee churn
Employee performance
Employee absence
Employee satisfaction
Employee Lifetime Value
...
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CHAPTER 2: PREPROCESSING SUPERVISED MODELING MODEL
EVALUATION
1. Pre-processing
There are several steps that have to do with the pre-processing of the data: selection
of the data, understanding, identifying, what is the business problem? Cleaning,
transforming the data, before starting with the analytics.

ð A resulting data set that we will consider in this phase is a simple table. The majority
of business applications mainly look like structured data. Of course we could also
have unstructured data.
• Rows: instances, examples, observations,
customers
• Instance identifier: unique identification for
each instance (customer number, row number)
• Columns: attributes, features, fields, variables,
predictors
– Numeric (continuous)
– Categorical (discrete, factors)
• Nominal or ordinal?
• Binary?
• Target: label, class, dependent variable
– Needs to be defined for supervised techniques
– Numeric, binary, or multi-class
Having data from different data sources, we want to merge them, combine them,
obtaining a nice overall table.
ð 80% of the work done on analytical projects is spent in the pre-processing phase,
identifying data sources, dealing with different aggregation levels.
The way we pre-process data requires some assumptions in order to build a model.

1.1 Selection
If you want to construct a dataset, you will have to have a look at your different data
sources and select the appropriate data. The problem here is that in many cases, data
17
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sources are disparate, hidden, some people also keep their own information in Excel,
notebooks, etc. Selecting data is not always easy!
Of course, in selection, what you also want to do is to make prediction, you want to
determine your target variable, that’s why you need to make sure not to insert the
wrong features.
Often times, when selecting data and merging sources, people like to use some
exploration techniques: Boxplots, scatter plots, histograms, correlation plots, basic
statistics, etc.
They take time to look at data and try to play around with this data.

1.2 Cleaning
Try to detect errors and duplicates, for instances in a dataset about the university, you
might see KUL, K.U.L, K.U.Leuven, etc. You should try to make data consistent, using
the same representation, in order to make it easier to apply analytic techniques.
Ex: Male, Man, MAN à M ; True, Yes à 1
1.2.1 Missing values
We should make a difference between missing values that are not applicable (Ex:
credit card is missing if you don’t own it), it can also be unknown or non-disclosed.
Both of them can be annoying because some techniques can’t deal with missing
values.
Different options are available to deal with these missing values:
• Delete complete row/column. Try to avoid deletion until
it is really the last resort. If some instances have a value
filled in, it might be really important to consider this in
analysing the data.
• Replace (impute): This is typically used for numerical
data, replace it by mean, median, or mode (categorical
variables). Sometimes build a separate model to make a
new prediction of what should be put in place of the
missing value, the missing value becomes the target. In
practice it is not worth. Don’t do this right away.
• Keep: include a separate missing value indicator feature.
What you might do, for instance for a missing age, I
replace it with the average age, but I could also add a new
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column named “Age missing”, Yes/No. It will basically
ignore the average age we put but someone analysing the
data will be able to detect that the age value was initially
missing.

ð Of course these treatments can be combined.
A common approach is to delete rows/columns with too many missing values, impute
others using median and mode, add separate column indicating if original value was
missing. Sometimes imputation of median/mode based within same class-label.
More advanced imputation: nearest-neighbour based. I construct a neighbourhood
around a particular instance. I then compute a mean or median and take the k-nearest
neighbours.
When dealing with missing values, we should always keep the production setting in
mind: new unseen instances can contain missing values as well.
Don’t impute with a new median! But using the same “rules” as with the training data.
Sometimes people calculate a new median over the people in a new batch, but that is
a wrong way to do. If you calculate a new median based on new data, you will probably
add a bias. Also when working with validation data!
ð What if we’ve never observe a missing value for this feature before?
• Use the original training data to construct an imputation
• Consider rebuilding your model (monitoring!)
1.2.2 Outliers
We can distinguish between different types
of outliers. Outliers are extreme
observations that are basically way out of a
normal range compared to other instances.
These observations can either be valid or
invalid.
Ex: age of 231 is invalid. An income of 3000
is not necessarily invalid, it could happen
that someone has a higher income.
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ð Since some techniques are sensitive to outliers, we need to find a way to treat them
in a proper way.
If it is an invalid outlier, you just consider it as a missing value, you remove the value
and treat it the same way as if it was missing, like an error. If it is valid, the treatment
depends on the technique, some will keep it, other techniques will truncate (cap) it.
Hence, we can also decide to bin it or group the outliers.
By capping, you decide to bring the
outlier back to a certain point,
decreasing (or increasing) the value of
this outlier. You take some
information away by capping the
outlier. But you can face this by
adding a new column in the table,
stating whether it was an outlier, or
not.
1.2.3 Duplicates
Duplicates do not happen a lot. If you find them, they can also be either valid or
invalid. If they are invalid, just remove the row, if it is valid, then it is fine just
keeping it like this.

1.3 Transformation
Many techniques are relatively “dumb”, that’s why we need to transform the
features to make the relationship with the target more explicit.
As an analyst, you try to come up with good transformation, trying to convert some
features that make some more sense.
• Standardization is a very common transformation technique. You constrain
your feature to a normal distribution, with a mean of zero. Standardization is
god for Gaussian-distributed data and some other techniques like SVM’s,
regression modes, kNN. For other techniques such as decision trees, it does not
make sense to apply the standardization step. An issue appears when you want
to report your data, as you want to report on particular values, you should
better transform it back to its original distribution to make sure the end-user
will be able to understand the data.
• Normalisation: kind of the same thing as standardization, you rescale the min
max values of the features to [0,1], [-1,1]. It is often applied in credit risk
modelling, because there, your overall goal is to construct score cards so that
they fall in [0, 1000].
• Categorization is a way to convert continuous variables to nominal ones. There
are two options
o Bin your data which means you group ranges into categories. Ex: age
20-25; 25-30; … You can choose how you do this. Either ranges all have
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the same width, or every category as more or less the same number of
instances.
o Grouping: grouping the first 10 instances together, the next 10, etc.

•

If you find that you have categorical values with a lot of levels, in most
cases grouping is doable but it is more domain expert-driven, it won’t
give you useful results.
If you want to go from nominal variables to continuous ones, you use
dummyfication and coding. Creating dummy variables is a well-known
approach. Every level gets turned into its own feature, you then get either a 0
or 1 value.
A dummy variable is an artificial variable which is used to represent an attribute
with multiple categories. This technique is mainly used in regression (cannot
deal with categoricals directly).

Using binarization, the representation will be more compact.
If you don’t have domain knowledge, sometimes make a new continuous
feature “count”. Replace with counting variable (for high-level categoricals that
are difficult to group). Ex: postal code = 2000, 3000, 9401, 3001...
o Solution 1: Group using domain knowledge (working area,
communities)
o Solution 2: Create new variable postal_code_count
Ex: postal_code_count = 23 if original postcode appears 23 times in training
data. Again if you apply it on new instances or test set, use the same rules for
validation/production. By doing so, you lose a lot of information because you
just encode a count but the goal is that model can pick up on frequencies.
These approaches are quite risky.
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•

Hashing trick is often used in cases where we work with textual data. How to
convert this textual data to a vector of values? Make a column for every word
seen in the dataset, add a 0 or 1 if the word has been seen or not. Or 5 if it has
been seen 5 times, etc. Whenever you get text that get larger, you may get a
dimensional explosion.
People apply a hashing function. A hashing function converts input to output
number. A good hashing function will try to avoid collision amongst its output.
The main advantage here is the dimensional reduction.
Every hashing function is one-way only. It goes from input to output. You can’t
go back!

•

There exist a series of mathematical transformations: logarithms, square
roots, etc. It is mostly done to enforce some kind of linearity.
Interaction variables: When no linear effect is present on x1~y and x2~y but
there is one on f(x1, x2)~y, in most cases: f(x1, x2) is x1 times x2.
Delta’s, trends and windows: keep track of evolutions and features through
time.
o Solution 1: Keep track of an instance through time and add in as
separate rows (“panel data analysis”)
o Solution 2: One point in time as “base”, add in relative features

•
•

1.4 Feature selection
After all these transformations, we will probably end up with many features. Again, an
issue is that if we have too many features, it will require too many techniques to handle
them. The idea is to throw out some features, the ones that are not correlated, the
ones with low variance, correlated with another feature (telling the same thing), etc.
ð
•
•
•

More advanced techniques:
Stepwise introduction or removal
Based on genetic algorithms
Using techniques that provide a “variable importance” ranking

Retrain model with top-n only and check performance stability
• Apply clustering first and use distance to centroids (but also transforms)
• Principal component analysis to lower dimensionality (but also transforms)

1.5 Feature extraction
We have seen transformation techniques which can also be considered as feature
extraction where you extract data.
Word-to-back, tries to convert words into a vector of numbers where you know that
the topology is retained in a 2D space.
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Images are art, you can extract the location of eyes for instance.
ð Go from unstructured data to vector representation

1.6 Sampling
If you notice that you have so many instances and you cannot work with it, you will be
forced to work with a subset of the data. This enables us to compute a model in a
reasonable time, by throwing data away. It can be done in a randomized manner, block
randomized, etc.
In many cases people still prefer to go for adaptation of techniques, work in a minibatch manner. First train the first 100 instances, then the next ones, etc. it still takes
some time but at least it is feasible in terms of memory constraints.
To wrap-up, pre-processing includes many checks and steps. It depends on technique
being used later on, which might change or not yet be certain. If the technique does
not get the result you want, you may need to go back, using another one.
ð Can we do this pre-processing on a future dataset, in production?
This is an extremely time consuming step, even if you are good at SQL, pandas, Spark,
etc. You still need to join columns, remove columns, create aggregates, sort, order,
split, tec. It is not the funniest aspect of data sciences, and it is easy to include mistakes
…

2. Supervised modelling
2.1 Recap supervised leaning
•

•

Predictive data mining methods is another name for supervised learning.
You try to predict something. Based on labels, you try to predict an
outcome.
Ex: Classification, regression (continuous), recommender systems (try to
predict next best recommendation).
Descriptive data mining methods. Here, you don’t necessarily try to predict
a label. You want to find human-interpretable patterns that describe the
data. It is also called unsupervised learning as you don’t have the labels at
your disposal.
Ex: clustering, association rules, sequences

The prediction is based on a data set and you have a label you want to predict, learn,
forecast and explain. The data set also includes instances and variables.
Talking about common applications of predictive data mining methods, trying to
predict a categorical variable, we find the following
Classification context

•

Churn prediction
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Credit scoring: predict if someone is going to default
Fraud detection: predict if someone is going to predict fraud,
try to prove it in fraud, try to prove de suspicion.
Response modelling: you want to predict customers that are
going to react positively on some marketing campaigns. Your
model is only good when you are able to detect people who
bought the product because they react to the campaign. It is
not because of our selection.
Customer Lifetime Value modelling
Loss forecasting: loss give default in a Basel I context
Risk modelling
Price forecasting: forecasting real-estate prices, retail prices,
etc.

2.2 Regression
Regression is applied to continuous targets. We can for instance have linear regression,
lasso and ridge regression, logistic regression, nonparametric regression, etc.
In logistic regression, the outcome is continuous because you are forecasting
continuous values. However, the outcome lies between 0 and 1. Here, the goal is to
predict a probability. Actually, it predicts a probability between 0 and 100%, that’s why
it is often called a classification technique. If the probability is high for instance, it is a
churner, …
ð Basically, you fit the best line among your training data.
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ð We want to use a bounding function to limit the outcome between 0 and 1.
2.3 Logistic regression
We use the same basic formula, but now with the goal of binary classification. There
are two possible outcomes: either 0, or 1, no or yes. We have a categorical, binary
level, not a continuous one.
The logistic regression is thus a classification technique rather the regression. Though,
the predictions are still continuous between 0 and 1.
Instead of simply prediction 0 or 1, like a linear model, we want to predict the
probability that y = 1. Using a linear model would not bound predictions in a 0;1
interval.
Logistic regression has different advantages. It is fast, even if it is not intuitively
estimated. It is easy to understand. It is a linear model, so we get a linear separation
as boundary. It provides a very good baseline estimate.

Once the model has been estimated using historical data, we can use it to score or
assign probabilities to new observations.
à It is generally robust to noise, though sensitive to outliers, categorical variables need
to be convert to dummies
2.4 Lasso and ridge regression
This is a kind of basic regression. This is often applied. Basically you don’t only try to
minimize your Sum of Squared Errors, as seen in standard regression, but you include
an error term you try to minimize. This error will grow larger as your estimate
coefficients become either very high or very low, in other words, if they move away
from zero in absolute value.
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You could include some punishment in case estimated coefficients are moving too far
away from zero.
This technique is often used. It is also called regularization because you want to
regularize your model to make sure no estimate is out of range, being extremely high
or extremely low.
à Why ridge then? Easier to implement and faster to compute or when you have a limited
number of variables to begin with.
2.5 Nonparametric regression
There is no underlying distribution to be estimated with parameters You purely look at
the data. Things get smoother. Even in excel you can play with trend lines.
This is a nice technique in terms of visualization. It is also flexible because you don’t
need to make any assumptions. At the end of the day, you don’t get something
described by means of a function. What you get at the end is not really a model! These
things are more used as an exploratory mean rather than a mean to predict some
values.
2.6 Generalized additive models (GAM)
This is a similar concept as linear regression but here you can put functions of your
own description about variables you are using. It uses splines: linear predictor depends
linearly on unknown smooth functions of some predictor variables.
Why is this a nice technique? It allows us to include a lot of domain knowledge and it
is easy to interpret. Sadly, it is not used that often.
2.7 Decision trees
We now switch to a classification context, which is data driven. Decision trees are
mainly used for classification but they could also be used for regression.
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If you want to build a decision tree, there are some things to keep in mind:
• Splitting decision: How do you split a node
• Stopping decision: How do you stop growing the decision
tree
• Assignment decision: How do you assign a label outcome?
Which class to assign to the leave node.
Briefly said, a decision trees refers to the partitioning of the data set in some subsets.

A very common algorithm to build a decision tree is called the ID3 algorithm, Iterative
Dichotomiser 3. It is the basic algorithm used. Basically it answers the three questions
we asked ourselves before:
• How to split a nod?
• When to stop splitting?
• How to assign a label outcome in the leaf node?
First of all, we start with our whole training data set, that is the root node, at the top.

We are then growing the tree. What is the best question I can ask now to split my tree
as good as possible? I will look through every attribute, and I will calculate some
measure. This is the concept of Entropy H(S). Information Gain (IG) is another
interesting measure. The higher the entropy, the more impure my set is.
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Obviously, it is easy to see that the best question to ask is the one that reduces this
impurity as much as possible and that separates the data best. I can also try to improve
the impurity, trying to minimize this.
Ex: separate churners from non-churners.

Although entropy appears to be an interesting measure in the ID3 process, it does not
help to figure out what is the best split. I need to be able to get some idea about the
best split. That’s why we will look at the information gain. Hence, we will compare
impurity before and after the split. On the one hand we start with the entropy in the
top root, then we compute it in the next root. We consider all attributes as a candidate.
For the information gain, I start with the entropy of the group I started with, minus
the sum of the ratio of instances that fall into subgroup over the number of instances
of the group I started from, multiplied by the respective entropy for the subgroups.
You do this for every possible attribute. 𝐼𝐺 𝐴,𝑆 =𝐻 𝑆 – 𝑝 𝑡 𝐻 𝑡 𝑡∈T with T the set
of subsets obtained by splitting set S on attribute A and p(t) proportion of elements in
T over total elements in S
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We end up using the attribute that improves the impurity the most. Based on this
choice, we create our subsets. We then continue to recurse on each subset, to find the
next attribute to split on, considering only attributes not selected before. I am not
allowed to reuse previous attributes again! If all my instances belong to the same class
label, I can stop.
Entropy is not the only measure I can use. Other implementations use the Gini
Index. This is basically a rescaled version of entropy. In terms of computation
efficiency, it is a bit faster, that’s why many implementations use that.
We can also refer to the classification error. It allows us to create subsets with
fewer instances at the top of the three.
ð How do I assign labels? Let’s imagine a receive a new instance? I start from the top
node, looking at the first attribute. Predicting the label of new instances is easy as
you just need to follow the tree. It is easy to express it as simple rules as well.
ID3 is greedy which means it does not backtrack during the tree construction, so
the optimality of the tree is not guaranteed. There exist algorithms which try to
overcome this (slow!).
Another issue is that it easily overfits the data. Which means the tree will continue
to grow and grow until it can’t, either when every element belongs to a separate
class or when there is no more attribute left to be used, or no more instance left.
Remember, the recursion stops when
• Every element in a subset belongs to the same class label
• There are no more attributes to be selected
• There are no instances left in the subset
C4.5 is an extension of ID3, it still uses information gain and entropy. But it can
also work on continuous variables and deal with missing variables. It just
ignores these variables. Besides, it also deals with overfitting. There are two
things you can apply to manage overfitting.
• Early stopping: either stop when tree would become too
deep, or stop when performance on test data increases.
Training data will be split up into training set and test set.
While growing the tree, it will keep track of the performance
on the training and test data. As the tree overfits, the
performance on test data will go down because the tree is
only built using training data. If you see that your validation
set is starting to drop, then it is time to stop building the tree.
• Pruning the tree. Grow the full tree, but then merge back
nodes into leaf nodes if they add little power to the
classification accuracy. Go backwards if you see that a split
does not make a lot of difference in performance.
There is no need to split training and test data, you can use
the whole validation set. The disadvantage is that you first
need to put the effort to build the complete tree before
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starting to prune it. There is also a cost-complexity linked to
pruning.
ð Scoring of new instances can now return a probability.
C5 never became as popular as C4.5. It was faster, memory efficient, build smaller
trees, weighting of cases and supplying misclassification cost. It also supported
boosting but the field was not that used, it got too well, hence it was not widely
adopted. It was only recently made open source, providing a better open source
implementation.
2.8 Regression trees
The tree structured regression offers
an interesting alternative for looking at
regression type problems. It has
sometimes given clues to data
structure not apparent from a linear
regression analysis. It was made
popular by CART: Classification And
Regression Trees.

Now, the concept of measuring impurity does not work anymore as we need an idea
of the number of yes and no in each group, which we don’t have.
It is also based on the idea of the Sum of Squared Errors. It tries to find the split that
creates the greatest separation in SSE in each subset. It tries to find leave nodes so
that the variance between every leaf node is minimal.
Early stopping and pruning still apply and are still important in this case!
Decision trees may struggle to capture linear relationships. Ex: the best it can do is a
step function approximation of a linear relationship. This is strictly related to how
decision trees work: it splits the input features in several “orthogonal” regions and
assigns a prediction value to each region. Here, a deeper tree would be necessary to
approximate the linear relationship.
To sum up, thither with logistic regression, decision trees are in the top-3 of the most
used data mining techniques. It is simple to understand and requires very little data
preparation. Next, it can handle both numerical and categorical variables, and missing
too, depending on the implementation.
One issue we should highlight is that this greedy, recursive algorithm might not
provide globally correct tree.
Furthermore, decision trees can learn over-complex trees that do not generalize well
(overfitting)
o Sensitive to changes in the training data
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o Hence importance of pruning
o Conditional inference trees: avoids the variable selection bias of
selecting variables that have many possible splits or many missing
values. This approach uses a significance test procedure in order to
select variables instead of selecting the variable that maximizes an
information measure
Some concepts are still hard to learn for decision tree
o Importance of feature engineering still valid
Information gain measure is biased towards attributes with more levels
o Many implementations hence force binary (two-way) splits
o Some implementations allow for three-way splits, were one split
indicates = NA
Relatively robust to class imbalance problem (see later)

ð To conclude, the decision between regression and classification is not always a
clear cut choice. Neither is the decision between unsupervised and supervised.
Iteration and domain expert involvement is required.

3. Model evaluation
ð How well does the model work on new instances?
3.1 Introduction to model evaluation
A model has been built based on a particular data set. Ex: a decision tree. This is our
train data, which was used to build the model. the performance of our train data gives
as an initial idea of our model’s validity.
ð How to ensure this model will do well on unseen data (out-of-time, out-of-sample,
out-of-population). You then use your test data to objectively measure the
performance of our model. That’s why the separation between training in test data
is important.
Various techniques can be applied in terms of how to split the training and test
data.
• Out-of-sample: training and test data are from same
historical time window. You just randomly split your
training data and test data
• Out-of-time: test data are from subsequent time
window.
ð Sometimes both approaches can be combined.
3.2 Classification performance
We heave the true label of our training set. We also have a prediction of our model
(regression or decision tree).
You need to come up with a certain threshold to help labelling. You then compare the
true class with the predicted class.
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Confusion matrix

Accuracy is nice in case you know that the positive and negative cases are balanced.

ð Sometimes your goal is really to detect positives, sometimes it is the opposite.
Based on your goal, you will use recall or precision.
For each possible threshold t belonging to T with T the set of all predicted
probabilities, we can obtain a confusion matrix. So, which threshold is the best
one?
For most models it is hard to push them towards optimizing your metric of choice.
They will often optimize for accuracy given the training set.
But…
• We can set the threshold
• We can play with model parameters (if there are any)
• We can adjust the target definition
• We can sample/filter the data set.
ROC Curve
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The trade-off between recall and precision is often summarized in a ROC curve.
The idea is to summarize both in the same picture. Let’s put dots on this plot,
based on each threshold.
Make a table with sensitivity and specificity for each possible cut-off ROC curve
plots sensitivity (tp rate) versus 1-specificity (fp rate) for each possible cut-off
Perfect model has sensitivity of 1 and specificity of 1 (i.e. upper left corner)

The more you want to increase the true positive rate, the more you will
have to give up in term of mistakes you are making. So, the more you
go up, the more you will be pushed to the right. The more upwards you
can go, without being pushed to the right, staying to the left, the better
the model is doing. The worst model is the diagonal line.
Often we will see that people still prefer to have one value summarizing
everything. ROC curve can be summarized by the area underneath (AUC)
AUC represents probability that a randomly chosen positive instance gets a
higher score than a randomly chosen negative instance (Hanley and McNeil,
1982)
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•

Steepness: how steep does the line go. Because it means
you improve the model by not making too much
mistakes.
• Height: How quickly do they reach a certain level? If you
have a certain recall level you want to achieve, you will
obviously take the model that makes the least mistakes.
Choose the model that reaches the level first.
ð Nice way to compare models
Lift
Ex: assume a random model
handing out random probabilities,
take the top n (top 100) and see
how many of them were indeed
“yes”, e.g. 10 / 100. Now do the
same for your model, gives e.g. 80
/ 100. Lift of your model over
random is 80 / 10 = 8. A Lift of 1:
random sorting. It depends on how
many n (in general, getting more
hits is more difficult in a shorter
list), and apriori class distribution
between “no” and “yes” instances.
ð Model should be at least better than the random model.
3.3 Regression performance
Often smaller models are preferred!
• Use smallest subset of variables as possible whilst still
keeping r-squared high
• Stepwise introduction or removal of variables
• Keep significant variables only
• Use lasso/ridge regression.
Other validation checks
• Take a look at residuals/fit of model: fitting the majority
vs. spotting the minority
• Variables with too extreme coefficients
• Sign of the coefficients, Ex: House price decreases if
number of bedrooms increases.
•
3.4 Cross-validation and tuning performance
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You have your dataset, you split it into
train and test data. You construct your
model based on the training data. You
can use your training data to do your
initial evaluation. From that you get your
final model. You then use the test data
on the model to get a final idea: “is it a
good model, or not”, what is the AUC of
this model?
For the decision trees we used some kind of in-between validation. At the end, when you
have your final tree, you evaluate it using a test set.

You might also want to go for
something else, where for any
kind of model, we train on
training data, and I also
evaluate this model. Next, I
also evaluate this model on a
validation set, then I can
compare
these
two
evaluations.
I then get a chance to go backwards and do some additional tuning. When I am happy with
the result on both training and validation set, then I stop. But still, I need to perform a test
validation on a test set that was set a sight. If you don’t do that and keep tuning, you might
get some non-coherent data.
You can also create a cross-validation
where you create different splits. You split
data into n folds, n cuts. And per cut you will
train a model. Each model is then validated
using the other folds.
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Even if you know what you want to optimize for and can score models accordingly, this
does not mean that the technique will be able to optimize towards this. Remember,
most technique optimize towards unbalanced accuracy.
• We can set the threshold
• We can play with model parameters
• We can adjust target definition
• We can sample/filter data set
ð If you are not happy with the performance on a test set, you won’t start again and
won’t go back to the beginning. You should actually collect a completely new fresh
set of instances. If you use the same data set, even if you set it randomly again, it
won’t solve the problem. The test set won’t be a test set anymore, and you start
including it in the model setup.
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3.5 Case study – Churn prediction in Telco
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acquiring new clients in Telco costs five to six times more than retaining
existing customers
A small improvement in customer retention can therefore lead to a significant
increase in profit
Churn prediction is typically done in the post-paid segment where more
information is available; prepaid segment are mostly anonymous customers
Predict churn between 1 or 3 months on beforehand
Use a combination of usage, marketing, financial and socio- demographic data
Also social network information might be relevant (cf. infra)

ðNeed to make a distinction between a characteristic predictor for future churn, or a
symptom of occurring churn. Ex: sudden peak in usage often occurs right before churn
because customer has already decided to churn. Focus on early-warning predictors.
Real-life churn data sets have very skewed class distribution (Ex: about 1- 5%
churners)
• Logistic regression and decision tree models cannot be
appropriately estimated
• Use oversampling on the train (not test!) data
The class imbalance problem
You have your churn, on 1% is incorrectly predicted. What if you have too much or highly
imbalanced data (or too little)? Most classification techniques are biased to optimize accuracy.
Solution
• Down-sample: randomly remove the majority instances so that their level
becomes equal to the minority level. You will end up with less instances as you
had in the beginning. But we actually throw away data, and their might be some
interesting cases and data in the one we throw away. In most cases people
decide to down sample as it is faster and it don’t include duplicates.
• Up-sample: copy some instances at random until we have as much churners as
non-churns for instances. In other words, you increase one class’ instances.
Here, you make your dataset larger, training will be a bit slower. We are
creating, on purpose, duplicate rows.
ð Don’t over focus on the majority class.

Sometimes people use a combination of both. A solution would be to increase
the ration even higher: try different settings according to your list
length/evaluation value. You will for sure introduce more false positive by
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doing so, introducing more mistakes as well. But catching positive is so
important that I am willing to make more mistakes.
ð How far should we go? How big should the ratio be?
There are other intelligent
techniques. SMOTE, Synthetic
Minority Over-sampling is a
relatively recent technique. You
zoom in on your positive and
negative examples.
SMOTE looks at the positive we already have, instead of just duplicating these, it creates
a new positive somewhere around, in the middle of the one we already have. It introduces
a bit more coverage and variety. This is a supervised technique that won’t discover
patterns if there is not enough training evidence.
It is important to validate the model using cross-validation, using a test set. Once your
model has been validated, you can score it, put it in production, etc. But the validation
never stops! Even running model need to be continuously checked. Input data should be
checked to: distributions, check categorical levels, check missing values, etc.
System stability index is a measure that indicates how much our training distribution has
shifted compared to the current distribution. If the shift has become too large, there is a
warning, encouraging us to look at the model and retrain it.
The output is hard to monitor, unless the true outcomes are tracked. We can monitor the
prediction distribution.
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CHAPTER 3: ENSEMBLE MODELING AND DATA SCIENCE TOOLS
1. Ensemble modelling
We are still in the data analysing phase.
ð Are two models better than one? Yes! First of all, it would increase the performance.
Second of all, it will be more robust to noise and overfitting, which is very interesting!
The combination of models is called an ensemble.
1.1 Overfitting
When we go too deeply, training the
data and building the decision tree, it
will have a high accuracy on the
training data but on the test set the
accuracy will start to drop.
Boundaries become too specific.
Hence, we have emphasized in
previous sections to use pruning are
stopping criteria.
1.1 Combination rules
Combination rules start from a collection of models. How to combine them?
Combination just combine probabilities using simple mathematical constructions
(Min, Max, Mean, etc.).
We need a new threshold before going on.
Issue: it is sensitive to the underlying probability distribution. Probability calibration
sometimes need to be applied to overcome this issue.
1.2 Voting
Simpler system, more robust then combination rules. You just look at the outcome of
your models. The majority vote wins.
You could give more votes to one particular model, depending on each models
influence. >< learning these weights is a training step in itself.
ð Less sensitive to underlying probability distributions, no need for calibration or
determination of optimal new cut-off.
1.3 Stacking
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Start with your original model and use their probabilities as input for a meta-classifier.
This meta-classifier combines the probability of every model with the teacher. The
meta-classifier should find out which model will be best suited to handle an instance.
ð Meta-modelling = model that models models.
1.4 Bagging
Bagging, which stands for Bootstrap aggregating, is one of the earliest, most intuitive
and perhaps the simplest ensemble based algorithms, with a surprisingly good
performance. They use bootstrapping.
Ex: a bagging model needs to construct
100 models; in most cases I will build
100 decision trees. But I might end up
with 100 similar trees. Bootstrapping
will build 100 decisions trees, giving
them a bootstrap of the training data.
A bootstrap is a randomly chosen
selection of the instances of the
training data.
When the 100 trees are constructed, I construct ensembles, combining the models
using voting, using the majority voted outcome.
ð Since the training datasets may overlap substantially, additional measures can be used
to increase diversity, such as different using a subset of the training data for training
each classifier, suing a subset of feature, and/or using relatively weak classifiers.
Random forests
The most famous implementation of bagging is random forests. It combines decision
trees that are fully built. It uses bootstrapping.
Random forests operate by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time
and outputting the class that is the majority vote of the classes (classification) or mean
prediction (regression) of individual trees. It uses bootstrapping, using a random
selection of our training data.
It applies bagging:
•
•
•

One part of randomness comes from bootstrapping each decision tree, i.e. each
decision tree sees a random sample of the training data
However, random forests use an additional piece of randomness, i.e. to select
the allowed attributes to split on: when building a decision tree, each uses
some randomness in selecting the attribute to split on
Random forest with 100, 500, ... trees
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ð The idea behind this is to avoid overfitting, get a combination that is stronger than
a whole. It decreases variance.
Random forests are easy to used, they do not require much configuration or preprocessing. Because you are building many trees, you can include lots of interaction
effects. However, how to explain 100 vs 1 tree? How many trees am I going to build?
Most implementations start with a 100 trees, which is fine. If it does not give the
performance we want, we increase the number of trees: scoring and training will be
quicker.
However, there is one aspect we have lost: explainability. It becomes hard to explain
how this technique works.
There are some techniques that help to get this explainability out of these trees.
Regarding the feature importance, you can examine which variables are working
best/worst in each tree, that is to say, when a certain tree uses one variable and
another does not, you can compare the value lost or gained from the
inclusion/exclusion of that variable. Features that are stronger will appear in more
trees. Per attribute, it tells us what is important. This makes random forests applicable
for feature selection as well.
ð Does not give information about the important levels or values. It is just a ranking
of features.
Partial dependence is also very common. Each point on the partial dependence plot is
the average vote percentage in favour of the “yes” class across all observations, given
a fixed level of the feature under observation. It is good for inspecting main effects,
but not interactions.
ð Good for inspecting main effects, but not interactions.

You can also keep track of the most used variables. Feed an instance through every
tree in the forest. Keep track of how many times it was used and tally which variable
was used more often. Ex: Age used 3 times. Income used 1 time.
We could also keep track of the splitting points per variable. Ex: is age higher than 40,
is age higher than 45. I can then create a sort of distribution.
Decision paths: you track the past way, taking the average contribution of every
variable. The prediction is simply the average of the bias terms plus the average
contribution of each feature.
General model statistics: average tree size, average tree depth, etc.
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Next, we could also construct a simple local model in order to explain the classification
of a particular instance. On the contrary, constructing a simple global model, i.e. blackbox model, but explains it using a simpler, white box model.
1.5 Boosting
Boosting is similar to bagging, it also
creates an ensemble of classifiers by
resampling the data, which are then
combined by majority voting. There is
one crucial difference: whereas in
bagging the sampling of training
instance is purely random, in boosting, it
is not.
It is weighted and queued, in order to give a higher chance to instance left out,
containing mistakes, to be chosen again for the next round. Briefly said, it is steering
the learning towards fixing the mistakes it made in previous step.
You start from the whole data set, you then train a first model, pick out a random
subset, you build a first tree and make an ensemble. You use it to score your training
set. You then try to catch mistakes. In the next round you give a higher chance to the
mistaken instances à new data set à new decision tree à new ensemble.
As we have seen, the strength of boosting comes from cooperation. The goal is to
reduce the bias by combining a group of weak learners.
•

AdaBoost is the most easy and well-known implementation of boosting.
Iterative approach: AdaBoost trains an ensemble of weak learners over a
number of rounds.
o In round 1: AdaBoost takes a sample of the training dataset and tests to
see how accurate the learner is.
o Samples that were misclassified are given a heavier weight, so that they
have a higher chance of being picked in the next round
o The learner is also given a weight depending on its accuracy and
incorporated into the ensemble
o In round 2: AdaBoost again attempts to construct a new learner (now
sampling based on the weights we set before): previously misclassified
instances have a higher chance of showing up in the sample
o The best learner is again weighted and incorporated into the ensemble,
misclassified instances are weighted so they have a higher chance of
being picked and we repeat
o At the end of all rounds: we’re left with an ensemble of weighted
learners trained and then repeatedly retrained on misclassified data
from the previous rounds
AdaBoost is relatively simple and fast, because we are using weak
learners. It is sequential, you cannot parallelize. The tricky part is in the
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setting of weighting the weak classifiers (minimizing the weighted sum
error).
Because boosting mainly decreases bias and not variance, if you boost
too long (adding too much trees), you again risk entering a zone of
overfitting.

•

Gradient boosting machines: uses a specified, arbitrary cost function we want
to optimize. You can specify a loss function, and allows for more customization
and regularization. Gradient boosting is a machine learning technique for
regression and classification problems, which produces a prediction model in
the form of an ensemble of weak prediction models, typically decision trees. It
builds the model in a stage-wise fashion like other boosting methods do, and it
generalizes them by allowing optimization of an arbitrary differentiable loss
function.
Boosting algorithm as iterative functional gradient descent algorithms that
optimize a cost function over function space by iteratively choosing a function
(weak hypothesis) that points in the negative gradient direction.
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Gradient Boosting machines are a very powerful technique. But, there are more
parameters to set: eta, gamma, max_depth, min_child_weight, max_delta_step, etc.
Which loss function to use? Balance between simplicity and predictive power.
People like it a lot because it is doing very well in very strong data science competitions.
It also provides a method to do stacking: combine predictions from several models. But
takes a lot of trial and error.
Next, you can customize your objective function, using different evaluation metrics
(same as loss, AUC, lift, etc.).
Best known implementation: XG Boost (Java, R, Python, Scala, etc.)
Bagging vs Boosting
Bagging
Boosting
• Bootstrapping is random
• Bootstrapping
is
strategically modified.
• Can be done in parallel
• Happens
sequentially,
• It decreases variance, not
you need to wait until
necessarily bias. It is
previous
round
is
suitable to make an
finished.
ensemble of models
having a high variance and
• Reduces bias but not
a low bias.
necessarily
variance.
Ex: Random forest
Suitable to combine low
à Reducing the overfit of ensembles of
variance and high bias
complex
models
(strength
of
models (simple models).
randomness)
à Reducing the error of ensembles of
simple models (strength of cooperation)
ð Strength: one part working-together, one part randomness.

2. Data science tools
ð Impossible to follow all the tooling that is going on.
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Analytics is about “how to
analyse data” it does not mean
that we need to talk about the
volume of data, real time data,
unstructured data, etc. On the
other hand, talking about big
data, it means “how to manage
and
store
high-speed1,
unstructured data”.
It does not mean that we necessarily have the infrastructure in place or that we want
to do analytics or AI.
It took a few years before finding out there is a huge difference between analytics and
big data.
2.1 In memory analytics
In memory analytics means your data set fits in the memory.
ð Is this really a problem? Servers with 512GB of RAM have become really cheap,
cheaper than a HDFS cluster. The implementation makes a difference. If your task
is unsupervised or supervised modelling, you can apply sampling.
Some algorithms can work in online/batch mode.
The big tool language that dominate the world are R and Python. They have a huge
ecosystem, providing loads of packages, algorithms, providing many packages for data
science.
Vendors such as SAS and SPSS remain strong as well but bleeding-edge algorithms or
techniques are found in open-source first.
2.1.1 Memory analytics in R
•

A data frame is a table, in which each column contains measurements on one
variable, and each row contains one case. Every column can be of a different
type (numeric, categorical, character …). All columns have to be the same
length (contain the same number of data items, although some of those data
items may be missing values.

1

High speed : how many messages come in every second ? It is about the speed data comes in and the
speed at which we want to make predictions.
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R was traditionally used for statistics.
Standard data frames in R are not very efficient
“data.table”: fast aggregation of large data (e.g. 100GB in RAM), fast ordered
joins, fast add/modify/delete of columns by group using no copies at all, list
columns, a fast friendly file reader

Dyplr

In R, virtually any unsupervised or supervised algorithm is implemented in R as a package. The
“caret” package is a set of functions that attempt to streaming the process for creating
predictive models. The package contains tools for:
• Data spitting
• Pre-processing
• Feature selection
• Model tuning using resampling
• Variable importance estimation
Caret depends on other packages to do the actual modelling, and wraps these to offer a
unified interface. You can just use the original package as well if you know what you want.
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2.1.2 In memory analytics with Python
There are some packages that provide some interesting features.
• SciPy is a Python-based ecosystem of open-source software for mathematics,
science, and engineering.
• NumPy is the funamdental package for scientific computing with Python.
o A powerful N-dimensional array object, sophisticated functions, tools
for integrating C/C++ and Fortran code, sueful linear algebra, …
o Let’s make Python’s array fast
• Pandas is a genral library, provdign high-performance, easy-to-use data
strctures and data anlysis tools for the Python programming language.
• Matplotilib: comprehensive 2d plotting
• SciPy Library: fundamental library for scientific computing
Different ways to index:
• .loc is primarily label based, but may also be used with a boolean array. .loc will
raise KeyError when the items are not found dataframe.loc[‘a’]
• .iloc is primarily integer position based (from 0 to length-1 of the axis)
• .ix supports mixed integer and label based access
• Similarly to .loc, .at provides label based scalar lookups, while, .iat provides
integer based lookups analogously to .iloc
• Oh, and you can still do dataframe.a or dataframe[‘a’]
• If df is a sufficiently long DataFrame, then df(1,2) gives the second row,
however, df[1] gives an error and df[[1]] gives the second column
Pandas-ply is another implementation. You can write the whole operation as one construct.
Modeling in Python
•

“scikit-learn” is uncontested in the Python ecosystem
o Simple and efficient tools for data mining and data analysis
o Accessible to everybody, and reusable in various contexts
o Built on NumPy, SciPy, and matplotlib
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o Open source, commercially usable - BSD license
o Lots of algorithms implemented
You start with your data and then split it in training and test set.
Some modelling approaches are not included. Ex: sequence mining is not
present. Scikit-learn tries to provide a unified API for the basic tasks in machine
learning, with pipelines and meta-algorithms like grid search to tie everything
together.
• The required concepts, APIs, algorithms and expertise required
for structured learning are different from what scikit-learn has
to offer
• Pystruct handles general structured learning
• Seqlearn handles sequences only.
Deep learning and reinforcement learning both require a rich vocabulary to
define an architecture, with deep learning additionally requiring GPUs for
efficient computing. However, neither of these fit within the design constraints
of scikit-learn. Basic CPU-based artificial neural networks are present, however
ð Good support to work with textual data though – i.e. many featurization options
•

“statsmodels”: Python library that provides classes and functions for the estimation of
many different statistical models, as well as for conducting statistical tests, and
statistical data exploration

2.2 On GPU Analytics, deep learning
Training data can be very large, but it does not mean you need to store them in
distributed fashion. You need a batch approach. Training is done in memory.
Ecosystem is mainly based on Python 2 and Lua (deep learning library).
• "Epoch“: one iteration of training. For small data sets:
exposing a learning algorithm to the entire set of training
data (the “batch”)
• "Minibatch" means that the gradient is calculated across
a sample before updating weights
• Can be done in-memory
• Computation can be distributed: often involves
distribution over multiple GPUs, separate approaches
than Hadoop and friends
2.3 On-disk analytics
Even if your data set exceeds the boundaries of memory, there might be an easier way
around it rather than Hadoop.
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In terms of environment, people work in Notebooks. Scientific programming in data science
is very much concerned with exploration, experimentation, making demos, collaborating and
sharing results. It is this need for experiments, explorations, and collaborations that is
addressed by notebooks for scientific computing. Notebooks are collaborative web-based
environments for data exploration and visualization. It is similar to a lab notebook.
The idea of computer notebooks has been around for a long time, starting with the early days
of MatLAB and Mathematics in the mid-to-lat-80s. Later: SageMath and IPython.
Today: Jupyter, Beaker, Zeppelin, nteract.
Jupyter
The IPython console was started by Fernando Perez circa 2001 from a first attempt to replicate
a Mathematica Notebook with 259 lines code. With the Sage Notebook being a reference,
Fernando Perez had many collaborations with the Sage team.

In 2015, the IPython Notebook project became the Jupyter project. The foundation for a
generation of scientific publications focused on reproducibility by making the data and the
code accessible and open. The ability to go beyond Python and run several languages in a
notebook is also at the centre of the Jupyter rebirth. Multilingualism is still limited, however.
It is not possible to have multiple cells with multiple languages within the same notebook.
Furthermore, in order to run notebooks in languages other than Python, you still need to
install additional ”kernels”. A kernel provides programming language support in Jupyter.
IPython is the default kernel. Additional kernels include R, Julia, and many more.
Apache Zeppelin
The Zeppelin Notebook is supported and incubated by the Apache software foundation with
Lee Moon Soo as its lead developer. It is similar in concept to the Jupyter Notebook with some
differences. Apache Zeppelin is built on the JVM while Jupyter is built on Python. Zeppelin
offers the possibility to mix languages across cells. Zeppelin currently supports Scala (with
Apache Spark), Python (with Apache Spark), SparkSQL, Hive, Markdown and Shell. Zeppelin is
fully oriented for Spark. It is data exploration and visualization intended for big data and large
scale projects. Of course you can use spark in a Jupyter Notebook, but Zeppelin is natively
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Spark. “The Spark Notebook is the open source notebook aimed at enterprise environments,
providing Data Scientist and Data Engineers with an interactive web-based editor that can
combine Scala code, SQL queries, Markup and JavaScript in a collaborative manner to explore,
analyse and learn from massive data sets”. It is harder to set up compared to Jupyter.
2.4 In which format do we store our data?
Datasets are stored in a certain format. Many exist. The most commonly used one is
“.csv”. But there also exist more advanced formats.
• Text: CSV and friends
• Sequence files
• AVRO
• Parquet
• ORC
• Arrow
>< Concerns

•
•
•
•
•
•

How fast is it to serialize data (write)?
How fast can it be read in?
How large is it?
Column or row based?
Easy to distribute?
Easy to modify schema?

•
•

CSV (Comma separated value), TSV, JSON, XML
Convenient to exchange with other applications or
scripts
Human readable relatively small files
Bulky and not efficient to query without reading whole
structure in memory first. Even for simple queries it is
required to first load the whole file.
Hard to infer schema: add or remove columns or change
data types, data set is zipped.
Compression applies on file-level
Still one of the most common formats

2.4.1 Text: CSV and friends

•
•
•
•
•
2.4.2 Sequence files
•
•
•
•
•
•

A persistent data structure for binary key-value pairs
“Serialized Java objects”
Row-based
Commonly used to transfer data in map-reduce jobs (see
later)
Compression applies on row level
Less popular in recent years, not portable
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2.4.3 AVRO
ð Better operation to do analytics
• Widely used as serialization format
• Row-based, compact binary format
• Schema is included in the file: if we open the file, we have a good idea of the
meta-data: column type, column name, etc.
• Supports schema evolution: add, rename and delete columns, as opposed to
.csv which is a text format and rather time consuming process if we want to
add, modify or rename a column.
• Compression on record level
2.4.4 Apache Parquet
•
•

Column-oriented binary file format
Efficient when specific columns are queried: common in data science. Ex: give
me instances for which column value > 5.
• Parquet is built to support very efficient compression and encoding schemes.
It allows compression to be specified on a per-column level.
• Good support for schema evolution. We can easily add columns at the end.
ð Becoming more and more used.
2.4.5 ORC (ROW)
•
•
•
•
•

Evolution of RCFile
Stores collections of rows and within the collection the data is stored in
columnar format (combination of row- and column-based)
Lightweight indexing
Splittable
Not too space consuming

2.4.6 SQLite files?
•
•
•
•

Row-oriented file stores
Support for multiple tables, schema evolution, SQL querying
Integrates nicely with many languages
Data sets can become very large

2.4.7 HDF5
ð You can compare this with SQLite. You want to store a complete file system inside
one file. It is complete but complex.
•
•

HDF5 is a data model, library, and file format for storing and managing data.
Supports an unlimited variety of datatypes, and is designed for flexible and
efficient I/O and for high volume and complex data
It is portable and extensible, allowing applications to evolve in their use of HDF5
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File system within a file. Specification is very complex.

2.4.8 Kudo
•
•
•

Kudo is a storage system for tables of structured data. Tables have a welldefined schema consisting of a predefined number of typed columns. Each
table has a primary key composed of one or more if its columns.
Kudo tables are composed of a series of logical subsets of data, similar to
partitions in relational database systems, called Tablets.
Kudo provides data durability and protection against hardware failure by
replicating these tables to multiple commodity hardware nodes.

2.4.9 Arrow
Engineers from across the Apache Hadoop community are collaborating to establish Arrow as
a de-facto standard for columnar in- memory processing and interchange. Apache Arrow is an
in-memory data structure specification for use by engineers building data systems
– A columnar memory-layout permitting O(1) random access
– The layout is highly cache-efficient in analytics workloads
– Not a binary file specification!
• Efficient and fast data interchange between systems without the serialization costs
associated with other systems like Thrift, Avro, and Protocol Buffers
• A flexible structured data model supporting complex types that handles flat tables as
well as real-world JSON-like data engineering workloads
Each system has its own internal
memory format
§ 70-80% CPU wasted on serialization
and deserialization
§ Similar functionality implemented in
multiple projects
If you want to switch from tool to tool, there
is a lot of time wasted, copying from too to
tool and converting the data.
§

All systems utilize the same memory
format
§ No overhead for cross-system
communication
§ Projects can share functionality (e.g.,
Parquet-to-Arrow reader)
We have one general specification. No copy
and conversion needed. All export tarts from
one memory representation.
§
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2.4.10 Feather
•
•
•

•

A Fast On-Disk Format for Data Frames for R and Python, powered
by Apache Arrow
“In particular, we wanted to see if there were some opportunities
to collaborate on tools for improving interoperability between
Python, R”
One thing that struck us was that while R’s data frames and Python’s
pandas data frames utilize very different internal memory
representations, they share a very similar semantic model. In both
R and Panda’s, data frames are lists of named, equal-length
columns, which can be numeric, Boolean, and date-and-time,
categorical (factors), or string. Every column can have missing values
Around this time, the open source community had just started the
new

ð Apache Arrow project, designed to improve data interoperability for systems
dealing with columnar tabular data
• In discussing Apache Arrow in the context of Python and R, we
wanted to see if we could use the insights from feather to design a
very fast file format for storing data frames that could be used by
both languages. Thus, the Feather format was born
ð Feather is a fast, lightweight, and easy-to-use binary file format for storing data
frames. It has a few specific design goals:
– Lightweight, minimal API: make pushing data frames in and out of memory
as simple as possible
– Language agnostic: Feather files are the same whether written by Python
or R code. Other languages can read and write Feather files, too
– High read and write performance. When possible, Feather operations
should be bound by local disk performance
ð One of the great parts of Feather is that the file format is language agnostic
• “Feather is one of the first projects to bring the tangible benefits of
the Arrow spec to users in the form of an efficient, languageagnostic representation of tabular data on disk
• Since Arrow does not provide for a file format, we are using Google’s
Flatbuffers library (github.com/google/flatbuffers) to serialize
column types and related metadata in a language-independent way
in the file
To

sum
•
•

up…

For write
• AVRO faster and supports schema evolution
• Text: fast but bulky and large
For read, analytics, queries, etc.
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Parquet is clear winner
AVRI multiple times slower
Text is horribly slow (no indexes, fast lookup)

The future of data storage
• Arrow and Feather/Parquet/Kudo
• Feather is not designed for long-term data storage. At this time, we do not guarantee
that the file format will be stable between versions
• Instead, use Feather for quickly exchanging data between Python and R code, or for
short-term storage of data frames as part of some analysis
• Feather is extremely fast. Since Feather does not currently use any compression
internally, it works best when used with solid-state drives as come with most of today’s
laptop computers.
• For this first release, we prioritized a simple implementation and are thus writing
unmodified Arrow memory to disk
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CHAPTER 4: ADVANCED TECHNIQUES
1. Support vector machines
Up till now, every classifier we have seen tries to find a good decision boundary: in
logistic regression we try to find the best split using hyperplanes.
SVM also tries to find a line as best
separation. Many lines are possible.
It tries to separate between the
positive and the negative instances,
making the separation as wide as
possible, looking for a maximum
margin.
ð We have our training set (X and Y) and we want to encode that either we are on
one side or on the other side from the hyperplane, i.e. every positive instances are
above the hyperplane and the negative ones are below, meanwhile maximizing the
margin or minimizing the inverse.

ð What if I put a negative among the positives? The solver won’t find a solution. A
solution would be to modify the optimization problem and allow for some errors
but minimize the number of mistakes you are making. The higher you put the “c”,
the higher the penalty will be.
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Sometimes the data is not linearly
separable, hence, we need to transform
the
dimensional
space.

We have an additional processing step where
every instance in the initial space get
transformed to a new dimension, so we are able
to find a linear hyperplane. We then transform it
back to the initial dimension.
Here, the transformation does not
increase our original dimensional space.
We convert every instance to a new
position by squaring both X. it then
becomes easy to draw a line. If we
convert it back to the original space, the
instances look like a circle.

ð SVM can only do binary classification!
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SVMs offer a fast, nice convex optimization strategy. But some pre-processing is
required (e.g. normalization of x, y), categorical-to-continuous.
RBF SVM classifier performs well in many cases.

Map multiclass classification to a set of binary classification problems. Important for
techniques that can only deal with binary classification only, such as SVMs
• One-versus-one
o Contrast every class against every other class
o For k classes, build k(k-1)/2 classifiers
o Assign a new observation using the majority rule

For each pairwise combination of outcome, we build a classifier.
For all of them we build a SVM. Get final observation using
majority voting rule.
Drawback: many classifiers required.
•

One-versus-all
o Contrast every class against all other classes
o For k classes, build k classifiers
o Assign a new observation using the highest posterior
probability

Here, for every class we build a classifier and we compare it to
all other classes. Assign new observation, using the one with
highest probability.
Drawback: number of instances and time to train is influenced
by size.
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There exist other types of SVMs.
• Least squares Support Vector Machine
• Proximal SVMs
• SVM for regression. The goal is to find a hyperplane that has at
most an error e and make a line as far as possible.

•

One-class SVMs (Schöllkopf): unsupervised approach that
separates all the data points from the origin (in feature space)
and maximizes the distances from this hyperplane to the origin.
This results in a binary function which captures regions in the
input space where the probability density of the data lives. Thus
the function returns +1 in a “small” region (capturing the
training data points) and -1 elsewhere.
In the previous formulation the parameter C decided the
smoothness. In this formula it is the parameter ν that
characterizes the solution.

§
§

An upper bound on the fraction of outliers (training
examples regarded out-of-class)
A lower bound on the number of training examples used
as support vectors
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Due to the importance of this parameter, this approach
is often referred to as ν-SVM
§ It can be shown that the ν-SVC formulation is a
parametrization of the C-SVC and therefore
mathematically equivalent
One-class SVMs (Tax and Duin) : The method of Support Vector Data
Description by Tax and Duin (SVDD) applies a spherical approach
instead of planar
§ Obtains a spherical boundary in feature space around the data
§ The volume of this hypersphere is minimized, to minimize the
effect of incorporating outliers in the solution
§

•

2. Neural networks
2.1 Basic idea
Idea: base it loosely on how we think the human brain works. Neurons are created and
connected together, allowing them to send messages to each other. Next, the network
is asked to solve a problem, which it attempts to do over and over, each time
strengthening the connections that lead to success and diminishing those that lead to
failure.
Each artificial neuron fires an activation function over the weighted sum of its inputs
and sends the output of that function out.

Common activation functions:
– Logistic (sigmoid)
• f(sum) = 1 / (1+exp(-sum))
• Between 0 and 1
– Hyperbolic tangent (tanh)
• f(sum) = 2 * [1/(1+exp(-sum))] - 1
• Between -1 and 1
– Linear
• f(sum)=sum
– Radial Basis Function (RBF Networks)
• Gaussian activation functions
– Stepwise, ReLU, softmax, softmin, ...
One neuron on its own is not a brain but it can do simple classification.
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An error function defines a parameter surface. You need to find the minimum of the
error function using the characteristics of surface. Weights are trained to minimize the
error: gradient descent.
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After the first weight update … You want a minimum error, making the least mistakes.
Based on the error we are making, in very step we shift the weight.

After enough iterations we reach this situation:

The basic idea of neural networks
sounds simple, one single neuron can
do simple linear classification, although
it is not a brain.

It could sometimes happen that no linear separation exists, and that the error will
continue to be quite large. One solution could be to add an additional input with an
interaction term.
2.2 The MultiLayer Perceptron
ð What if we stack a neuron into layers?

Issue: in every step we want to update weights but now things are stacked, how so
we know which weights need to be changed? Backpropagation is a useful solution
that comes in handy to update the weights when we have multiple layers.
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1. Initialize the weights to small, random values
2. Propagate an observation through the network (feedforward)
3. Compute the errors at the output layer
4. Propagate the error terms backward to the preceding layers
5. Update all weights
6. Go back to step 2, until convergence is achieved

•
•
•
•

•

Online (incremental) learning (stochastic gradient descent). Update
the weights after reading each observation
Batch learning (batch gradient descent). Update the weights after
reading the entire data set. Mini-batching: work with smaller
batches of the data set
1 “epoch”: 1 run of all training observations through the network
Learning rate η
• Too high: oscillations; the algorithm diverges
• Too small: slow progress
• An adaptive learning rate is recommended. Start with high
one and decrease it.
Momentum parameter a
0≤a≤1
The current step direction is smoothed with the previous step
Possibility of local minima. There is no guarantee to find the global
minimum.

Preliminary training: good starting values for the weights are essential for getting good
solutions (and not getting stuck in local minima). Preliminary training uses a small
number of random starting weights and takes a few iterations (20 by default) from
each. It for instance tries 20 different starting configurations. Each time it will do a little
amount of training, find the one with the smallest error value.
Over every iteration we should keep track of the error. In the beginning it will be rather
high and it will then star decreasing.
Convergence criteria
• The error function shows no progress
• The weights stop chaining substantially
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The gradient is close to zero
The validation set error increases
The maximum number of epochs is reached.

Risk: overfitting. Use a validation set and keep track of the error there.
• Check validation set (similar as with decision trees!)
• Bartlett (1997) demonstrated that generalization depends more on
the size of the weights than the number of weights. A large network
with small weights acts in the same way as a smaller, less complex
network. Thus, restraining the weights should prevent a bumpy
overfitted surface.
• However, it might also prevent the model from adapting to the true
features of the data
• Regularization: penalize large weights (in an absolute sense) in the
objective function!
Dropout (2014) is another technique for addressing overfitting. The key idea is to
randomly drop units (along with their connections) from the neural network during
training. This prevents units from co-adapting too much. During training, dropout
samples from an exponential number of different “thinned” networks. At test time, it
is easy to approximate the effect of averaging the predictions of all these thinned
networks by simply using a single untinned network that has smaller weights. This
significantly reduces overfitting and gives major improvements over other
regularization methods.
•

•
•

Also for both classification and regression
• Logistic regression and support vector machines can be
encoded as neural network
• So can decision trees, even
Also for unsupervised learning!
• Example techniques: Kohonen Self Organising Map (SOM),
auto-encoders (dimensionality reduction)
Main drawbacks: overfitting, black-box, and huge amount of
architecture tuning
• Number of hidden units, number of layers
• Learning rate, alpha decay rate
• Which activation function to use
• Which batching method to use
• Adding a bias term (an additional, fixed input)

Opening the black box
ð Input selection
•
•
•

Train the neural network
Prune the input where the input-to-hidden layer weights are
closest to zero
Retrain the network
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ð Rule extraction. The main idea here is to try to convert the neural network to a
decision tree. Extract proposition IF-THEN rules from the network mimicking its
behaviour
• Decompositional rule extraction algorithms
o Are closely intertwined with the internal workings of
the neural network
o Analyse widths, biases and activation values

Decompositional rule extraction
1. Train the neural network
2. Remove the redundant connections by pruning while maintaining its
accuracy
3. Categorize the hidden unit activation values of the pruned network by
clustering
4. Extract rules that describe the network outputs in terms of the
discretized hidden unit activation values
5. Generate rules that describe the discretised hidden unit activation values
in terms of the network inputs
6. Merge the two sets of rules generated in steps 4 and 5 to obtain a set of
rules that relate the inputs and outputs of the network.

•

Pedagogical rule extraction algorithms
o Consider the neural network as a black box
o Use the neural network as an oracle to label and
generate additional training observations.
o Use the output to build an explanatory model.

1. Use the neural network to relabel the training data
2. Build a decision tree using C4.5/CART/CHAID on the relabelled data
3. Use the neural network as an oracle to generate additional training
data when the data becomes too partitioned (Ex: less than S
observations for deciding upon splits, with S as a user-defined
parameter).
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Pedagogical rule extraction is similar to “build a simple global
model” approach we have seen earlier. It can also be used with other
black box classifiers (random forests, SVMs). Also local explationat
models (LIME, for instance) can still be used here as well.
Opening the black box is a two-stage model.
• Estimated any easy-to-understand model first
• Use a neural network to preduct the erros that were mae by
the simple model. use the same set of predictors.
• Then, combine both models in an additive way!

ð The ideal balance between model interpretability and model performance is
achieved.

3. Deep learning
By deep we mean in terms of the number of layers and the layout complexity … E.g.
Many layers, directed cyclic graphs.
There are 4 commonly known types:
• Convolutional neural network: make a lot of layers but
avoid too many connected layers. “pooling layers” to take
advantage of spatial 3D structure.
• Recurrent neural network: try to take the history into
account. “what did you previously show me”. It is useful for
sequence based approaches.
• Deep Q-learning: reinforcement learning to train agents.
• Adversial network: two networks competing with each
other to learn a data set (“What I cannot create, I do not
understand”).
3.1 Convolutional neural networks
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Convolutional neural networks are
very similar to normal MLP., except
with many hidden layers. The
question is, how to deal with so many
weights? How to deal with special
structure of input data?
à Use a sequence of CONV_RELU_POOL layers before a fully connected one at the
end.
• The CONV layer will compute the output of neurons that are
connected to local regions in the input.
• RELU layer will apply an elementwise activation function.
This leaves the size of the volume unchanged.
• The POOL layer will perform a down sampling operation
along the spatial dimensions (width, height).
• FC (fully-connected) layer will compute the class scores.
The picture shows the way this
layer is connected with input,
depth of 3. Every neuron focuses
on one particular area of the
network.

Pooling: The neurons will be responsible for taking a large set of pixels and reduce it
to a smaller set of pixels. Ex: Shrink down an image on paint.

3.2 Recurrent neural networks
These networks take history into account. They contain self-loops and loop-back
(feedback).
Generation and prediction of sequences.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM): store, write and forget information.
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3.3 Deep-Q Learning
Q-learning is an example of reinforcement learning.
Task: build an artificial agent, program, that given a certain state tries to determine the
best action, and then receives a reward.
Ex: Consider the game Breakout. In this game you control a paddle at the bottom of
the screen and have to bounce the ball back to clear all the bricks in the upper half of
the screen. Each time you hit a brick, it disappears and your score increases – you get
a reward.

This is the task reinforcement learning tries to solve. Reinforcement learning lies
somewhere in between supervised and unsupervised learning. Whereas in supervised
learning one has a target label for each training example and in unsupervised learning
one has no labels at all, in reinforcement learning one has sparse and time-delayed
labels – the rewards. Based only on those rewards the agent has to learn to behave in
the environment.

Suppose you are an agent, situated in an environment (e.g. Breakout game). The
environment is in a certain state (e.g. location of the paddle, location and direction of
the ball, existence of every brick and so on). The agent can perform certain actions in
the environment (e.g. move the paddle to the left or to the right). These actions
sometimes result in a reward (e.g. increase in score). Actions transform the
environment and lead to a new state, where the agent can perform another action,
and so on. The rules for how you choose those actions are called policy. The
environment in general is stochastic, which means the next state may be somewhat
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random (e.g. when you lose a ball and launch a new one, it goes towards a random
direction.
The set of states and actions, together with rules for transitioning from one state to
another, make up a Markov decision process. One episode of this process (e.g. one
game) forms a finite sequence of states, actions and rewards:

Here si represents the state, ai is the action and ri+1 is the reward after performing the
action. The episode ends with terminal state sn (e.g. “game over” screen). A Markov
decision process relies on the Markov assumption, that the probability of the next state
si+1 depends only on current state si and action ai, but not on preceding states or
actions.
Discounted Future Reward
To perform well in the long-term, we need to take into account not only the immediate
rewards, but also the future rewards we are going to get. How should we go about
that?
Given one run of the Markov decision process, we can easily calculate the total reward
for one episode:

Given that, the total future reward from time point t onward can be expressed as:
But because our environment is stochastic, we can never be sure, if we will get the
same rewards the next time we perform the same actions. The more into the future
we go, the more it may diverge. For that reason, it is common to use discounted future
reward instead:
Here γ is the discount factor between 0 and 1 – the more into the future the reward is,
the less we take it into consideration. It is easy to see, that discounted future reward
at time step t can be expressed in terms of the same thing at time step t+1:

If we set the discount factor γ=0, then our strategy will be short-sighted and we rely
only on the immediate rewards. If we want to balance between immediate and future
rewards, we should set discount factor to something like γ=0.9. If our environment is
deterministic and the same actions always result in same rewards, then we can set
discount factor γ=1.
ð A good strategy for an agent would be to always choose an action that maximizes
the (discounted) future reward.
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Q-learning
In Q-learning we define a function Q(s, a) representing the maximum discounted future
reward when we perform action a in state s, and continue optimally from that point
on.

The way to think about Q(s, a) is that it is “the best possible score at the end of the
game after performing action a in state s“. It is called Q-function, because it represents
the “quality” of a certain action in a given state.
This may sound like quite a puzzling definition. How can we estimate the score at the
end of game, if we know just the current state and action, and not the actions and
rewards coming after that? We really can’t. But as a theoretical construct we can
assume existence of such a function. Just close your eyes and repeat to yourself five
times: “Q(s, a) exists, Q(s, a) exists, …”. Feel it?
If you’re still not convinced, then consider what the implications of having such a
function would be. Suppose you are in state and pondering whether you should take
action a or b. You want to select the action that results in the highest score at the end
of game. Once you have the magical Q-function, the answer becomes really simple –
pick the action with the highest Q-value!

Here π represents the policy, the rule how we choose an action in each state.
OK, how do we get that Q-function then? Let’s focus on just one transition <s, a, r, s’>.
Just like with discounted future rewards in the previous section, we can express the Qvalue of state s and action a in terms of the Q-value of the next state s’.

This is called the Bellman equation. If you think about it, it is quite logical – maximum
future reward for this state and action is the immediate reward plus maximum future
reward for the next state.
The main idea in Q-learning is that we can iteratively approximate the Q-function using
the Bellman equation. In the simplest case the Q-function is implemented as a table,
with states as rows and actions as columns. The gist of the Q-learning algorithm is as
simple as the following:
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α in the algorithm is a learning rate that controls how much of the difference between
previous Q-value and newly proposed Q-value is taken into account. In particular,
when α=1, then two Q[s,a] cancel and the update is exactly the same as the Bellman
equation.
The maxa’ Q[s’,a’] that we use to update Q[s,a] is only an approximation and in early
stages of learning it may be completely wrong. However, the approximation get more
and more accurate with every iteration and it has been shown, that if we perform this
update enough times, then the Q-function will converge and represent the true Qvalue.
ð A detailed example is provided in the slides.
Once the brain is trained, we can use it in practice. In every state my brain now
knows what to do to get a high reward.
It is interesting to know that even if a number of states is unknown, we can apply
this simple approach. Just expand Q when a new state is encountered. The
converged Q matrix can be used as is, or as probabilistic walker input.
ð How to go from Q learning to deep Q-learning?
“If we apply the same pre-processing to game screens as in the DeepMind paper –
take the four last screen images, resize them to 84×84 and convert to grayscale
with 256 grey levels – we would have 25684x84x4 ≈ 1067970 possible game states”
– This means 1067970 rows in our Q-table – more than the number of atoms in the
known universe
– One could argue that states never occur – we could possibly represent it as a
sparse table containing only visited states
– Even so, most of the states are very rarely visited and it would take a lifetime of
the universe for the Q-table to converge
– Ideally, we would also like to have a good guess for Q-values for states we have
never seen before
In deep-Q learning, pre-processing is applied to some pixel screenshots. The
number of states is huge. It will not converge as it would take too long. We have
too many rows in the matrix. Some pixels will maybe never occur, never be
reached.
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Idea: What if we could represent our Q function by training it with a neural
network?

•
•

This is the point where deep learning steps in
We could represent our Q-function with a neural network, that takes
the state and action as input and outputs the corresponding Q-value.

Estimate the future reward in each state using Q-learning and approximate the Q-function
using a convolutional neural network. It turns out that approximation of Q-values using nonlinear functions is not very stable. It does not seem easy to converge and takes a long time,
almost a week on a single GPU. Hence, experience replay is applied. During gameplay all the
experiences < s, a, r, s’ > are stored in a replay memory
When training the network, random mini-batches from the replay memory are used instead
of the most recent transition. This breaks the similarity of subsequent training samples, which
otherwise might drive the network into a local minimum.
Exploration-Exploitation
Q-learning attempts to solve the credit assignment problem – it propagates rewards back in
time, until it reaches the crucial decision point which was the actual cause for the obtained
reward. When a Q-table or Q-network is initialized randomly, then its predictions are initially
random as well. If we pick an action with the highest Q-value, the action will be random and
the agent performs crude “exploration”
As a Q-function converges, it returns more consistent Q-values and the amount of exploration
decreases. But this exploration is “greedy”, it settles with the first effective strategy it finds.
A simple and effective fix for the above problem is ε-greedy exploration – with probability ε
choose a random action, otherwise go with the “greedy” action with the highest Q-value. In
their system DeepMind actually decreases ε over time from 1 to 0.1 – in the beginning the
system makes completely random moves to explore the state space maximally, and then it
settles down to a fixed exploration rate.
3.4 Generative adversarial networks
•

•

A discriminative model learns a function that maps the input data (x)
to some desired output class label (y). In probabilistic terms, they
directly learn the conditional distribution P(y|x).
A generative model tries to learn the joint probability of the input data
and labels simultaneously, i.e. P(x,y)/ This can be converted to P(y|x)
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for classification via Bayes rule, but the generative ability could be used
for something else as well, such as creating likely new (x,y) samples.
ð Some examples are provided in the slides.
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CHAPTER 5: HADOOP & MAPREDUCE
1. The basics
As we have seen in a previous chapter, there exist many vendors with a Hadoop stack; Our
choice depends on what characteristics we are looking for.
o There is always “roll your own”
o Open-source or walled garden?
o Support?
o Out-of-date?
o Features?
What is Hadoop and what is it not? We all know of Hadoop and hear it being mentioned every
time a team is talking about some big daunting task related to the analysis or management of
big data?
o Have lots of volume? Hadoop!
o Unstructured data? Hadoop!
o Streaming data? Hadoop!
o Want to run super-fast machine learning in parallel? Hadoop!
The genesis of Hadoop came from the Google File System paper that was published in 2003.
Spawned another research paper from Google: MapReduce. Hadoop started as part of a
search engine called Nutch, which was being worked on by Doug Cutting and Mike Cafarella
(5k lines of code for NDFS (Nutch Distributed File System) and 6k lines of code for MapReduce).
In 2006, Cutting joined Yahoo! to work in its search engine division. The part of Nutch which
dealt with distributed computing and processing (initially constructed to handle with the
simultaneous parsing of enormous amounts of web links in an efficient manner) was split of
and renamed to “Hadoop”. In 2008, Yahoo! open-sourced Hadoop. Today, Hadoop is part of
an ecosystem of technologies which are managed by the non- profit Apache Software
foundation
Even when talking about “raw” Hadoop, it is important to know that it describes a stack
containing four core modules:
o Hadoop Common (a set of shared libraries)
o Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), a Java-based file system to store data
across multiple machines.
o MapReduce (a programming model to process large sets of data in parallel). It
allows us to use program that can work with huge amounts of data.
o YARN: Yet Another Resource Negotiator, a framework to schedule and handle
resource requests in a distributed environment.

1.1 HDFS
HDFS is the distributed file system used by Hadoop to store data in the cluster
o HDFS lets you connect nodes (commodity personal computers)
contained within clusters over which data files are distributed
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o You can then access and store the data files as one seamless file system
o HDFS is fault tolerant and provides high-throughput access
Theoretically, you don't need to have it running and files could instead be stored
elsewhere
HDFS is composed of
• A NameNode which holds all the metadata regarding the stored files, an
optional SecondaryNameNode (for data recovery in the event of failure). Meta
data might include information like the size of the file, the name of the file, etc.
When you want to read a file, the NameNode will give the instructions.
A NameNode manages file system namespace operation like opening, closing,
and renaming files and directories
It also maps data blocks to DataNodes, which handle read and write requests
from HDFS clients.
• DataNodes (one per node in the cluster) which hold the actual data. They keep
track of the place where actual files are stored. Not every enormous file will
live in one datanode; One of the main goals of HDFS is to support large files.
The size of a typical HDFS block is 64MB. Therefore, each HDFS file consists of
one or more 64MB blocks. HDFS tries to place each block on separate data
nodes; DataNodes contain these blocks. Every block is typically 64Mb.
DataNodes also create, delete, and replicate data blocks according to
instructions from the governing NameNode.
o A typical installation cluster has a dedicated machine that runs a name
node and possibly one data node. Each of the other machines in the
cluster runs one data node.
o Data nodes continuously loop, asking the name node for instructions
o HDFS supports a hierarchical file organization of directories and files
inside them.
HDFS is not the first distributed file system. It is of the type write-once-read-many.
NameNode manages the file system namespace and regulates client access to files.
DataNodes tore data as blocks within files.

HDFS replicates file blocks for fault tolerance. An application can specify the number
of replicas of a file at the time it is created, and this number can be changed any time
after that. The name node makes all decisions concerning block replication.
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HDFS provides a native Java API and a native C-language wrapper for the Java API, as
well as shell commands to interface with the file system.

ð In Layman’s terms: a massive, distributed, C:-drive…

1.2 MapReduce
What is MapReduce? A “programming framework” for coordinating tasks in a
distributed environment. HDFS uses “behind the scenes” this to make access fast.
Reading a file is converted to a MapReduce task to read across multiple DataNodes
and stream the resulting file.
The concept of “map” and “reduce” comes from functional programming. It existed
long before Hadoop.
o Map: apply a function on every item in a list. The result is a new list of values.
o Reduce: apply a function on a list. It also keeps a function but it is just applied
on the list as a whole. We reduce the list to one new value (Ex: maximum,
average, etc.).
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The function takes an input and
processes an output: x2
The square function is applied to
every item of the list.
As for the reduce function, the whole
list is reduced to one output. Here, we
reduce the list to the sum of all items.
A Hadoop map-reduce pipeline starts from a series of key-value pairs (k1,v1) and maps
each pair to one or more output key-value pairs. Note that multiple output entries per
input entry can be produced. This operation can be run in parallel over the input pairs.
Moreover, it is possible to apply map on only one key-value pair, of course.
Next, the output entries are shuffled and distributed so that all output entries
belonging to the same key are assigned to the same worker. All of these workers then
apply a reduce function to each group The resulting, final outputs are then (optionally)
sorted per key to produce the final outcome. The output of the reduce operator should
also be of a certain form (k,v).
Ex: I want to count how many times a
word appears in a document. The
input can be a list of anything, there is
no need to be a key-value. My reduce
function will operate on every distinct
key.
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I want to average the data set by mapping
an input to a certain output. As output I
want to obtain an average page count per
genre (Drama, education, thriller, fantasy,
etc.). For each row in the left table, I map
a key value entry in the right table.
The mapping could actually be performed
on several machines in parallel, this would
be more efficient.
If we make the list too long, the same machine
will have to process many lines, which might
take too much time and be rather inefficient …

The output provided on the right picture seems to be incorrect. Indeed, it does not
correspond to the actual average. It should indeed be equal to (150+300)/3.
à Reducement may already be done on a partial list. The reduce function should
always be able to work on partial result and work multiple times.

Reduce should work on partial results and be able to be applied multiple times. The reduce
function should output the same structure as emitted by the map function, since this output
can be used again in an additional reduce operation. Next, the reduce function should provide
correct results even if called multiple times on partial results.
RMQ: examples are given in the slides. A mini-example code is also given.
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On Hadoop, MapReduce tasks are written using Java. Bindings for Python and other languages
exist as well, but Java is the “native” environment. Java program is packages as a JAR archive
and launched using the command:

MapReduce tasks can consist of more than mappers and reducers: partitions, combiners,
shufflers, and sorters. Shuffling organizes output elements from mappers.

1.3 YARN
How is a MapReduce program coordinated amongst the different nodes in the cluster?
In the former Hadoop 1 architecture, the cluster was managed by a service called the
JobTracker.
• TaskTracker services lived on each node and would launch tasks on behalf of
jobs.
• The JobTracker would serve information about completed jobs
• JobTracker could still become overloaded, however!
In Hadoop 2, MapRedice is split into two components. The cluster resource management
capabilities havec become YARN, while the MapReduce-specific capabilities remain
MapReduce.
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The functions of the JobTracker are divided into three services:
§

§

§

The ResourceManager is a persistent global YARN service that receives
and runs applications (a MapReduce job is an application) on the
cluster. It contains the scheduler to govern the order in which jobs are
handled
• The MapReduce-specific capabilities of the JobTracker have
moved into the MapReduce Application Master, one of which is
started to manage each MapReduce job and terminated when
the job completes
• Prevents overloading the ResourceManager
The JobTracker’s function of serving information about completed jobs
has been moved to the JobHistoryServer. He gets logs of things that
happen before.
The TaskTracker has been replaced with the NodeManager, a YARN
service that manages resources and deployment on a node. Node
Manager is responsible for launching containers, each of which can
house a map or reduce task. The TaskTracker coordinates map and
reduce jobs.
A client program submits the application,
including the necessary specifications to
launch
the
application-specific
ApplicationMaster itself. The resource
manager starts negotiating.
The resource manager then assumes the
responsibility to negotiate a specified
container in which to start the application
master and then launches the application
master.

The application master, on boot-up, registers with the Resource Manager. The registration
allows the client program to query the ResourceManager for details, which allow it to directly
communicate with its own application master.
During normal operation the application master negotiates appropriate resource containers
via the resource-request protocol.
On successful container allocations, the application master launches the container by
providing the container launch specification to the Noe manager. The launch specification,
typically, includes the necessary information to allow the container to communicate with the
application master itself.
The application code educating within the container then provides necessary information
(progress, status, etc.) to its ApplicationMaster via an application-specific protocol.
During the application execution, the client that submitted the program communicates
directly with the ApplicationMaster to get status, progress updates, etc. via an applicationspecific protocol.
Once the application is complete, and all necessary work has been finished, the application
master deregisters with the resource manager and shuts down, allowing its own container to
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be repurposed. The resource manager then sees that some capacity is free now. We can use
the same setup to run several tasks.
The new architecture has a couple advantages. First, by breaking up the JobTracker into a few
different services, it avoids many of the scaling issues facing Hadoop 1. It makes it possible to
run frameworks other than MapReduce on a Hadoop cluster. For example, Impala can also
run on YARN and share resources on a cluster with MapReduce. I.e. can be used for all sorts
of coordination of tasks. This will be huge advantage once we move away from Hadoop (see
later). Even then, people also proposed alternatives to Yarn (see later).
Standard Hadoop is definitely not a turn-key solution for most environments – Just a big hard
drive and a way to do scalable MapReduce? As such, many implementations and vendors also
mix-in a number of additional projects such as:
o HBase: a distributed database which runs on top of the Hadoop core stack (no
SQL, just MapReduce)
o Hive: a data warehouse solution with SQL like query capabilities to handle data
in the form of tables
o Pig: a framework to manipulate data stored in HDFS without having to write
complex MapReduce programs from scratch
o Cassandra: another distributed database
o Ambari: a web interface for managing Hadoop stacks (managing all these other
fancy keywords)
o Flume: a framework to collect and deal with streaming data intakes
o Oozie: a more advanced job scheduler that cooperates with YARN
o Zookeeper: a centralized service for maintaining configuration information,
naming (a cluster on its own)
o Sqoop: a connector to move data between Hadoop and relational databases
o Atlas: a system to govern metadata and its compliance
o Ranger: a centralized platform to define, administer and manage security
policies consistently across Hadoop components
o Spark: a computing framework geared towards data analytics

2. SQL on Hadoop
“What do you mean it’s a file system and some MapReduce? How do we query this
thing?” We need SQL!
2008: the first release of Apache Hive, the original SQL-on-Hadoop solution. Now one
of the de-facto tools included with almost all Hadoop installations. Hive converts SQL
queries to a series of map-reduce jobs, and presents itself to clients in a way which
very much resembles a MySQL server
It also offers a command line client, Java APIs and JDBC drivers, which made the project
wildly successful and quickly adapted by all organizations which were quickly beginning
to realize that they’d taken a step back from their traditional data warehouse setups
in their desire to switch to Hadoop as soon as possible.
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Another way to ease the pain of writing MapReduce programs
§ Still not very easy though
§ People still wanted good ole SQL
Hive is handy... but SQL-on-Hadoop technologies are not perfect implementations of
relational database management systems. MapReduce was not built to be fast. It was
built to be scalable.
o Sacrifice on features such as speed, SQL language compatibility
o Support for complex joins. Does not know how to convert it.
o For Hive, the main drawback was its lack of speed
o Because of the overhead incurred by translating each query into a series of
map- reduce jobs, even the simplest of queries can consume a large amount of
time
o Some companies such as Hortonworks are still pushing behind the
development of Hive, mainly by putting efforts behind Apache Tez, which
provides a new backend for Hive, no longer based on the map-reduce paradigm
but on directed-acyclic- graph pipelines
Some companies such as Hortonworks are still pushing behind the development of
Hive, mainly by putting efforts behind Apache Tez, which provides a new backend for
Hive, is no longer based on the map-reduce paradigm but on directed-acyclic-graph
pipelines
In 2012, Cloudera, another well-known Hadoop vendor, introduced their own SQL-onHadoop technology as part of their “Impala” stack. Cloudera also opted to forego mapreduce completely, and instead uses its own set of execution daemons, which have to
be installed along Hive-compatible datanodes. It offers SQL-92 syntax support, a
command line client, and ODBC drivers. It is much faster than a standard Hive
installation, allowing for immediate feedback after queries, hence making them more
interactive
Today: Apache Impala (incubating) is open source, native analytic database for Apache
Hadoop
It didn’t take long for other vendors to take notice of the need for SQL-on-Hadoop, and
in recent years, we see almost every vendor joining the bandwagon and offering their
own query engines (IBM’s BigSQL platform or Oracle’s Big Data SQL, for instance).
Spark SQL
We’ve also witnessed the rising popularity of Apache Spark, which focuses on realtime, in-memory, parallelized processing of Hadoop data, and also comes with its own
SQL engine, Spark SQL, that builds on top of it to allow SQL queries to be written
against data, and which has become very popular, especially in data mining/science
circles.
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Also foregoes the MapReduce paradigm (we’ll revisit Spark later on). The field
continuous to change and expand at a rapid pace, however one interesting, new
project is Apache Drill. Whereas most existing SQL-on-Hadoop engines assumed Hiveformatted tables in HDFS or tables stored in HBase (HBase is a native Hadoop data
store) as the underlying storage mechanism, Drill features a extensible engine that can
query: Hive datastores, HBase datastores, but also flat files, JSON data, and MongoDB
data, and it can do so no matter whether the data is stored on-disk, in HDFS, or even
cloud storage systems
Think of it as SQL-on-everything rather than SQL-on-Hadoop, but again, this extra
flexibility comes with performance drawbacks
HBase
Was the first database on top of Hadoop. No SQL, just get/put/filter operations.
Queries as MapReduce jobs… “write it yourself”.
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CHAPTER 6: UNSUPERVISED MODELING AND ANOMALY DETECTION
1. Recap

ð In this chapter we will jump back to analytic data, still studying the analytical part
of the process.
•

Predictive data mining methods: This method uses some variables
to predict unknown or future values of other variables. You have a
labelled data set at your disposal and you want to predict a certain
outcome. For instance, a list of customers with outcome yes if they
bought the product and no if they didn’t.
Ex: classification, regression, recommender systems
à Supervised learning
• Descriptive data mining methods: you don’t have any labelled data.
On the contrary, you want to find human-interpretable patterns
that describe the data. You don’t have labels at your disposal.
Ex: clustering, associations, sequences
à Unsupervised learning

2. Association rule mining
2.1 Overview
Association rule learning is a method for discovering interesting relations between
variables. It is intended to identify strong rules discovered in databases using some
measures of interestingness
For example, the rule {onions, tomatoes, ketchup}à {burger} found in the sales data of a
supermarket would indicate that if a customer buys onions, tomatoes and ketchup
together, they are likely to also buy hamburger meat, which can be used e.g. for
promotional pricing or product placements
Application areas in market basket analysis, web usage mining, intrusion detection,
production and manufacturing
One important feature is that association rule learning typically does not consider the
order of items either within a transaction (sequence mining does)
ð Pioneering technique: apriori algorithm
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Briefly said, the goal is to find interesting relations. For instance, frequent or rare
patterns. It could also be causally relations. However, before starting the analysis, it
would be useful to define the word “interesting”.

We are working with a transactional database. Every row represents a shopping
session, a transaction. There is a column for every product in the inventory. A 1 is set
if the product was bought, 0 if it was not bought. The order of the transactions does
not matter.
ð What constitutes a “good” rule? To select rules from the set of all possible rules,
constraints on various measures of interest are used. The best-known and mostused constraints are the minimum thresholds on support and confidence.
•

Support: it does not work on a rule but on an itemset. How
many transactions do include a particular itemset?

•

Confidence: how confident are we? It estimates the quality
of a rule. If someone bought cheese and wine, we are pretty
sure he also bought spaghetti for instance. Confidence
works using support.

ð These are basically the two metrics needed. There are other metrics as well but
these are then less frequently used.
Ex: lift. If lift = 1, the probability of occurrence of the antecedent and that of the
consequent are independent of each other, i.e. no rule can be drawn involving
those two events.
Lift > 1 let us know the degree to which those two occurrences are dependent on
one another, makes those rules useful for use in future data sets. Hence, you want
it to be higher than 1.
An advantage of this metric is that it looks at the overall data set. Ex: if we see
spaghetti in rows with no cheese and wine, maybe it is that there is no link between
those items.
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Another useful metric is the conviction. This metric considers both the confidence of
the rule and the overall data set. It can be interpreted as the ratio of the expected
frequency that X occurs without Y. I.e. measure for the frequency that the rule makes
an incorrect prediction, e.g. the conviction value of 1.2 shows that the rule would be
incorrect 20% more often (1.2 times as often) if the association between X and Y was
purely random chance.

2.2 Mining interesting rules: apriori

1. A minimum support threshold is applied to find all frequent itemsets
2. A minimum confidence threshold is applied to these frequent itemsets in order
to form rules

As stated here, the algorithm first looks at frequent itemset. Let’s for instance tke all
itemsets with confidence > 75%. This could be an issue, leading to a high number of
itemsets to be checked. This Apriori algorithm looks reasonable for a small sample but
not for a big one.
Finding all frequent itemsets in a database is difficult since it involves searching all
possible itemsets. The set of possible itemsets is the power set over I and has size 2^(n1) (excluding the empty set which is not a valid itemset). Although the size of the
power-set grows exponentially in the number of items n in I, efficient search is possible
using the downward-closure property of support (or: anti-monotonicity) which
guarantees that for a frequent itemset, all its subsets are also frequent and thus for an
infrequent itemset, all its supersets must also be infrequent. Exploiting this property,
efficient algorithms can find all frequent item-sets.
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Calculating the support one by one is not an easy way to do. That’s why, apriori uses
downward closure. If you calculate the support for itemsets with a higher length, the
support can never be higher as the support becomes stricter. This is a step by step
approach.
ð Step-by-step expansion: only expand itemsets above threshold, only expand using
the items above threshold.
2.3 Mining frequent itemsets
ð Join and prune in apriori: an even better way.
Let’s say we want to generate candidate 3-itemsets, sets with 3 items. We only
need the (3-1)-itemsets to do so, an only the ones which had enough support:
{milk, bread}, {bread, cheese}, {cheese, wine}, {cheese, spaghetti}.
• Join this set of itemset on itself to generate a list of
candidates with a length of 3.

•

Prune: pruning states that before calculating support, we
should make sure it does not contain an itemset with a
support lower than the threshold. The candidates containing
a (3-1) subset that does not have enough support. In this
example, all candidates can be pruned.

We then obtain a bunch of frequent itemsets. We then want
to build rules, try to derive and check any possible rules.
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ð This is then repeated for every step

Once the frequent itemsets have been obtained, the association rules can be generated
as follows: for each frequent itemset I, generate all non-empty subsets of I. For every nonempty, not-equal subset Is, yield the rule Is à I / Is if it’s confidence is above the threshold:

There exist many extensions as this algorithm can be tuned in many ways. You might for
instance be interested in the number of items bought.
•

Categorical and continuous variables
Ex: {browser=“firefox”, pages_visited < 10} => {sale_made=“no”}
Easy approach: convert each level to a binary “item” (see “dummy” codification in preprocessing) and place continuous variables in bins before converting to binary value:
{browser-firefox, pages-visited-0-to-20} => {no-sale-made}
Group categorical variables with many levels. Drop frequent levels which are not
considered interesting, i.e. prevent browser-chrome turning up in rules if 90% of
visitors use this browser. The binning of continuous variables requires some finetuning (otherwise support or confidence too low)
• Multi-level association rules
Ex: product hierarchy. In many supermarkets we have a multilevel hierarchy. Ex: wine
(white, red); soda (Coca, Sprite, Fanta, etc.). if I go too low and too specific it will be
difficult to find a high support and confidence.
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Discriminative association rules
It is possible to tune association rules so they become a bit more supervised, using
class labels. This extension is interesting because multiple class labels can be combined
in consequent, and consequent can also involve non-class labels to derive interesting
correlations.
I.e. class labels either “sunny”, “overcast”, “raining”. Ex: you’re interested in rules with
outcome. => {“sunny”}, => {“raining”}, => {“overcast”}, and perhaps also =>
{“overcast”, “rainy”}
To conclude, in its basic form, apriori is a relatively simple algorithm.
•

•

Possibility to tune “interestingness”.
o Rare patterns may have a low support but still be
interesting. Ex: people buying Rolex watches. Hence,
mine by setting special group-based support thresholds
(again: context matters).
o Negative patterns: Ex: people buying a Hummer and
Tesla together will most likely not occur. Negatively
correlated, infrequent patterns can be more interesting
than positive, frequent patterns.
Possibility to include domain knowledge
Block frequent itemsets. Ex: if {cats, mice} occurs as a subset (no
matter the support). Or allow certain itemsets, even if the
support is low.

ð Often, lots of association rules will be discovered: trivial rules, expected/unknown
rules, etc.
ð Post-processing is a necessity
ð Perform sensitivity analysis using minsup and minconf thresholds.
•

Market basket analysis
o {baby food, diapers} => {stella}
o Put them closer together in the store?
o Put them far apart in the store?
o Package baby food, diapers and stella?
o Package baby food, diapers and stella with a poorly
selling item?
o Raise the price on one, and lower it on the other?
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o Do not advertise baby food, diapers and stella
together?
Basic recommender systems
o Customers who buy this also frequently buy...
Fraud detection
o {Insurer 64, Car Repair Shop A, Police Officer B} as
frequent pattern

3. Sequence mining
As we have seen, in standard apriori, the order of items does not matter. Instead
of item-sets, think about item-bags and item-sequences.
• Sets: unordered, each element appears at most once: every
transaction is a set of items
• Bags: unordered, elements can appear multiple times: every
transaction is a bag of items
• Sequences: ordered, every transaction is a sequence of
items.
ð How do we extract sequences, where the order matters? You want to think about
rules, taking time into account. Ex: pages visited in the Internet.

The mining of frequent sequences is an algorithm very similar to apriori (i.e. GSP, Generalized
Sequential Pattern algorithm).
Start with the set of frequent 1-sequences. Normal apriori started with frequent sets with size
1, e.g. {milk}). But the expansion (candidate generation) is done differently:
Ex: in normal apriori, {A, B} and {A, C} would both be expanded into the same set {A, B, C}
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For sequences, suppose we have <{A}, {B}> and <{A}, {C}>, then these are now expanded
(joined) into <{A}, {B}, {C}> and <{A}, {C}, {B}> and <{A}, {B, C}>. Details are not so important.
The sequence is often modified to suite particular use cases.
Common case: just consider sequences with sets containing one item only: e.g. <A,B> and
<A,C> expanded into <A,B,C> and <A,C,B>.
Pruning k-sequences with infrequent k-1 sub-sequences, only continue with support higher
than threshold.
ð Extension: taking timing into account
•

•

Influences how “subsequence” operator works
o Max-gap: maximum number of in-between steps, e.g. <{1},{2}> is
not a subsequence of <{1},{5},{5},{5},{2}> if max-gap > 3
o Min-gap: minimum number of in-between steps
o Maximum span constraints: maximum length of steps in which the
subsequence is contained, e.g. <{1},{2},{3}> is not a subsequence of
<{1},{5},{5},{5},{2},{5},{5},{5},{3}> if max- span > 9, even if max-gap is
set high enough
o Window-size: determines, how long a subsequent transaction is
treated as the same transaction, e.g. with <{1,2},{3}> is a
subsequence of <{1},{2},{3},{4}> if window size = 1, because {1} and
{2} can be considered as one transaction {1,2}
A trivial approach is to ignore timings and investigate in a post-process step
(e.g. calculate average duration for each mined frequent sequence)

As for the apriori algorithm, there exist several extensions for sequence mining
• Frequent episode mining: for very long time series; find frequent sequence
within the time series.
• Continuous time series mining: by firsts binning the continuous time series
in categorical levels (similar as with normal apriori)
• Discriminative sequence mining: again, if you know the outcome of
interest (i.e. sequences which lead customer to buy a certain product).
Apriori can be easily extended to tackle sequence mining
Problem: how to deal with repetitions (loops) and concurrency? I.e. if underlying system
allows for loops or concurrency, the support of sequences can drop rapidly. How to represent
that <a,b,c,d,z>, <a,c,b,d,z> and <a,b,d,c,z> can be considered as the same sequence in case
the order between b, c, d does not matter?
Easy approach: pre-processing: group events, take-first-event-only, last-event-only, etc.
Also apriori extension to perform e.g. “frequent graph mining”
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4. Clustering
Goal: Group a set of objects, in such a way that objects in the same group (called a
cluster) are more similar (in some sense or another) to each other than to those in
other groups (clusters).
It is a main task of exploratory data mining, and a common technique for statistical
data analysis. It is used in many fields: machine learning, patter recognition, image
analysis, information retrieval, and bioinformatics, customer segmentation, etc.
Organizing data into clusters shows the internal structure of the data: find patterns,
structure, etc.
Sometimes partitioning is the goal, e.g. market segmentation.
As a first step towards predictive techniques, mine predictive model on cluster labels,
use labels and distances as features.
ð There exist two types of clustering
4.1 Hierarchical clustering
Basic idea: create a hierarchical decomposition of the set of objects, using some
criterion. This technique is connectivity and distance based.
This type of clustering creates a hierarchical decomposition of the set of objects, using
some criterion.

•

Agglomerative: starting with single elements and
aggregating them into clusters, bottom-up. At the start,
every instance forms its own cluster. You then calculate all
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pairwise distances. Join two most similar clusters (Ex: with
single link (minimum linkage)).
At the end, all instances are grouped in a single cluster.
There is no need to specify the desired number of clusters in
advance. Hierarchical structure maps nicely onto human
intuition for some domains.
However, it does not seem very scalable.
>< local optima are a problem: cluster hierarchy is not
necessarily the “best” one. The interpretation of results is
subjective.
The hierarchy of agglomerative hierarchical clustering is
often represented in a dendogram.

•

Divisive: Starting with the complete data set and dividing it
into partitions, top-down.
In order to decide which clusters should be combined (for agglomerative), or where a
cluster should be split (for divisive), a measure of (dis)similarity between sets of
observations is required.
In most methods of hierarchical clustering, this is achieved by use of an appropriate
metric (a measure of distance between pairs of observations), and a linkage criterion
which specifies the dissimilarity of sets as a function of the pairwise distances of
observations in the sets.
Hierarchical clustering, the distance metric:
a = (200,300,300) b = (200,400,100) d(a,b) = ?
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4.2 Partitional clustering
Basic idea: function based. Construct various partitions and then evaluate them by
some criterion.
Ex: k-means, k++ means, etc.
This second type of clustering is non-hierarchical; each instance is placed in exactly one
of K non-overlapping clusters. Since only one set of clusters is output, the user normally
has to input the desired number of clusters K.
The most well-known algorithm is the k-means clustering.

K-means
1. Decide on a value for K
2. Initialize K cluster centres (Ex: randomly over the feature space or by
picking some instances randomly)
3. Decide the cluster memberships of the instances by assigning them
to the nearest cluster centre
4. Recalculate the K cluster centres
5. Repeat 3 and 4 until none of the objects changed cluster membership
in the last iteration.
ð Check slides for a concrete example
Why does K-means work? A good cluster solution has a high intra-cluster similarity
and low inter-cluster (between-cluster) similarity. K-means optimizes for high
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intra-cluster similarity by optimizing towards a minimal total distortion: the sum of
distances of points to their cluster centroid.

Note: an exact optimization of this objective function is hard. K-means is a heuristic
approach, not necessarily providing the global optimal outcome.
Strengths
- Very simple to implement and debug
- Intuitive objective function: optimizes
intra-cluster similarity
- Relatively efficient

Weakness
- Applicable only when mean is defined
- What about categorical data?
- Often terminates at a local optimum,
hence initialization is extremely
important. Try multiple random starts.
Some start points might lead to a nondesired cluster outcome.
- Need to specify K in advance: use
elbow point
- Sensitive to handle noisy data and
outliers
- Not suitable to discover clusters with
non-convex shapes.

Choosing the number of clusters K
Calculate the sum of squared error for each value:

Pick the “elbow” point
ð Not always as obvious as in this example
K-means++
ð An algorithm to pick good initial centroids. It has been designed to deal with
random starting issues.
1. Choose first centre uniformly at random from among the instances
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2. For each instance x, compute d(x, c): the distance between x and its
nearest centre c that has already been defined
3. Choose one new instance at random as a new centre, using a weighted
probability distribution where a point x is chosen with probability
proportional to d(x, c)^2
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until K centres have been chosen
5. Now proceed using standard K-means clustering (not repeating the
initialization step, of course)
Basic idea: spread the initial clusters out from each other: try lower inter-cluster
similarity Most k-means implementations actually implement this variant
DBSCAN
“Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise”
It Groups together points that are closely packed together (points with many
nearby neighbours). Marks as outliers points that lie alone in low-density regions
(whose nearest neighbours are too far away). DBSCAN is also one of the most
common clustering algorithms.

Expectation-maximization based clustering
ð Based on Gaussian mixture models
K-means is EM’ish, but makes “hard”
assignments of instances to clusters
Based on two steps:
•
E-step:
assign
probabilistic
membership: probability of membership to
a cluster given an instance in dataset
•
M-step: re-estimate parameters of
model based on the probabilistic
membership
ð Which model are we estimating? A mixture of Gaussians
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Also local optimization, but nonetheless robust
• Learns a model for each cluster
• So you can generate new data points from it
• Relatively efficient
• Extensible to other model types (e.g. multinomial models for categorical data,
or noise-robust models)
>< But:
• Initialization of the models still important (local optimum problem)
• Also still need to specify K
• Also problems with non-convex shapes
• So basically: a less “hard” version of k-means
Generating new data? Even with “normal” k-means clusters, this is possible. Fit a Gaussian for
each cluster with mean on the centroid and variance derived using min sum of squared errors.
Validation
How to check the result of a clustering run? How do we validate clustering since it is
unsupervised? Use the k-mean objective function (sum of squared errors). There exist many
other measures as well. These methods usually assign the best score to the algorithm that
produces clusters with high similarity within a cluster and low similarity between clusters.

Applications
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Market research: customer and market segments, product positioning
Social network analysis: recognize communities of people
Social science: identify students, employees with similar properties
Search: group search results
Recommender systems: predict preferences based on user’s cluster
Crime analysis: identify areas with similar crimes
Image segmentation and colour palette detection

Domain knowledge
An interesting question for many algorithms is how domain knowledge can be incorporated
in the learning step. For clustering, this is often done using must-link and can’t-link constraints:
who should be and should not be in the same cluster? This is nice as this does not require
significant changes to algorithm.
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Distance metrics
ð Distance metrics for textual and categorical data.
• Levenshtein distance between to text fields: based on the
number of edits (changes) performed: deletions, insertions
and substitutions
• Other metrics exist as well.

There exist more clustering methods
Self-organizing maps

• Can be formalized as a special type of
artificial neural networks
• Not really (only) clustering, but:
unsupervised
•
Produces
a
low-dimensional
representation of the input space (just like
PCA!)
• Also called a Kohonen map (Teuvo
Kohonen)

t-SNE
Distributed
Stochastic
Neighbour
Embedding (t-SNE) is a technique for
dimensionality reduction that is particularly
well suited for the visualization of very highdimensional datasets. This is a recent
technique that poped up as a powerful
technique. Useful for visualization of data in
2 or 3 dimensions.
Ex: image data

5. Anomaly detection
Anomaly detection (also outlier detection or novelty detection) is the identification of
instances which do not conform to an expected pattern or other items in a dataset. Typically,
the anomalous items will translate to some kind of problem such as bank fraud, as structural
defect, medical problems or errors on a text.
Anomalies: outliers, novelties, noise, deviations, exceptions.
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ð It uses a combination of unsupervised, supervised and statistical techniques.
A common approach is to check who falls outside of the cluster.

5.1 Method 1
•
•
•

Using simple outlier detection approaches
Easy to use but univariate
What about more complex relationships?

5.2 Method 2
Other statistical methods, e.g. robust covariance.

5.3 Method 3
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ð Basically it outlines instances in a new dimensional space. The solution then
becomes more apparent.
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5.4 Method 4

One-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) - an extension of the standard SVM classifier
which tries to find a boundary that separates the normal samples from the unknown
novel samples (in the classic approach, the boundary is found by maximizing the
margin between the normal samples and the origin of the space, projected to the so
called "feature space"). ScikitLearn has an implementation of one-class SVM which
allows you to use it easily, and a nice example.
The above picture illustrates the boundary one-class SVM finds “around” the normal
data samples.

5.5 Method 5
Isolation forest is based on a random forest idea. But, the splits for n odes are chosen
completely randomly, not entropy-driven. The anomaly is then defined based on the
average distance from root node to leaf node containing the instance. The outliers
have a higher chance to be separated quickly.
Basic idea: the longer it takes for a tree to separate, the less anomalies there will be.

5.6 Method 6
CADE: Classifier-Adjusted Density Estimation for Anomaly Detection and One-Class
Classification
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o Works with any classifier that can produce a probability
o Data set is constructed based on original instances (non-outliers) and a
synthetic dataset based on uniform data generation over the given
features (outliers)
o Original instances are Y = 0, synthetic ones are Y = 1
o Classifier trained on this data set, prediction used to determine original
instances that get a high outlier score
5.7 Method 7

5.8 Method 8
Peer Group Analysis (Bolton and Hand, 2001)
• Define peer group for each object (e.g. transaction, account, customer)
• Peer group consists of other objects that behaved similarly in the past
• Anomalous behaviour starts when object starts behaving significantly
different from peer group
• Focus on local instead of global patterns (depending upon the number of
peers to consider)
• Especially suitable to monitor behaviour over time in e.g. time series
analysis
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ð For every instance we define a peer group that consists of objects that behave
similarly to other objects in the past.
5.9 Method 9
Break point analysis (Bolton and Hand, 2001)
o Break point is an observation or time where anomalous behaviour is detected
o Operates on the account level by comparing sequences of transactions
(amount or frequency) to find a break point
o Choose a fixed time moving window (new transactions enter; old transactions
leave)
o Need to decide on amount of recent versus old transactions to compare (e.g.
24 transactions: 4 new and 20 old)
o Can use statistical tests to compare new transactions to old transactions (e.g.
using Student’s t-test)
o Works at account-level so does not build profiles by looking at other accounts
Look when you start to deviate from your
behaviour from the past. Compare new
transactions to the ones we saw before.

5.10

Method 10

Seasonal Hybrid ESD (S-H-ESD) builds upon the Generalized ESD test (extreme Studentized
deviate) for detecting anomalies
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o Can be used to detect both global as well as local anomalies
o This is achieved by employing time series decomposition and using robust
statistical metrics, viz., median together with ESD (detect outliers)
§ Trend component
§ Cyclical component
§ Seasonal component
§ Irregular component (noise)
o In addition, for long time series (say, 6 months of minutely data), the
algorithm employs piecewise approximation, this is rooted to the fact that
trend extraction in the presence of anomalies in non-trivial for anomaly
detection
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CHAPTER 7: SPARK OVERVIEW, SPARK DATAFRAMES AND DATASETS,
SPARKSQL, MLIB
1. Spark Overview
“In a tech startup industry that loves its shiny new objects, the term “Big Data” is in the
unenviable position of sounding increasingly “3 years ago”.” - Matt Turck. Hadoop was created
in 2006! It’s now been a decade since Google’s papers on MapReduce. Interest in the concept
of “Big Data” reached fever pitch sometime between 2011 and 2014. By that time, Big Data
was the new “black”, “gold” or “oil”. Now, there’s an increasing sense of having reached some
kind of plateau. 2015 was probably the year when everyone moved to AI and its many related
concepts and flavours: machine intelligence, deep learning, etc.
The first letdown of Hadoop?
• What do you mean it’s a file ystem and some MapRedue? How do we query this
thing? We need SQL !
• 2008: the first release of Apache Hive, the original SQL-on-Hadoop solution. Can
we do it without MapReduce?
• How to use Hadoop for machine learning and analytics?
Big Data wasn’t a very likely candidate for the type of hype it experienced in the first place.
Big Data, fundamentally, is... plumbing. The early years of the Big Data phenomenon were
propelled by a very symbiotic relationship among a core set of large Internet companies. Fast
forward a few years, and we’re now in the thick of the much bigger, but also trickier,
opportunity: adoption of Big Data technologies by a broader set of companies. Those
companies do not have the luxury of starting from scratch. Big Data success is not about
implementing one piece of technology (like Hadoop), but instead requires putting together a
collection of technologies, people and processes.
Many sour feelings. MapReduce is not very well suited for “what we were doing already on a
mainframe… in Excel … ?!”. What about SQL? Do we even have that much data?
Today, the whole Big Data world is going through a similar process due to analytics.
MapReduce does not seem very well suited for analytics. It is extremely hard to convert
techniques to a map-reduce paradigm. And it tends to be slow due to lots if in-out swapping
to HDFS.
“2015 was the year of Apache Spark”. Bye bye, Hadoop! Spark has been embraced by a variety
of players, from Hortonworks to Cloudera and many others. Spark is meaningful because it
effectively addresses some of the key issues that were slowing down the adoption of Hadoop:
it is much faster (benchmarks have shown Spark is 10 to 100 times faster than Hadoop’s
MapReduce), easier to program, and lends itself well to machine learning.
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The figure below shows the
2016 and 2017 MQs side by side,
with changes shown in red.
Gartner drops the hammer on
five of the weaker players. Five
new vendors are in: three real
data science platforms enter the
MQ this year as visionaries.
All the vendors in this Magic Quadrant, indeed, in the market as a whole, have moved to
include data in the open-source Hadoop ecosystem, which is now considered firsts-class. As
such, it is equal in status to the proprietary stores that are predominantly used for traditional
data warehouses. Hadoop as a data source, also Hadoop as a computing platform?
Spark is becoming a de facto data science foundation for the vendors in this Magic Quandrant,
as well as for other participants in this market. Seven vendors in the 2016 MQ had no
discenrable Spark story. Five of them are now gone from the MQ.
Data scientists don’t use Gartner’s top “data
science” platforms.
If you wanted to create a Magic Quadrant
based on the tools data scientists actually
use, you might produce something like this
picture. Just 5% of data scientists surveyed
by O’Reilly use any SAS software, and 0% use
any IBM analytics software. In the slightly
broader KDnuggets poll, 6% use SAS
Enterprise Miner, and 8% say they use IBM
SPSS Modeler
Gartner’s obsession with “Citizen Data Scientists” leads it to criticize Domino and H2O because
they are “hard to use”. Imagine that! If you want to use a data science platform, you need to
know how to do data science. Gartner is clueless about open source software
Data scientists seem to believe that these techniques are easy to use. But if you want to use
a data science platform, you should be able to use data science too.
Apache Spark a top-level project of the Apache Software Foundation, it is an open-source
distributed general-purpose cluster computing framework with an in-memory data processing
engine that can do ETL, analytics, machine learning and graph processing on large volumes of
data at rest (batch processing) or in motion (streaming processing) with rich concise high-level
APIs for the programming languages: Scala, Python, Java, R, and SQL. Spark's speed, simplicity,
and broad support for existing development environments and storage systems make it
increasingly popular with a wide range of developers, and relatively accessible to those
learning to work with it for the first time.
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The project supporting Spark's ongoing development is one of Apache's largest and most
vibrant, with over 500 contributors from more than 200 organizations responsible for code in
the current software release.
Spark can run on top of YARN, Mesos (an alternative resource manager), or even in standalone
mode.
ð It can work with a variety of storage systems.
• Google Cloud
• Amazon S3
• Apache Cassandra
• Apache Hadoop (HDFS)
• Apache HBase
• Apache Hive
• Flat files (JSON, Parquet, CSV, others)
Spark is designed to perform both batch processing (similar to MapReduce) and new
workloads like streaming, interactive queries, and machine learning. But, Apache Spark has an
advanced DAG2 execution engine that supports cyclic data flow and in-memory computing. A
smarter way to distribute jobs over machines.

ð Overview of the whole architecture of Spark.

2

Directed Acyclic Graph
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Spark had the opportunity to expand in many areas like SQL, Streaming,
MLib, etc.
Approximate SQL: SQL engine where you can put additional constraints. Ex:
for instance, you want to receive an answer in 30 seconds of time. But you
can also tell that you want a practical query with at least 5% error, do it as
fast as possible.

Spark Core
This is the heart of Spark, and is responsible for management functions such as task
scheduling.
Spark core implements and depends upon a programming abstraction known as Resilient
Distributed Datasets (RDDs).

2. Resilient distributed data sets
The Resilient Distributed Dataset is a concept at the heart of Spark, the primary data
abstraction in Apache Spark. It is designed to support in-memory data storage, distributed
across a cluster in a manner that is demonstrably both fault-tolerant and efficient
• Fault-tolerance is achieved, in part, by tracking the lineage
of transformations applied to coarse-grained sets of data. If
something goes wrong, you can always go back to a previous
data point.
• Efficiency is achieved through parallelization of processing
across multiple nodes in the cluster, and minimization of
data replication between those nodes
Once data is loaded into an RDD, two basic types of operation can be carried out:
• Transformations, which create a new RDD by changing the
original through processes such as mapping, filtering, and
more (aggregate, group by, …).
• Actions, such as counts, which measure but do not change
the original data
The original RDD remains unchanged throughout. The chain of transformations from
RDD1 to RDDn are logged, and can be repeated in the event of data loss or the failure
of a cluster node.
Transformations are said to be lazily evaluated: they are not executed until a
subsequent action has a need for the result. That is to say that the cluster will only
work on it when it is necessary to move on to the next step. This will normally improve
performance, as it can avoid the need to process data unnecessarily
It can also, in certain circumstances, introduce processing bottlenecks that cause
applications to stall while waiting for a processing action to conclude
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Where possible, these RDDs remain in memory, greatly increasing the performance of
the cluster, particularly in use cases with a requirement for iterative queries or
processes. Try to do everything as much as possible in the same node.

§

§

§

§
§
§

§
§
§

Application: a user program built on Spark. Consists of a driver
program and executors on the cluster
Application jar: a JAR file containing the user's Spark application
Driver program: it includes all applications we have written and
we want to run over spark. The process running the main()
function of the application and creating the SparkContext (the
main entry point of our application)
Cluster manager: the service for acquiring resources on the
cluster (e.g. standalone manager, Mesos, YARN). It
communicates with all nodes in the cluster.
The deploy mode distinguishes where the driver process will run
(inside the cluster or on the client)
Worker node: any node that can run application code in the
cluster
Executor: a process launched for an application on a worker
node, that runs tasks and keeps data in memory or disk storage
across them. Each application has its own executors
Job: a parallel computation consisting of multiple tasks that gets
spawned in response to a Spark action
Task: a unit of work that will be sent to one executor
Stage: each job gets divided into smaller sets of tasks called
stages that depend on each other (similar to the map and reduce
stages in MapReduce).
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You can do same transformations with the data set
Smart enough to say that we can build stages from this tasks and
group them
Every worker in its executor gets some tasks to execute.

An application can be packaged as a JAR file and launched. It is similar to MapReduce. Spark
also provides an interactive shell interface (Spark shell). And also exposes APIs to work directly
with the RDD concept to a variety of languages.
§ Scala
§ Java
§ Python
§ R
§ SQL
ð Some code Fragments are provided in the slides.

3. SparksSQL
RDD was the primary user-facing API in Spark since its inception. At the core, an RDD
is an immutable distributed collection of elements of your data, partitioned across
nodes in your cluster that can be operated in parallel with a low-level API that offers
transformations and actions
When to use RDDs?
•
•
•
•

You want low-level control to perform transformation and
actions on your dataset
Your data is unstructured, such as streams of text
You want to manipulate your data with functional
programming constructs
You don’t care about imposing a schema, such as columnar
format

Like Apache Spark in general, Spark SQL is all about distributed in-memory
computations.
The primary difference between Spark SQL and Spark Core is in offering a framework
for loading, querying and persisting structured and semi-structured data using
structured queries that can equally be expressed using SQL, Hive QL and high-level APIs
(DataFrame and Dataset)
At the core of Spark SQL is the Catalyst query optimizer
When running SQL from within another programming language the results will be
returned as a DataFrame / Dataset
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In Spark 2.0, Spark SQL is now de facto the primary and feature-rich interface to Spark’s
underlying in-memory distributed platform (hiding Spark Core’s RDDs behind higherlevel abstractions)

4. DataFrames and Datasets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Like an RDD, a DataFrame is an immutable distributed
collection of data
Unlike an RDD, data is organized into named columns
Designed to make large data sets processing easier
DataFrame allows developers to impose a structure onto a
distributed collection of data
Allowing higher-level abstraction
Provides a domain specific language API to manipulate your
distributed data
Makes Spark accessible to a wider audience
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Spark R
§
§
§
§

Implementation of the Spark DataFrame API for R
An R package that provides a light-weight frontend to use Apache Spark
from R
Way of working very similar to dplyr
Can convert R data frames to SparkDataFrame objects

Spark Datasets is an extension of the DataFrame API that provides a type-safe, objectoriented programming interface. It was introduced in Spark 1.6. Like DataFrames, Datasets
take advantage of Spark’s optimizer by exposing expressions and data fields to a query
planner. Datasets extend these benefits with compile-time type safety: meaning production
applications can be checked for errors before they are run.
A Dataset is a strongly-typed, immutable collection of objects that are mapped to a relational
schema. At the core of the Dataset API is a new concept called an encoder, which is
responsible for converting between JVM objects and tabular representation.
In our Spark 2.0, the DataFrame APIs has merged with the Datasets APIs, unifying data
processing capabilities across libraries. Because of this unification, developers now have fewer
concepts to learn or remember, and work with a single high-level and type-safe API called
Dataset.
Though DataFrame as a name is still used: a DataFrame is a Dataset[Row], so a collection of
generic Row objects.
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Starting in Spark 2.0, Dataset takes on two distinct APIs characteristics: a strongly-typed API
and an untyped API
Dataset represents a collection of strongly-typed JVM objects, dictated by a case class you
define in Scala or a class in Java. Consider DataFrame as an alias for Dataset[Row], where a
Row is a generic untyped JVM object.
Since Python and R have no compile-time type-safety, there’s only the untyped API, namely
DataFrames.

Benefits:
§
§
§
§

Static typing and runtime-type safety: both syntax and analysis errors
can now be caught during compilation of our program
High-level abstraction and custom view into structured and semistructured data
Ease-of-use of APIs with structure
Performance and Optimization

For us R and Python users, we can continue using DataFrames knowing that they are
build on Dataset[Row]
ð Some code Fragments are provided in the slides.
SparkSQL Catalyst engine at the core
§ Spark 2: unified Dataset API
§ DataFrame = Dataset[Row]
§ Distributed collection of rows
§ A row is a collection of named fields
§ Since mostly used with Python and R: continue to use DataFrames as is
§ The common use case anyway
§ Pleasant API for data wrangling

5. MLib
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MLlib is Spark’s machine learning (ML) library. Its goal is to make practical machine learning
scalable and easy.
Provides:
§ ML Algorithms: common learning algorithms such as classification,
regression, clustering, and collaborative filtering
§ Featurization: feature extraction, transformation, dimensionality
reduction, and selection
§ Pipelines: tools for constructing, evaluating, and tuning ML Pipelines
§ Persistence: saving and load algorithms, models, and Pipelines
§ Utilities: linear algebra, statistics, data handling, etc.
As of Spark 2.0, the primary Machine Learning API for Spark is now the DataFramebased API in the spark.ml package
• Before: spark.mllib was RDD-based
• Not a very helpful way of working
• MLlib will still support the RDD-based API in spark.mllib
• MLlib will not add new features to the RDD-based API
In Spark 2.x releases, MLlib will add features to the DataFrames-based API to reach feature
parity with the RDD-based API. After reaching feature parity (roughly estimated for Spark 2.2),
the RDD-based API will be deprecated. The RDD-based API is expected to be removed in Spark
3.0
ð Why: DataFrames provide a more user-friendly API than RDDs
ð Does cause that Mllib is currently in a bit of a mess
•

•

•

Classification
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
Regression
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
Clustering
§
§
§
§

Logistic regression
Decision tree classifier
Random forest classifier
Gradient-boosted tree classifier
Multilayer perceptron classifier
One-vs-Rest classifier (a.k.a. One-vs-All)
Naive Bayes
Linear regression
Generalized linear regression
Decision tree regression
Random forest regression
Gradient-boosted tree regression
Survival regression
Isotonic regression
K-means
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
Bisecting k-means
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
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Recommender systems
§ Collaborative filtering
Validation routines

Spark versus Apache Tez
To conclude, spark has a high-performance in-memory data-processing framework
§ Does away with MapReduce and replaces it with a better execution
paradigm
§ But what about Apache Tez: “aimed at building an application
framework which allows for a complex directed-acyclic-graph of tasks
for processing data”
§ Is that not the same?
§ Hortonworks: “Spark is a general purpose engine with APIs for
mainstream developers, while Tez is a framework for purpose-built
tools such as Hive and Pig”
§ Spark can run as a standalone or on top of Hadoop YARN, while Tez can
only run on top of YARN
§ Spark and Tez both have up to 100x better performance than Hadoop
MapReduce. That’s nice, but is Spark faster than Tez or vice versa?
§ One year ago: Cloudera rooting for Spark, Hortonworks for Tez
§ Now: Spark is uncontested champion
Spark versus Mahout
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

“The Apache Mahout project's goal is to build an environment for
quickly creating scalable performant machine learning applications”
A simple and extensible programming environment and framework for
building scalable algorithms
A wide variety of premade algorithms for Apache Spark, H2O, Apache
Flink
Before: also MapReduce, of all things
Samsara, a vector math experimentation environment with R-like
syntax which works at scale
Kind of extensions to Spark
Though most of the algorithms also in MLlib...

Spark versus H2O
§
§
§

http://www.h2o.ai/
H2O is an open source, in-memory, distributed, fast, and scalable
machine learning and predictive analytics platform
Core is written in Java. Inside H2O, a Distributed Key/Value store is used
to access and reference data, models, objects, etc., across all nodes and
machines
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The algorithms are implemented on top of H2O’s distributed
Map/Reduce framework and utilize the Java Fork/Join framework for
multi-threading. The data is read in parallel and is distributed across the
cluster and stored in memory in a columnar format in a compressed
way
H2O’s REST API allows access to all the capabilities of H2O from an
external program or script via JSON over HTTP
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CHAPTER 8: SPARK STREAMING & OTHER REAL-TIME ANALYTICS
1. Introduction
Exploration of methods for colouring t-SNE. T-SNE
is great at capturing a combination of the local and
global structure of a dataset in 2d or 3D. But when
plotting points in 2d, there are often interesting
patterns in the data that onl come out as “texture”
in the point cloud. When the plot is coloured
appropriately, these patterns can be made more
clear.
t-SNE is a more recent, powerful technique to apply dimension reduction. On the
picture we observe that some structure is retained in the 2-dimensional space. If you
want to automate this, clustering should be performed. Isolation forest could also be
used to spot outliers. Briefly, many clustering techniques are able to extract groups out
of this picture.
Unsupervised sentiment neuron. Another example is an unsupervised modelling
example. You build such a thing on recurrent neural networks. OpenAI: we have
developed an unsupervised system which learns an excellent representation of
sentiment, despite being trained only to predict the next character in the text of
Amazon reviews.
We first trained a multiplicative LSTM with 4,096 units on a corpus of 82 million
Amazon reviews to predict the next character in a chunk of text. Training took one
month across four NVIDIA Pascal GPUs, with our model processing 12500 characters
per second. These 4,096 units (which are just a vector of floats) can be regarded as a
feature vector representing the string read by the model
After training the LSTM, we turned the model into a sentiment classifier by taking a
linear combination of these units, learning the weights of the combination via the
available supervised data.
Teaching machines to draw
The main purpose here is to teach machines how to draw. The input is a grid of pixel.
A bunch of input is needed. You then build conventional neural networks. Google
Research: in our recent paper, “A Neural Representation of Sketch Drawings”, we
present a generative recurrent neural network capable of producing sketches of
common objects, with the goal of training a machine to draw and generalize abstract
concepts in a manner similar to humans. While there is already a large body of existing
work on generative modelling of images using neural networks, most of the work
focuses on modelling raster images represented as a 2D grid of pixels
While these models are currently able to generate realistic images, due to the high
dimensionality of a 2D grid of pixels, a key challenge for them is to generate images
with coherent structure.
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Machine learning applications are increasingly deployed not only to serve predictions
using static models, but also as tightly-integrated components of feedback loops
involving dynamic, real-time decision making. These applications pose a new set of
requirements, none of which are difficult to achieve in isolation, but the combination
of which creates a challenge for existing distributed execution frameworks;
computation with millisecond latency at high throughput, adaptive construction of
arbitrary task graphs, and execution of heterogeneous kernels over diverse sets of
resources.
ð Time for real-time. Machine learning applications are increasingly deployed not
only to serve predictions using static models, but also as tightly-integrated
components of feedback loops involving dynamic, real-time decision making.

2. Spark: Quick refresher
Remember, the discussion started with Hadoop, few chapters earlier, which presented
some failures.
Hadoop let-down: MapReduce not that user-friendly:
• Not convenient for analytics purposes
• More high-volume bath operations, ETL
• What about SQL?
Spark came along, using some Hadoop tools. It runs on top of Yarn. Spark has a
Directed Acyclic Group (DAG) execution engine, supporting cyclic data flow and inmemory computing.
The DAG engine is based on concept of Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs).
• Fault-tolerant
• Efficient
• Two types of operations: transformations and actions
• Transformation: from one format to another
• Action
Programs are written interactively (Spark shell)
• Or packages as an application
• Bindings to Scala, Java, Python, R, and support for SQL
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The DAG engine is still a bit hard to learn and use. Low-level control to perform
transformation and actions on your dataset. Data is not necessarily structured,
columnar.
With RDD, you can also do some MapReduce but it does not necessary mean that data
was structured. It could be audio, image, etc.
•

•

Data set represents a collection of strongly-typed JVM objects, dictated by
a case class you define in Scala or a class in Java
• Object-oriented
• Encoder which can convert Dataset of objects of type T, Dataset to
a table
Dataframe: alias for a dataset. It is a collection of rows, rows contain
columns. A row is a generic untyped JVM object.

Since Python and R have no compile-time-safety, there is only the untyped API, namely
DataFrames. Still the main API today.

3. Spark Streaming
3.1 Streaming Analytics
We start hearing quite a lot about streaming analytics. If you feel things become outdated, you need to refresh them. So, we don’t want it to stay static.
ð Not only serve predictions using models, but also as tightly-integrated components
of feedback loops involving dynamic, real-time decision making.
Next to Spark, other existing frameworks emerge and gain momentum: Kafka,
Samza, Flink, Ignite, Kudu, Splunk.
Today, there are lots of attention towards streaming/real-time analytics. Although
many projects are still in the beginning stage, “streaming analytics” might not be
that hard.
Basically, we need to differentiate between difficult “levels” of “streaming”
•

Streaming data: my data source emits events, or a stream of
instances or a stream of … This is streaming by nature. Source of
data is just coming and coming. Stuff continuously comes in. but
I want to keep historical events. I don’t want things to disappear.
o How can I access to historical events? How do I store
this?
o How do I convert this to a data set?
o How do I send such streams across my data center,
clients, applications
o Plumbing
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Streaming training: my algorithm needs to be trained on a
continuous stream. I want to build a model and my algorithm
should be online.
o Off-line algorithms: data set is trained based on the
algorithm. >< on-line: training happens continuously ads
data comes in.
o Very hard problem for many techniques
o Requires ad-hoc change and modification of each
algorithm.
Streaming prediction apply mode in real-time manner. I want
to predict on stream of events. My model might have been
deployed statically, but y applies it in real-time. My model needs
to predict on a stream of instances, events, … It is a matter of
deployment, operationalizing the model.
Ex: Netflix: 9 million events per second at peak. LinkedIn: 500
billion events per day.

3.2 Streaming data
•

Batch
o Finite set of data
o Batch processor
• Streaming: people mean data is processed in a streaming
manner.
o Streaming data
o Stream processor
The execution engine can be either streaming or batch. We can
combine both. What does the format of data source look like?
Most algorithms assume that their input is a finite data set.
Better:
§
§
§
§

§

Data elements are unbounded (infinite) or
bounded (finite)
Execution engine is streaming or batch
Combinations of both possible

For finite data-sets, accurate processing is relatively simple
• On failure, schedule anew reprocessing
• Use checkpoints to make it more efficient
• Effectively what Spark does (the resilient in RDD)
For infinite data sets, this is harder
• Need to take time into account
• Time of event creation
• Time of event ingestion
• Time of event processed
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ð For infinite data sets, this is harder: 8 requirements of real-time processing.
• Low latency: prevent that data gets stuck somewhere. Keep the data
moving, prevent buffering or storing.
• Query on streams using SQL-like language
• Handle imperfections: delayed, missing events and out-of-order data
• Generate predictable outcomes (deterministic, repeatable)
• Integrate stored and streaming data (merge live data with historical data
using the same language)
• Guarantee data safety and availability, prevent downtime
• Partition and scale automatically (distributed setup)
• Process and response instantaneously, prevent long waiting times
Concept of windowing: blue window you slide over streaming data. Not needed for
operations on each individual element. But needed for grouped operations:
aggregations.
Ex: calculate the average numbers among last weeks. Average character count of last
20 weeks, or time-based.
Windowing types
• Count or time based
• Sliding or hopping

•

Session based. Ex: in we mining

Other requirements
• Checkpoints: if something goes wrong, where do I resume
• Dealing with late events, out-of-order events. Timeouts, back-tocheckpoint, other?
• Joining streams together?
• Chain operations (Ex: convert stream of clicks to n session streams). With
normal RDD and Spark we could chain different operations.
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Streaming SQL

People believe that if you do process after storage, data is already old. Your
data is not timely. There is some latency between data generation and data
analysis.
There is an implicit assumption that data is complete and can be used to make
accurate predictions.
ð From reactive (post-transaction) approach to pro-active (pre-decision
approach).
Examples:
• Advertising: from mass branding to 1-1 targeting
• Fintech: general advice to personalized robot-advisors
• Healthcare: mass treatment to designer medicine
• Retail: static branding to real-time personalization
• Manufacturing: break-then-fix to repair-before-break
What about “on-line” algorithms? Do we need them, In many cases the answer is
“perhaps not”. It is also hard to find “on-line” implementations.
Streaming linear regression, online k-means clustering, incremental matrix
factorization.
Ex: Netflix: 9 million events per second (22 GB/s). Real-time (re)training of
recommender matrix.
3.3 Architecture
If I want to apply a model on top of streaming data set, this requires many pieces in
architecture.

DATA COLLECTOR: makes sure the data is collected at one central point.
Apache Flume is one of the oldest Apache projects designed to collect, aggregated,
and move large data sets such as web server logs to a centralized location.
• Event/data collector
• Flume’s configuration includes a source, channel, and sing. The source can
be anything from a Syslog to the Twitter stream to an Avro endpoint
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Main use cases: streaming logs from multiple sources capable of running
JVM.
Not that helpful for analytics

Apache NiFi is a relatively new project. It has to do with enterprise integration
aspects. Some cleaning steps need to be applied. It is based on Enterprise
Integration Patterns (EIP) where the data flows through multiple stages and
transformations before reaching the destination.
Apache NiFi comes with a highly intuitive graphical interface that makes it easy to
design data flow and transformation.
Main use case: ETL, EIP, data transformations
Not that helpful for analytics.
ð All you need to do to make sure data ends up in centralized place. It is about event
collecting and centralization.
EVENT BROKER
A message broker is an architectural pattern for message validation, transformation
and routing.
• Message/event/data broker
• Message oriented middleware (“MOM”)
It mediates communication amongst applications, minimizing the mutual awareness
that applications should have of each other in order to be able to exchange messages,
effectively implementing decoupling.
• Message routing (one or more destinations)
• Message transformation
• Message aggregation
Concerns of the broker system
• Asynchronous: put messages in queue without immediate
processing (buffering)
• Decoupling: easy to scale up (scalability)
• Resilience: to node failures
• Redundancy: of nodes
• Delivery guarantees of messages
• Ordering guarantees of messages
There exist different broker types
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-

P2P: Point to Point. This is the simplest one. Every receiver has its
own queue where messages can come in.
o One queue per receiver
o One-to-one or many-to-one messaging
o Sender needs to re-send same message if multiple recipients
need to be targeted. If the sender wants to send a message
to 10 receivers, he will have to duplicate messages among
receivers.
o Not really a “broker” needed, each receiver can hold its own
queue.
As a receiver you need to make sure your queue won’t overflow!

-

Publish-Subscribe (“pubsub”). This one is similar to a message board
system.
o One-to-many or many-to-many distribution of messages
o Receivers “subscribe” to a topic/board/queue
o No need for sender to re-send messages
o Broker per topic, or responsible for multiple topics.

Next to the broker types, there are different queue types.
• FIFO, LIFO
• Priority queues: FIFO buffer but re-ordered
• Many other queue types as well:
o Journal queue
o Dead-letter (holding queue
o Connector queue
Kafka is used for building real-time data pipelines and streaming apps. It is horizontally
scalable, fault-tolerant and fast.
• Building real-time streaming data pipelines that reliably get data
between systems or applications
• Building real-time streaming applications that transform or
react to the streams of data
• Based on pub-sub system
• Good integration with Spark Streaming
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“Messaging traditionally has two models: queuing and publish-subscribe”
• In a queue, a pool of consumers may read from a server and
each record goes to one of them, in publish-subscribe the record
is broadcast to all consumers.
The strength of queuing is that it allows you to divide up the
processing of data over multiple consumer instances, which lets
you scale your processing. Unfortunately, queues aren't multisubscriber—once one process reads the data it's gone
• Publish-subscribe allows you broadcast data to multiple
processes, but has no way of scaling processing since every
message goes to every subscriber.
ð The consumer group concept in Kafka generalizes these two concepts. As with a
queue the consumer group allows you to divide up processing over a collection of
processes (the members of the consumer group). As with publish-subscribe, Kafka
allows you to broadcast messages to multiple consumer groups.
The advantage of Kafka's model is that every topic has both these properties—it
can scale processing and is also multi-subscriber—there is no need to choose one
or the other.
Use Kafka if you have a fire hose of events (100k+/sec) you need delivered in
partitioned order “at least once”, you want to be able to re-read messages and/or
you don’t mind supporting incubator- level software yourself via forums/IRC.
Use RabbitMQ if you have messages (20k+/sec) that need to be routed in complex
ways to consumers, you want per-message delivery guarantees, you don’t care
about ordered delivery and/or you need 24×7 paid support in addition to
forums/IRC.
ð Neither offers great “filter/query” capabilities
Apache Kafka emerged as a very popular real-time, large-scale messaging system
• Core infrastructure building block for contemporary data platforms
• It is used across a wide range of industries by thousands of companies,
including Netflix, Cisco, PayPal, and Twitter
• Kafka is also exposed as a managed service by the public cloud providers
offering hosted Big Data and analytics platforms
Kafka Streams is a library for building streaming applications
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Not designed for large analytics but for micro services that deliver efficient
and compact stream processing
Kafka Streams is designed to be integrated into the core business logic of
an application rather than being a part of a batch analytics job
Use case: micro services and stand-alone applications that need embedded
stream processing capabilities without the dependency on complex clusters

3.4 Spark Streaming
Spark Streaming enables developers to build streaming applications through Sparks’
high-level API. Since it runs on Spark, Spark Streaming lets developers reuse the same
code for batch processing, join streams against historical data, or run ad-hoc queries
on stream state. Spark Streaming operates in micro-batching mode where the batch
size is much smaller to conventional batch processing.
It can be put on top of Kafka acting as the message broker.

Internally, it works as follows. Spark Streaming receives live input data streams and
divides the data into batches, which are then processed by the Spark engine to
generate the final stream of results in batches.
Spark Streaming provides a high-level abstraction called discretized stream or
DStream, which represents a continuous stream of data. DStreams can be created
either from input data streams from sources such as Kafka, Flume, and Kinesis, or by
applying high-level operations on other DStreams. Internally, a DStream is represented
as a sequence of RDDs.

Discretized Stream or DStream is the basic abstraction provided by Spark Streaming. It
represents a continuous stream of data, either the input data stream received from
source, or the processed data stream generated by transforming the input stream.
Internally, a DStream is represented by a continuous series of RDDs. Each RDD in a
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DStream contains data from a certain interval. Similar to that of RDDs, transformations
allow the data from the input DStream to be modified. DStreams support many of the
transformations available on normal Spark RDD’s.
The transform operation (along with its variations like TransformWith ) allows arbitrary
RDD-to-RDD functions to be applied on a DStream.
Spark Streaming also provides windowed computations, which allow you to apply
transformations over a sliding window of data.
Spark Streaming also provides windowed computations, which allow you to apply
transformations over a sliding window of data. The following figure illustrates this
sliding window.

As shown in the figure, every time the window slides over a source DStream, the source
RDDs that fall within the window are combined and operated upon to produce the
RDDs of the windowed DStream. In this specific case, the operation is applied over the
last 3 time units of data, and slides by 2 time units. This shows that any window
operation needs to specify two parameters.
•
•

Window length - The duration of the window (3 in the figure).
Sliding interval - The interval at which the window operation is performed
(2 in the figure).
These two parameters must be multiples of the batch interval of the source DStream.
All of the above brings us back to using RDDs, which is not very pleasant to work with.
But, you can also use DataFrames and SQL operations on streaming data. You are not
forced to use the RDDs. You have to create a SparkSession using the SparkContext that
the Streaming Context is using. Furthermore, this has to be done such that it can be
restarted on driver failures. This is done by creating a lazily instantiated singleton
instance of SparkSession.
Structured Streaming is a scalable and fault-tolerant stream processing engine built on
the Spark SQL engine. You can express your streaming computation the same way you
would express a batch computation on static data.
The Spark SQL engine will take care of running it incrementally and continuously and
updating the final result as streaming data continues to arrive. You can use the
Dataset/DataFrame API in Scala, Java or Python to express streaming aggregations,
event-time windows, stream-to-batch joins, etc.
The computation is executed on the same optimized Spark SQL engine.
Finally, the system ensures end-to-end exactly-once fault-tolerance guarantees
through checkpointing and Write Ahead Logs.
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Structured Streaming provides fast, scalable, fault-tolerant, end-to-end exactly-once
stream processing without the user having to reason about streaming. Structured
Streaming is still alpha in Spark 2.1 and the APIs are still experimental :(
Similar to RDDs, DStreams also allow developers to persist the stream’s data in
memory. This is useful if the data in the DStream will be computed multiple times (e.g.,
multiple operations on the same data).
DStreams generated by window-based operations are automatically persisted in
memory, without the developer calling persist().
For input streams that receive data over the network, the default persistence level is
set to replicate the data to two nodes for fault- tolerance.
A streaming application must be resilient to failures unrelated to the application logic
(e.g., system failures, crashes, etc.). For this to be possible, Spark Streaming needs to
checkpoint enough information to a fault-tolerant storage system such that it can
recover from failures.
There are two types of data that are checkpointed
• Metadata checkpointing: saving of the information defining the streaming
computation to fault-tolerant storage like HDFS
• Data checkpointing: saving of the generated RDDs to reliable storage. This is
necessary in some stateful transformations that combine data across multiple
batches. In such transformations, the generated RDDs depend on RDDs of
previous batches, which causes the length of the dependency chain to keep
increasing with time. To avoid unbounded increases in recovery time
(proportional to dependency chain), intermediate RDDs of stateful
transformations are periodically checkpointed to reliable storage (e.g. HDFS) to
cut off the dependency chains.
ð Metadata checkpointing is primarily needed for recovery from driver failures,
whereas data or RDD checkpointing is necessary even for basic functioning if
stateful transformations are used
You can also easily use machine learning algorithms provided by MLlib.
First of all, there are streaming (on-line) machine learning algorithms which can
simultaneously learn from the streaming data as well as apply the model on the
streaming data.
Beyond these, for a much larger class of machine learning algorithms, you can learn
a learning model offline (i.e. using historical data) and then apply the model online
on streaming data.
Apache Storm was originally developed by Nathan Marz at BackType, a company
that was acquired by Twitter. After the acquisition, Twitter open sourced Storm
before donating it to Apache. Used Flipboard, Yahoo!, and Twitter, it was a longtime standard for developing distributed, real-time, data processing platforms
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Storm is often referred as “the Hadoop for real-time processing”. It is primarily
designed for scalability and fault-tolerance. For new projects: not that much in use
any more (mainly replaced by Kafka + Spark setups).
Flink’s core is a streaming dataflow engine that provides data distribution,
communication, and fault tolerance for distributed computations over data
streams. Flink includes several APIs for creating applications that use the Flink
engine:
• DataStream API for unbounded streams embedded in Java and Scala
• DataSet API for static data embedded in Java, Scala, and Python
• Table API with a SQL-like expression language embedded in Java and Scala
• Use case: detection and prevention of fraudulent credit card transactions
in real-time
• Support for Event Time and Out-of-Order Events
• Exactly-once Semantics for Stateful Computations
• Highly flexible Streaming Windows
• Continuous Streaming Model with Backpressure
• Fault-tolerance via Lightweight Distributed Snapshots
• Flink has dedicated support for iterative computations (as in machine learning
and graph analysis)
• Spark should watch out for this one, already being applied in many
engineering-driven companies
“Apache Ignite In-Memory Data Fabric is a high-performance, integrated and
distributed in-memory platform for computing and transacting on large-scale
data sets in real-time, orders of magnitude faster than possible with traditional
disk-based or flash technologies”. Ignite has potential to become a preferred
solution for transaction processing systems such as stock trading, fraud
detection, real-time modelling and analysis.
It works equally well with scale-out architecture running on commodity
hardware or with vertical scaling on high-end workstations and servers.
Use case: applications that heavily rely on programmatic real-time analytics,
machine-to- machine communication, and high-performance transactional
processing
Apache Beam is the latest addition to the growing list of streaming projects at
the Apache Software Foundation. It is based on a unified model for defining
and executing data-parallel processing pipelines.
When MapReduce jobs get migrated from Hadoop to Spark or Flink, a lot of
refactoring is required. Dataflow attempts to be an abstraction layer between
the code and execution runtime. When the code is implemented in Dataflow
SDK, it will run on multiple backends such as Flink and Spark.
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Use case: applications that depend on multiple frameworks such as Flink and
Spark
Bit of overkill?
Finally, Splunk is commercial, a name you hear popping up a lot recently.
Streaming, real-time analytics provider. Kibana is another popular name (works
on top of Elastic search).
It focuses on providing dashboard, not really machine learning.
To conclude, most of these are Apache Foundation projects.
§ Open source, Java-ish, Enterprise-y
§ Many of these depend on others …
§ Who can make sense of this all?
Some relatively new. Future to be seen in terms of adoption and maturity:
Spark, Flink, Ignite seem to be going strong.

4. Storing and deploying models
We already talked about storage formats for data. How about storing models?
§ In R:
• Serialization of object
• Might break between versions
§ In Python:
• Pickling of object
• Might break between versions
§ In Hadoop / Spark / H2O:
• To HDFS
• Each implementation includes its own serialization
Predictive Model Markup Language
• PMML:
o An XML-based predictive model interchange format
o PMML provides a way for analytic applications to describe and
o exchange predictive models produced by data mining and machine
learning algorithms
o It supports common models such as logistic regression, ...
• Standard needs to be updated in case new models need to be supported. Most
models are, by now.
•

Packages to serialize to PMML in R, Python, Spark
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CHAPTER 9: APPLICATIONS AND USE CASES
1. Introduction
Netflix: With 93 million MAU, Netflix has
no shortage of interactions to capture.
As their engineering team describes in
the Evolution of the Netflix Data
Pipeline, they capture roughly 500
billion events per day, which translates
to roughly 1.3 PB per day. At peak hours,
they’ll record 8 million events per
second. They employ over 100 people as
data engineers or analysts.
Here’s a simplified view of their data
architecture from the aforementioned
post, showing Apache Kafka, Elastic
Search, AWS S3, Apache Spark, Apache
Hadoop, and EMR as major components.

Pinterest serves over 100M MAU doing
over 10B+ pageviews per month. As of
2015, they had scaled their data team to
over 250 engineers. Their infrastructure
relies heavily on Apache Kafka, Storm,
Hadoop, HBase, and Redshift.
Not only does the Pinterest team need
to keep track of enormous amounts of
data related to Pinterest’s customer
base. Like any social platform, they also
need to provide detailed analytics to
their ad buyers.

With over 1B active users, Facebook has one
of the largest data warehouses in the world,
storing more than 300 petabytes. The data is
used for a wide range of applications, from
traditional batch processing to graph
analytics, machine learning, and real-time
interactive analytics.
In order to do interactive querying at scale,
Facebook engineering invented Presto, a
custom distributed SQL query engine
optimized for ad-hoc analysis. It’s used by
over a thousand employees, who run more
than 30,000 queries daily across a variety of
pluggable backend data stores like Hive,
HBase, and Scribe.
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Exam: given an architecture, what are the things you recognize? The main purpose here is
to recognize techniques we have seen before: Kafka, Storm, etc.

2. Text Mining
2.1 Introduction
Gender roles with text mining and N-grams
The authors of that paper used text mining to examine a corpus of 19th century novels
and explore how gendered pronouns (he/she/him/her) are associated with different
verbs. These authors used the Stanford CoreNLP library to parse dependencies in
sentences and find which verbs are connected to which pronouns;

These words are the ones that are the most different in how Jane Austen used them
with the pronouns “he” and “she”. Women in Austen’s novels do things like remember,
read, feel, resolve, long, hear, dare, and cry. Men, on the other hand, in these novels
do things like stop, take, reply, come, marry, and know. Women in Austen’s world can
be funny and smart and unconventional, but she plays with these ideas within a
cultural context where they act out gendered roles.
“Man is to Computer Programmer as Woman is to Homemaker?”
“Using the IAT as a model, Caliskan and her colleagues created the Word-Embedding
Association Test (WEAT), which analyses chunks of text to see which concepts are
more closely associated than others. The "word-embedding" part of the test comes
from a project at Stanford called GloVe, which packages words together into "vector
representations," basically lists of associated terms.”
Ex: “So the word "dog," if represented as a word-embedded vector, would be
composed of words like puppy, doggie, hound, canine, and all the various dog breeds.
The idea is to get at the concept of dog, not the specific word. This is especially
important if you are working with social stereotypes, where somebody might be
expressing ideas about women by using words like "girl" or "mother." To keep things
simple, the researchers limited each concept to 300 vectors.”
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To see how concepts, get associated with each other online, the WEAT looks at a
variety of factors to measure their "closeness" in text. The WEAT worked beautifully
to discover biases that the IAT had found before. That bias will affect how the AI
behaves in the future, too. Imagine an army of bots unleashed on the Internet,
replicating all the biases that they learned from humanity. That's the future we're
looking at if we don't build some kind of corrective for the prejudices in these systems.
Though Caliskan and her colleagues found language was full of biases based on
prejudice and stereotypes, it was also full of latent truths as well. In one test, they
found strong associations between the concept of woman and the concept of nursing.
This reflects a truth about reality, which is that nursing is a majority female profession.
The solution to the problem of human language is... humans. "I can’t think of many
cases where you wouldn’t need a human to make sure that the right decisions are
being made," concluded Caliskan. "A human would know the edge cases for whatever
the application is. Once they test the edge cases they can make sure it’s not biased."
So much for the idea that bots will be taking over human jobs. Once we have AIs doing
work for us, we'll need to invent new jobs for humans who are testing the AIs' results
for accuracy and prejudice. Even when chatbots get incredibly sophisticated, they are
still going to be trained on human language. And since bias is built into language,
humans will still be necessary as decision-makers.
2.2 Text is everywhere
Text is everywhere, that makes it interesting to use it in supervised and unsupervised
learning.
• Medical records;
• Product reviews;
• Repair notes;
• Facebook posts
• Book recommendations
• Tweets
• Declarations
• Legislation, court decisions;
• Emails;
• Websites;
The problem is that we are mainly used to work with structured data while text may
be highly unstructured, which makes it impossible to get a feature vector
representation.
Some problems related to the linguistic structure appear
• Messy language: text is dirty. Grammatical, spelling, abbriveations, synonyms,
homographs, etc.
• Relationships between words
• Importance of words
• Negotiations, double negations
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Etc.

ð Text is intended for communication between people: context matters.
A trick to deal with unstructured data is Featurization, try to feature text. This includes
approaches to convert the unstructured data to a structured feature vector: feature
engineering.
Goal: take a collection of documents, each of which is a relatively free-form sequence
of words, and turn it into the familiar feature-vector representation.
A document is composed of tokens and terms; every instance is a document, but does
not need to be large. It could for instance just be a sentence. A collection of documents
is called a corpus.
Bag of words
This is the “keep it simple” approach. Simply treat every document as a collection of
individual words. Ignore grammar, word order, sentence structure, and (usually
punctuation), treat every word in a document as a potentially important keyword of
the document.
The bag-of-words model is commonly used in methods of document classification
where the (frequency of) occurrence of each word is used as a feature for training a
classifier.
Each document is represented by a
one, if the token is present in the
document, or a zero, if the token is
not present in the document.
Advantages
•
•
•

Drawbacks
Easy to generate
Works well for many tasks
Explainable model

•
•
•

•

The number of columns is
huge
For every row, most
columns will contain a
zero.
Most of the words are
similar. We would like to
put them in the same
column, tor reduce the
number of columns. Ex:
begin vs. beginning.
Stop words appear in
almost every document.
Ex: “a”; “is”; “he”

The following steps should be performed
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The case should be normalized
Every term is in lowercase
Words should be stemmed. This is the stemming step. It means that suffixes
are removed (only the root is kept). Ex: noun plurals are transformed to singular
forms. A more complex technique is called lemmatization (e.g. better à good,
flies/flight à fly). A context is required for this approach.
Stop word removal: a stop word is a very common word in English (or whatever
language is being parsed). Typical words such as the words the, and, of , and on
are removed.
Previously seen techniques help us to reduce the number of columns.

In practice, the Bag-of-words model is mainly used as a tool of feature
generation. After transforming the text into a "bag of words", we can calculate
various measures to characterize the text. The most common type of
characteristics, or features calculated from the Bag-of-words model is term
frequency, namely, the number of times a term appears in the text.
ð Use the word count (frequency) in the document instead of just a zero or one. This
enables us to differentiate between how many times a word is used, leading to a
document-term matrix.
This is basically the same as bag of words. For every document you see how
many times a word appears. But the length of document will have a big impact
on the counts. The frequency depends on the context. So you may want to
normalize these frequencies for instance by dividing the count by the length.
This approach is used a lot as it is a very simple one.
Words should not be too common or too rare. We usually decide on both an
upper and lower limit on the number (or fraction) of documents in which a
word may occur.
§ Words that appear a lot in every document could be
uninteresting. Look for words that make documents different
from each other.
§ Rare, infrequent words may also not be useful enough.
Most used technique: TF-IDF composed out of 2 things
§ TF: Term frequency. Works over a document. It counts how
many times a word appears in a document.
§ IDF: Inverse Document Frequency: you do need the whole set
of documents. Ex: here is a term that does not appear in any
other document, it makes this term special. >< word that
appears a lot in all documents, term is not special at all, not
important.
This measures the sparseness of a term.
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The more documents containing a certain word, the lower the IDF will be. TF-IDF is
used a lot. By the end you get a structured matrix.
This gives us a weight for each term in each document.
• Reward terms that occur frequently in the document
• Penalize for terms occurring frequently in the collection
è Vector of weights
So far we have seen different interesting approaches
• Binary
• Term frequency
• TF-IDF
• Normalization
Depending on the problem, we will use certain approach, rather than the other.
Experiment with different representations!
2.3 Dealing with high dimensionality
How to deal with the high dimensionality? Feature selection often needs to be applied!
Fast and scalable classification or clustering algorithms need to be put in place.
• Using Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
• Using clustering approaches that can deal with many features (non-negative
matrix factorization).
In machine learning, feature hashing, also known as the hashing trick, is a fast and spaceefficient way of vectorising features, i.e. turning arbitrary features into indices in a vector
or matrix. It works by applying a hash function to the features and using their hash values
as indices directly, rather than looking the indices up in an associative array.
The hashing trick: this is meant for categoricals with many levels. This is a feature
dimensionality reduction technique. We will use a hashing function, a one-dimensional
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function that takes an infinite input domain and maps this to a finite output domain. This
trick is oftentimes used for text mining.

For every possible output of my hashing function I will have a column. I will hash the
word and see what my hashing function returns. I may get collisions, with several
words leading to the same hashed output.
Advantages
•

Drawbacks
Works quite well

•

Lose some explainability. I
can’t give you exact details
about the word count.

2.4 Beyond bag of words
N-gram sequences
Up till now we counted words but neglected the order of words. You may want to keep
words as a block of words, a sequence. In some cases, word order is important and
you want to preserve some information about it in the representation.
A next step up in complexity is to include sequences of adjacent words as terms.
Adjacent pairs are commonly called bi-grams.
Ex: “The quick brown fox jumps” would be transformed into {quick, brown, fox, jumps,
quick_brown, brown_fox, fox_jumps}
A column will be created for each pair of words, of terms.
>< N-grams greatly increase the size of the feature set. The longer the sequence, the
more possibilities there will be, leading to a larger number of columns. That’s why we
usually stop at 2 or 3 grams. In reality, this is an annoying technique, leading to too
many features.
Natural language processing (NLP)
NLP tries to use machine learning algorithms to use language from data, to
automatically learn a language from data.
NLP has to deal with
• Contextual information (“This camera sucks” vs. “This vacuum cleaner really
sucks”)
• Negotiations
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Sarcasm
o PoS (Part of Speeech) tagging: noun, verb, subject, …
o Named entity recognition
o BM Watson, Chatbots, …

Topic models
Detect which topics are included in your document.
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a statistical technique that allows sets of observations
to be explained by unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the data are similar.
A way of automatically discovering topics that these sentences contain : Count (frequency
based)
Suppose you have the following set of sentences:
• I like to eat broccoli and bananas.
• I ate a banana and spinach smoothie for breakfast.
• Chinchillas and kittens are cute.
• My sister adopted a kitten yesterday.
• Look at this cute hamster munching on a piece of broccoli.
E.g. 2 topics:
• Sentences 1 and 2: 100% Topic A
• Sentences 3 and 4: 100% Topic B
• Sentence 5: 60% Topic A, 40% Topic B
• Topic A: 30% broccoli, 15% bananas, 10% breakfast, 10% munching, ... (at
which point, you could interpret topic A to be about food)
• Topic B: 20% chinchillas, 20% kittens, 20% cute, 15% hamster, ... (at which
point, you could interpret topic B to be about cute animals)
Based on a document-term matrix: how frequently does each term occur per document?
LDA assumes documents are produced from a mixture of topics. Those topics then generate
words based on their probability distribution. LDA assumes a document is made from the
following steps:
• Determine the number of words in a document
• Determine the mixture of topics in that document. For example, the document
might contain 1/2 the topic “health” and 1/2 the topic “vegetables.”
• Using each topic’s multinomial distribution, output words to fill the document’s
word slots. In our example, the “health” topic is 1/2 our document, or 3 words.
The “health” topic might have the word “diet” at 20% probability or “exercise”
at 15%, so it will fill the document word slots based on those probabilities
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Given this assumption of how documents are created, LDA backtracks and tries to figure out
what topics would create those documents in the first place
Words embedding
Word embedding is the collective name for a set of language modelling and feature learning
techniques in natural language processing (NLP) where words or phrases from the vocabulary
are mapped to vectors of real numbers. Conceptually it involves a mathematical embedding
from a space with one dimension per word to a continuous vector space with much lower
dimension.
Methods to generate this mapping include neural networks, dimensionality reduction on the
word co-occurrence matrix, probabilistic models, and explicit representation in terms of the
context in which words appear.
•
•
•

word2vec and GloVe
word2vec released by Google in 2013. Still a big hype currently
Neural network-based implementation that learns distributed vector representations
of words

GloVe: global word vector. This is a Neural Network based implementation that learns a vector
representation for each word.

We want to convert something to a vector of numbers but we are not going to convert one
single document but here, every word will be converted to a featured vector. For every word
we will learn a representation. Why? A good word embedding technique will try to retain the
context and topology in this vector representation.
The main goal of Word2vec is to convert each term to a vector representation. It works at
term level, to a document level (by default). Such a vector comes to represent in some abstract
way the “meaning” of a word. It is possible to learn word vectors that are able to capture the
relationships between words in a surprisingly expressive way. Ex: “Man is to woman as uncle
is to (?)
Word embedding techniques are able to uncover topologies but you can also reason with
them, add and subtract vectors. The topological structure is nicely retained.
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The general idea here is that a word is correlated with its context. This was also
the basic idea behind N-grams.
There are two methods of learning
• Continuous Bag-of-Words
• Continuous Skip-Gram

1) Continuous Bag-of-Words
The Whole system is based on a Neural Network architecture space.
à Auto Encoder = encoder/decoder architecture.
• The context words form the input layer
• Each word is encoded in one-hot form.
• If the vocabulary size is V these will be v-dimensional vectors
with just one of the elements set to one, and the rest all zeros.
• There is a single hidden layer and an output layer.
The training objective is to predict the output word (the focus word) given
the input context words. The activation function of the hidden layer units is
simply linear. The final layer is a softmax layer.

Input neurons feed in your instance. In output layer you want a prediction.
Train it by going to your training set. The encoder/decoder has the same
architecture. Number of neurons in hidden layer is less. Output is the same.
Same input-output to smaller number of hidden layers.
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What people often do is making the input layer more complicated. We
could for instance consider 4 ordered context words. How do I put this in
my input representation? I now need four input columns, indicating context
words in an appropriate order.
Word2vec uses a single hidden
layer, fully connected neural
network as shown below. The
neurons in the hidden layer are
all linear neurons. The input
layer is set to have as many
neurons as there are words in
the vocabulary for training.
The hidden layer size is set to
the dimensionality of the
resulting word vectors.
The size of the output layer is same as the input layer. Thus, assuming that the
vocabulary for learning word vectors consists of V words and N to be the dimension of
word vectors, the input to hidden layer connections can be represented by matrix WI
of size VxN with each row representing a vocabulary word. In same way, the
connections from hidden layer to output layer can be described by matrix WO of size
NxV. In this case, each column of WO matrix represents a word from the given
vocabulary. The input to the network is encoded using “1-out of -V” representation
meaning that only one input line is set to one and rest of the input lines are set to zero.
The above description and
architecture is meant for
learning
relationships
between pair of words. In the
continuous bag of words
model,
context
is
represented by multiple
words for a given target
words. For example, we could
use “cat” and “tree” as
context words for “climbed”
as the target word.
This calls for a modification to the neural network architecture. The modification,
shown below, consists of replicating the input to hidden layer connections C times, the
number of context words, and adding a divide by C operation in the hidden layer
neurons.
2) Continuous Skip-Gram
In this second approach we go from focus to context.
Skip-gram model reverses the use of target and context words. In this case, the target
word is fed at the input, the hidden layer remains the same, and the output layer of
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the neural network is replicated multiple times to accommodate the chosen number
of context words. Taking the example of “cat” and “tree” as context words and
“climbed” as the target word, the input vector in the skim-gram model would be [0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 ]t, while the two output layers would have [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0] t and [0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 ]t as target vectors respectively. In place of producing one vector of probabilities,
two such vectors would be produced for the current example.
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There are so many input neurons,
so the amount of weights will be huge
General implementations hence implement:
• Random context word selection
• Subsampling to skip retraining frequent
words
• Negative sampling: don’t always modify all
the weights

2.5 Uses Cases
•
•
•
•
•

Vector per word, not per instance (document)?
Doc2vec
Similarity analysis
Sequence based models (word-to-word prediction)
Bias detection, clustering, dimensionality reduction

Kenny Helsens, a data scientist based in Belgium, applied Deeplearning4j’s
implementation of Word2vec to the NCBI’s Online Mendelian Inheritance In Man
(OMIM) database. He then looked for the words most similar to alk, a known oncogene
of non-small cell lung carcinoma, and Word2vec returned: “non-small, carcinomas,
carcinoma, mapdkd.” From there, he established analogies between other cancer
phenotypes and their genotype
Word2Vec is especially useful in preparing text-based data for information retrieval
and QA systems, which DL4J implements with deep autoencoders.
Marketers might seek to establish relationships among products to build a
recommendation engine.
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Investigators might analyse a social graph to surface members of a single group, or
other relations, they might have to location or financial sponsorship
Deeplearning4j has a class called SequenceVectors, which is one level of abstraction
above word vectors, and which allows you to extract features from any sequence,
including social media profiles, transactions, proteins, etc.
“Thought vector” is a term popularized by Geoffrey Hinton, the prominent deeplearning researcher now at Google, which is using vectors based on natural language
to improve its search results. A thought vector is like a word vector, but is a vectorised
thought, and the vector represents one thought’s relations to others.
A thought vector is trained to generate a thought’s context. Just as a words are linked
by grammar (a sentence is just a path drawn across words), so thoughts are linked by
a chain of reasoning. So training an algorithm to represent any thought in its relation
to others might be called the artificial construction of common sense.
Given one thought, a neural network might predict the thoughts that are likely to
follow, much like recurrent neural networks do with characters and words.
Conversation as search.
Other applications
§ Document search/information retrieval

§

Document clustering

§

Information extraction

§

Text classification: Spam filtering, ethical advertising, sentiment
analysis (opinion mining)
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3. Social network based modelling
3.1 Graphs are everywhere
ð Why is social network modelling important?
Graphs today are everywhere. We find the concept of connectedness in every
context. It is not just only Facebook and LinkedIn; it goes further than that.
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This graph is based on “from-to” fields in emails. E-mail flows amongst a project team.
Each person is represented by a node; each node colored according to person's
department. Yellow nodes are consultants; grey nodes are external experts
ð Social networking has a lot to do with visualization. The main aspect here is about
how we visualize things. The layout of a graph is important here.
Social networks
• Web pages connected by hyperlinks
• E-mail traffic
• Research papers connected by citations
• Telephone calls
• LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, Friendster, Xing, etc.
Connectedness is a broad term. Think about word of mouth, the Colruyt Extra card,
etc.… We could for instance try to connect customers to one another. Which
customers come to the shop on the same day? There are many ways to try to connect
people together.
Common applications
• Web community mining
• Web page classification
• Fraud detection
• Terrorism detection (suspicion scoring)
• Product recommendations
• Churn detection
• Epidemiology (spread of illness)
• Protein-protein interactions
But dealing with social networks may not always be easy. It often tends to be trick. The
reason is the same as for text mining: graphs look unstructured. Arguably, network
analytics require more fiddling then standard analytic. It is not a kind of instance-attribute
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base. Try to featurize the graph into features. Already you feel that Featurization will come
into play …
We need to define the network. How the network is exactly defined, has an impact on the
results, findings, outputs, predictions, … Therefore, when defining the network, you need
to take into account how (which techniques will you apply) and why (what is the objective,
required output of the analysis) you will use it;
Ex: nodes are customers. Connection exist if people called each other; bought the same
product; shop on the same day …
à Can I give a strength to the connections?
3.2 Basic Terminology
•

Vertices or nodes: basic entities
• 1 type: enterprises
• 2 types: enterprises and employees
• Bipartite, tripartite, etc.: how many “node
types”?

•

There are three types of information on these entities
• Attributes describing entity itself: local attributes
• Attributes describing its neighbourhood, context, social network:
network attributes
• Information regarding relations (friendship, transaction, call, etc.)
between entities: link information
ð The latter two are based on edges.

•

Links or edges
• Non-weighted: a relation exists
• Weighted: how to define weights?
• Intensity of relation, or …
• Impact or relation, expected with respect to task at hand
• Ex: number of minutes called, number of calls, combine with
number of messages, ignore daytime calls or give high
weight, use threshold (number of minutes, number of class)
…
• Types: reciprocal, unidirectional, bidirectional, multidirectional,
multibidirectional.
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Once you have the edges, you can pull out information about me and my friends (1st
order network variable). Looking at 1st order is reasonable, when we broaden our
analysis, the network grows exponentially.
How do we represent them? Visual representation, is one of the fanciest things.
Visual: sociograms. Easy to spot groups or clusters in
this graph. The visual aspect in this graph is very
important. There are many layout possibilities.

Other alternatives are mathematical layout, for instance the matrix form.
• Adjency matrix (node-node)
• Incidence matrix (node-edge)

Adjency matrix

Incidence matrix
Matrices are a nice way to store the graph but they are not easy to analyse the graph.
Sometimes, you might not have a structure and you will have to build it yourself. You
will infer from a transactional/structured data source.
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3.3 Techniques

ð Which different techniques can we use with these graphs? All techniques overlap
in terms of what you want to do with it.
3.1.1 Social Network Metrics
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•

Degree in: how many edges come
into the node?
• Degree out: how many edges go
out of the node?
Basically, you just have to count the edges entering
or leaving the node. The overall degree is the sum of
both the incoming and outgoing edges.
Betweeness:
Choose a node v. Take every other pairs of nodes not
including v. Take the count of how may pairs you can
have. Computing the number of pairs may not be an
easy task.

Graph theoretic centre. Ex: find the highest distance
from the guy in the middle to another guy. Calculate
the shortest path to every other node. How many
steps did it take? Then I take the path that was the
longest. Here: max 3 steps.
The node with the lowest values comes at the centre
of the graph.

Closeness
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•

Based on degree: Diane has the most connections; she is a connector or
hub; however, notice that she only connects those who are already
connected to each other (that is, in her clique)

•

Based on Betweeness: Heather is between two important communities;
she plays a broker role; however, she is also a single point of failure

•

Based on closeness: Fernando and Garth have the shortest average path to
all others, they are close to everyone else, and they have the best position
to monitor the information flow in the network and play an influential role

ð Social network metric: why
For practical applications?
• Calculate the centrality (closeness) to the churners (or the class members
of interest) in the network, possibly passing over/through non-churning
nodes
• Blocking viral effects: betweenness
• Identifying viral marketing targets
• When a message comes from a friend, it’s more trustworthy, finds access
more easily, etc.
• Who potentially spreads messages, could we reward from passing on to
friends, has a large action radius?
• Physical places with high centrality?
Used as Featurization technique and for community detection (see after)
Google PageRank: a centrality measure for ranking. Iterative calculation because of
reciprocal effects.
PageRank is a measure to determine the importance of nodes in a graph by incoming
links (references). It is used by Google, citation graphs, etc.
A score is given based on the incoming links.
At the beginning, all nodes get the same share of the graph.
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The algorithm itself is smarter than the basic version. It makes some basic versions
hard to apply. The algorithm uses random walkers that will randomly follow the edges.
If a walker gets stuck, take him out and put him at the start point.

3.1.2 Community detection
Community mining is interesting to play around with.
Goal: Try to find groups, clusters, structures. It can be done based on visualized graphs
or by using algorithms.
A community is generally described as a substructure (subset of vertices) of a graph
with dense linkage between the members of the community and sparse density
outside the community.
Communities often occur in the WWW, telecommunication networks, academic
networks, friendship networks, ....
ð How to define a community? What makes a community to be a community?
• Depends on visualization?
• Depends on how we define links and link-weights?
• Links to outside world: inter-group heterogeneity
• Links within community: intra-group homogeneity
• Similar to decision tree induction splitting rules
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Here: graph that represents books. We spot two big communities. Colour the books
based on political orientation. Books in the middle are independent books.
Community mining: finding clusters in a network
• Centrality measures for community mining: Girvan-Newman algorithm: Link
betweenness
• Top-down approaches: graph cut approaches, spectral clustering. Overlapping
communities?
• Bottom-up approaches. Parameter to be set

Simulation-wise: probability of observing structure if random relations: modularity
Girvan-Newman algorithm (hierarchical clustering)
1) The betweenness of all existing edges in the network is calculated first
2) The edge with the highest betweenness is removed
3) The betweenness of all edges affected by the removal is recalculated
4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until no edges remain

The Min cut algorithm is based on the weight of edges. Remove edges based
on the minimum weight. Mine communities that are distinct.
Many methods are available
• Though most methods assume entire network structure is known!
• Detecting communities with overlap is hard
• For more info and other algorithms, see the computer science literature on
graph mining
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When communities have been found, what do we learn from them? How do
we gain insight in why these nodes form a community, according to the
algorithm?

Practical applications of community mining?
• Target marketing
• Background information
• Viral marketing
• Or stopping viral effects: e.g. churn

3.1.3 Prediction
Goal: perform classification. Every node has a label associated with it.
Which Featurization options are available? Using social networks metrics is one
possibility. Other smart approaches?
We want to use the existing relations to predict certain unknown nodes
• Class label neighbours: direct or higher order neighbours
• Link weights
• Attributes neighbours
How?
• Relational learners
In most cases it is actually not that complex, e.g. “Relational Neighbour
Classifier”.

Instead of using the “prediction” as-is, can’t we use the resulting scores as
features as well? We can, as well as incorporating other Featurization
approaches.
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Diffusion/simulation/spreading/propagation activation approaches.

3.1.4 Other Featurization techniques
Relational logistic regression
• Local attributes: For example, describing a customer’s behaviour (age, income, RFM,
...)
• Network or link attributes
o Most frequently occurring class of neighbour (mode-link)
o Frequency of the classes of the neighbours (count-link)
o Binary indicators indicating class presence (binary-link)
o Social network metrics (see before)
o Probabilities resulting from the relational learners (see before)
o Other “smart” ideas
Combine local and network attributes in a single logistic regression model
So, this is a pure “Featurization” approach
o Gave good performance in Macskassy and Provost 2003
o Most frequently adopted in industry!
o Instead of logistic regression, can in fact use any classifier you want

Featurization thus refers to making features out of the network characteristics. Add network
variables to the data set and combine with local (customer specific characteristics).

3.1.5 Propagation
ð Social network diffusion
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The behaviour cascades from node to node. Ex: epidemic.
• News, opinions, rumours
• Public health
• Cascading failures in financial markets
• Viral marketing
ð Isn’t there some way to incorporate the structure in the graph? Couldn’t we use
something like PageRank?
Use diffusion metrics telling which guys will spread the influence. We need
propagation and spreading algorithms.
Model how information spreads within a graph, use random walker. The
walker may go back to where it came from. PageRank uses lazy random walk.
It stops when it does not make sense to go on. At every node there is a small
random chance that our walker stops there. This is the chance that the walker
sticks and rests.

Given a network initialized by a local model and a relational model, a collective
inference method infers a set of class labels/probabilities for the unknown nodes
• Gibbs sampling: Geman and Geman 1984
• Iterative classification: Lu and Getoor 2003
• Relaxation labeling: Chakrabarti et al. 1998
• Loopy belief propagation: Pearl 1988
• Personalized Pagerank
ð I.e. same goal as relational learners, but smarter approaches
Personalized PageRank
Model how information spreads within a given graph. “Random walk” is one approach,
but has the problem of back-and- forth effects. “Lazy random walks” resolve this issue
somewhat by allowing a chance for the walk to “rest/stay” at one of the vertices.

In "normal" Page Rank, a random walk through the graph is performed, but can be
interrupted with a small probability which sends the “walker” to a random node of the
graph. This random node that the walker jumps to is chosen with a uniform
distribution. But, what if we actually wanted the vertex that contains the information
initially to play an important role?
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In personalized Page Rank, the probability of the walker jumping to a node is not
uniform, but determined by a certain distribution (i.e. the teleport probability, alpha).
This is what we can use to influence the spread from a class of interest (Y=1). The
resulting propagated scores can be used directly as predictions (similar as we
did with relational learners, or use these as a “feature”).
3.4 Use Case: Fraud Analytics
One use case of social network modelling is in the context of fraud analytics.

In the bipartite network we have two types of nodes. We could think of
these as representing companies and employees. Connect companies if
they share a common resource for instance.
Create a network such that it reflects the reality as accurate as possible.
Bipartite graph
• Nodes = {Companies, Resources}
• Node weight = percentage fraudulent
• Links = associated-to
• Link Weight = recency of association
•
•

Advantage
o Detailed representation
o “Fraudulent” resources
Disadvantage
o Complexity

Create “egonet” for each company (= company + direct resources): Order 1 network
Featurize egonet as follows:
• Number of links to fraudulent resources
• Number of links to non-fraudulent resources
• Relative number of links to fraudulent resources
• ...
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Network-related features for each company
So
far:
resources
are
analysed
independently. Multiple resources shifting
towards the same company (coming from a
fraudulent company) increase the fraud risk
Relations between resources?
TRIANGLES in the egonet

Define

Triangles are a powerful approach to incorporate network information. These are a
good way to model the spread of risk.
One of the most useful properties of social-network graphs is the count of triangles
(and other simple subgraphs).
If a graph is a social network with n participants and m pairs of “friends”, we could
expect the number of triangles to be much greater than the value for a random graph.
The reason is that if A and B are friends, and A is also a friend of C, there should be a
much greater chance than average that B and C are also friends.
Thus, counting the number of triangles helps us to measure the extent to which a graph
looks like a social network.
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Gotcha fraud detection tool (Van Vlasselaer, Baesens et al., 2014)
§ Gotcha!:
• Detection tool which integrates both intrinsic and networkrelated features
• Start from three types of data sources: factual data, historical
data (past relationships and changes in behaviour), and
transactional data (current relationships between instances)
• Network analysis part:
• Deriving first-order neighbourhood features
• As well as global network-specific characteristics for each
instance (through personalized PageRank propagation)
To conclude, social network analysis is fundamentally based on social network and graph
measures (centrality measures). It is also based on diffusion, propagation, inference
techniques.
These can all be used to featurize … and hence, predict.
Some features may work well in some settings, but don’t work at all in other settings. In
many cases: trial and error to use different Featurization approaches.
Tooling

•
•
•
•

Python: NetworkX
R: igraph
Gephi (visualization and querying tool)
Spark: GraphX: graph based calcualtions, based on underlying
concept of RDD.
GraphX is a new component in Spark for graphs and graphparallel computation. At a high level, GraphX extends the Spark
RDD by introducing a new Graph abstraction: a directed
multigraph with properties attached to each vertex and edge.
To support graph computation, GraphX exposes a set of
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fundamental operators (e.g., subgraph, joinVertices, and
aggregateMessages).
In addition, GraphX includes a growing collection of graph
algorithms and builders to simplify graph analytics tasks
GraphFrames is a package for Apache Spark which provides
DataFrame-based Graphs.
It provides high-level APIs in Scala, Java, and Python. It aims to
provide both the functionality of GraphX and extended
functionality taking advantage of Spark DataFrames.
Still work-in-progress, however, “The GraphX component of
Apache Spark has no DataFrames- or Dataset-based equivalent,
so it is natural to ask this question. The current plan is to keep
GraphFrames separate from core Apache Spark for the time
being”.

4. Recommender systems
4.1 Basics
As the name suggests, it is a tool, a technique, to provide us with any
recommendations, which are useful in some ways.
Recommender systems are software tools and techniques providing suggestions for
items to be of use to a user.
The main goal is to find a matching between users and items.
• Items: movies, books, jobs, apps, …
• Users: clients, job-seekers, Tinder users, …
Ex: LinkedIn, you want to find a new job, based on our CV and profile.
We live in an era of information overload. This occurs when the amount of input to a
system exceeds its processing capacity.
• Out of the 4M movies on IMDB, which will I enjoy the most?
• Which person will I have a good time with on a data?
• What jobs are suitable for my profile and interests?
Issue: people don’t want to spend too much effort and time.
•

Improve user experience
o Help people find what they are looking for faster (information overload)
o Finding interesting items that a user would not think of him/herself
(serendipity)

•

Business value
o Customer retention: happy customers will stay longer, buy more, less price
sensitive, …
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o Increased sales (e.g. cross-selling)
o …
We distinguish two types of recommendation systems
• Personalized: recommendations are tailored per user, based on
their characteristics
o User gets unique recommendations
o Based on user interest/profile
o Prominent techniques
• Collaborative filtering
• Content filtering
• Knowledge based
• Unpersonalized: all users get the same recommendations,
based on the popularity of the items.
o Users get the same recommendations
o Based on other aspects
o Prominent techniques
• Popularity
• Novelty
• Business-driven (e.g. items in sale, promotions
going on, …)
ð Usually, what is done is a combination of both techniques, Unpersonalized
techniques are helpful as well. Don’t think personalised ones are better.
The trick is to determine the user interest, which is not always easy to measure.
The user interest is the “value” recommender systems try to predict: interest, being
of use to, relevancy, …
It is highly dependent on the context: Movies, jobs, Facebook friends, …
•
•

Explicit user interest: “I give my opinion”. The user is aware he
is conveying an opinion. Ex: putting 5-star review, swiping
left/right on tinder, Like on Facebook, …
Implicit user interest: interest is captured by analysing a
person’s normal behaviour. I am not aware that I give my
opinion. I don’t know it is directly taken as interest. Ex: clicking,
read-time, scrolling, mouse movements, bookmarking, printing,
online application, messaging, …

Explicit user interest
• More robust
• Takes user effort
• Less data points

Implicit user interest
• More noisy
• Less to no user effort
• Lots of data

ð What if they don’t match? What you say and what you do can be widely different.
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Rating Matrix
The rating matrix conveys interest. It is constructed
by aggregating interest data into a single (user,
item) score per user x item pair. The rows represent
users (U), columns represent items (I).

Interest(U, I) = f(observed interests), e.g.:
§ One feedback indicators (click or no click: 0 or 1; 5-star rating system:
number between 0-5)
§ Combination of multiple feedback indicators (e.g. using a weighted
combination)

Issues: you might have millions of users and items. The matrix can easily get huge. It is
not uncommon to see only a sparsity of less than 1%. Since the matrix will mainly be
empty, only store what you need.
Ex: 1 000 000 users and 10 000 items. 10 000 000 000 rating combinations, which
represent about 40 GB with 32-bit integers. A full matrix expansion is time/memory
inefficient.
An efficient solution works with sparse matrix representations and algorithms.
Another issue relates to the generosity of people. Not everyone is equally generous.
By nature, some people are stricter than others. For instance, someone could set a 4
to say a movie was very good whereas someone else would put a 4 for a movie that
was more or less good.
4.2 Personalized recommendations
4.2.1 Collaborative filtering
Idea: use other users’ ratings to make a prediction.
Memory based

•
•

User similarities (user-user collaborative filtering)
Item similarities (item-item collaborative filtering)
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Model based: use machine learning to uncover patterns in data
1) User-User collaborative filtering. Intuition: “users who are interested in similar
items in the past, will probably be interested in similar items in the future (and vice
versa).

Ex: Bob is very useful to us. If he hates something, Anna will like it. Carl and
Anna like and hate the same things. By looking at a person’s rating, we can infer
another person’s rating.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ρ)
• -1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 (1: perfectly agree, -1: perfectly disagree)
• “If a likes (dislikes) an item more than he does on average, does b also
like (dislike) this item more than average?
• Not all users give same scores for the same appreciation

Jaccard Index (JI)
•
•

Frequently used in binary interest data (e.g. clicked or not)
0 ≤ JI ≤ 1 (1: maximal similarity; 0 minimal similarity)
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Neighbourhood selection: limit number of similar people
• Based on: clustering, top-k neighbours, …
• Can improve efficiency and quality of recommendations
2) Item-Item collaborative filtering
Intuition: items which were previously liked by the same users, will likely continue
to be liked by the same users.
Idea: if we see a piece of music which tends to be rated as another piece, people
will like the other piece as well. Ex: compare two movies.

2 steps
•
•

Calculate Item-item similarities
Recommend items similar to the items a user has shown an
interest in
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Pro’s
Con’s
• Easy to develop
• Cold start problem for new users and
items: what about someone with
• Easy to explain why an item was
no/very few ratings? Ex: I am new on
recommended
Netflix, what will you recommend
• Decent performance
me? I haven’t watched or rated any
• Widely studied and applied
movie yet
• Performance drops when sparsity
increases. Less information per user
and item
• Popularity bias: items liked by more
users have a higher chance of being
recommended. It is easy for a
popular movie to become more and
more popular.
4.2.2 Content filtering
Idea: users who are interested in a specific item, will probably be interested in similar
items too.

Recommendations are based on content of items, instead of other users’ opinions.
Description of item content based on, for example, author, artist, director,
keywords/subjects, user tags, summary, …
•
•
•
•
•

No cold start problem for new items (but sill problem for new
users)
Rather easy to explain recommendations
Can avoid regulatory concerns
Tagging is expensive
Disregard information from other users

4.2.3 Knowledge based
Use of machine learning to extract patterns in the data. Think about how to convert
collaborative filtering to a standard predictive setup...
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Other techniques
• Singular value decomposition
• Bayesian networks
• Latent semantic models
• Markov decision process
Core idea similar to user-user or item-item CF. It is built on the same intuition.
Designed to outperform ‘standard’ CF. Often more black-box (harder to explain
recommendations to user).
4.2.4 Hybrid recommender systems
Combine multiple recommender systems
ð “Best of both worlds”
It is based on assessment of when/for what users’ specific recommender
algorithms do not work well
Ex: offer non-personalized recommendations to new users until they have at least 10
ratings
4.3 Validation
Most of the idea’s from evaluating “standard” predictive models still hold.
§
§

Start with historical data: test on some test subset of items.
Can the system accurately predict missing values in the rating matrix?
Accuracy, recall, precision, AUC

Problems with hidden data evaluation
§ Is recommending something someone was going to consume anyway
useful?
§ Maybe other items would be more suitable, but the user is not aware
of them?
Problems with offline evaluation
§ Impact of user interface
§ Recommender system explanation (recommender system risk)
ð Recommender systems that look good offline can still fail to meet their goals
online. Human testing is important.
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CHAPTER 10: NOSQL DATABASES
1. NoSQL Introduction
ð Why NoSQL? Why do we need that particular type of database?
1.1 RDBMS
A relational database management system (RDBMS) is a database management
system based on the relational model.
Still today, many of the databases in widespread use are based on the relational
database model. RDBMSs have been a common choice for the storage of information
in new databases used for financial records, manufacturing and logistical information,
personnel data, and other applications.
Relational databases have received unsuccessful challenge attempts by object
database management systems (in the 1980s and 1990s) and also by XML database
management systems in the 1990s. There were some attempts to replace them.
Database should suit and be able to store database objects.
Originally it was meant to be friendly to read for humans. It was meant to configure
systems. People were becoming crazy about XML and started to tell a XML database
could come in handy.
Despite such attempts, RDBMSs keep most of the market share, which has also grown
over the years.
Ex:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oracle Database
Microsoft SQL Server
MySQL (Oracle Corporation)
IBM DB2
IBM Informix
SAP Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise
SAP Sybase IQ
Teradata
SQLite
MariaDB
PostgresQL

RDBMS constitutes of two formats
• Tables storing records of information. Ex: storing records for publishers. You
can compare it to a DataFrame in R. Every table is uniquely identified by a
primary key, which uniquely identifies each record. It enables to link tables
together through the concept of relations through foreign keys.
• Links: Tables are linked together through relations (foreign keys). Ex: every
book should have an author and a publisher. Establish the relation.
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One-to-many: every book record in the “Book” table refers to
one record in the Author” table (an author can hence be
referred to by many books)
Many-to-many: a book has multiple authors, and author has
multiple books

EER diagrams

•
•
•
•

Underline the Primary Key
Tables are represented by rectangles
Attributes are drawn in ovals
Sometimes the relationship can have attributes.

SQL enables us to ask questions to our database. Ex: “Select first name from table
staff”. The result is again a table.

1.2 NoSQL
RDBMSs put a lot of emphasis on keeping data consistent. They require a formal
database schema: a specification of all tables, relations, columns with their data type;
quite a lot of modelling/design work.
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A bunch of updates and inserts is required on tables. This is a challenging task to
enforce consistency and make sure data is not outdated. Make sure people get up to
date data. New data or modifications to existing data are not accepted unless they
comply with this schema in terms of data types, referential integrity etc.
Moreover, the way in which they coordinate their transactions guarantees that the
entire database is consistent at all times. Of course, consistency is usually a desirable
property; one normally wouldn’t want for erroneous data to enter the system, nor for
e.g. a money transfer to be aborted halfway, with only one of the two accounts
updated.
ð Yet, in some situations this focus on consistency may become a burden, because it
induces (sometimes unnecessary) overhead and hampers scalability and flexibility.
RDBMSs are at their best when performing intensive read/write operations on small
or medium sized data sets or when executing larger batch processes, but with only a
limited number of simultaneous transactions.
As the data volumes or the number of parallel transactions increase, capacity can be
increased by vertical scaling (also called scaling up), i.e. by extending storage capacity
and/or CPU power of the database server. However, obviously, there are hardware
induced limitations to vertical scaling. Vertical scaling may also be too costly.
Therefore, further capacity increases need to be realized by horizontal scaling (also
known as scaling out), with multiple DBMS servers being arranged in a cluster.
Idea: multiple machines can work in parallel and distribute work load among
themselves. It will give some benefits but if we want to keep around, benefits will
never be impressive.
The respective nodes in the cluster are able to balance workloads among one another
and scaling is achieved by adding nodes to the cluster, rather than extending the
capacity of individual nodes.
à High overhead to coordinate
Such a clustered architecture is an essential prerequisite to cope with the enormous
demands of recent evolutions such as big data (analytics), cloud computing and all
kinds of responsive web applications.
It provides the necessary performance, which cannot be realized by a single server, but
also guarantees availability, with data being replicated over multiple nodes and other
nodes taking over their neighbour’s workload if one node fails.
However, RDBMSs are not really good at extensive horizontal scaling. Indeed, their
approach towards transaction management and their urge to keep data consistent at
all times, induces a large coordination overhead as the number of nodes increases.
In addition, the rich querying functionality may be overkill in some big data settings,
where applications merely need high capacity to ‘put’ and ‘get’ data items, with no
demand for complex data interrelationships nor selection criteria.
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Also, big data settings often focus on semi-structured data or at data with a very
volatile structure (think for instance about sensor data, images, audio data, and so on),
where the rigid database schemas of RDBMSs are a source of inflexibility as well.
None of this means that relational databases will become obsolete in the near future.
However, the ‘one size fits all’ era, where RDBMSs were used in nearly any kind of data
and processing context, seems to have come to an end.
RDBMSs are still the way to go when storing up to medium-sized volumes of highly
structured data, with strong emphasis on consistency and extensive querying facilities.
In situations where massive volumes, flexible data structures, scalability and
availability are more important, other types of systems may be called for. This need
resulted in the emergence of NoSQL databases.
The term “NoSQL” has become incredibly overloaded throughout the past decade, so
that the moniker now relates to a variety of meanings and systems. The name “NoSQL”
itself was first used in 1998 by the NoSQL Relational Database Management System, a
DBMS built on top of input/output stream operations as provided by Unix systems. It
actually implements a full relational database to all effects, but chooses to forego SQL
as a query language.
But, this system has been around for a long time and has nothing to do with the more
recent “NoSQL movement”. The home page of the NoSQL Relational Database
Management System even explicitly mentions that it has nothing to do with the
“NoSQL movement”.
The modern NoSQL movement describes databases that store and manipulate data in
other formats than tabular relations, i.e. non-relational databases (movement should
have more appropriately been called NoREL, especially since some of these nonrelational databases actually do provide query language facilities which are close to
SQL).
Because of such reasons, people have started to change the original meaning of the
NoSQL movement to stand for “not only SQL” or “not relational” instead of “not SQL”
ð What makes NoSQL databases different from other, legacy, non-relational systems
which have existed since as early as the 1970s?
The renewed interest in non-relational database systems stems from the advent of
Web 2.0 companies in the early 2000s. Companies such as Facebook, Google, and
Amazon were increasingly being confronted with huge amounts of data that
needed to be processed, oftentimes under time-sensitive constraints.
Often rooted in the open source community, the characteristics of the systems that
were developed to deal with these requirements are very diverse. However, their
common ground is that they try to avoid, at least to some extent, the
aforementioned shortcomings of RDBMSs in this respect.
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Many of them aim at near linear horizontal scalability, which is achieved by
distributing data over a cluster of database nodes for the sake of performance
(parallelism and load balancing) as well as availability (replication and failover
management). A certain measure of data consistency is often sacrificed in return.
A term frequently used in this respect is eventual consistency; the data, and
respective replicas of the same data item, will become consistent at some point in
time after each transaction, but continuous consistency is not guaranteed.
The relational data model is cast aside in favour of other modelling paradigms,
which are typically less rigid and better able to cope with quickly evolving data
structures. Note that different categories of NoSQL databases exist and that even
the members of a single category can be very diverse.

2. Key-value
Idea: key-value stores is the concept of storing keys and values. Ex: HashMap in Java.
It is nothing more than one key with one value. The key is supposed to be unique,
primarily identifier.
(Key, Value), it is rather complex and not flexible. You can’t story what you want. It for
instance often has to be a string.
Key-value stores have been around for decades, since the early days of Unix in the
1970s. A key-value based database stores data in as (key, value) pairs. The keys are
unique and represent the sole “search” criterion to retrieve the corresponding value.
This approach maps directly to a data structure which is also present natively in the
majority of programming languages, namely that of a hash map, or hash table or
dictionary as they’re also called.
§ Ex: Java provides the HashMap class which allows to store
arbitrary objects (in internal memory in this case) based on a
single “key”.
§ Also see the MapReduce pipeline, which is also heavily keyvalue based
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To make the data structure of a hash map more efficient, its keys (such as “joanne”,
“seppe”, and so on) are hashed by means of a so-called hash function.
A hash function is a function which takes an arbitrary value of arbitrary size and maps
it to a key with a fixed size, which is called the hash value, hash code, hash sum or
simply the hash.
Good hash functions need to be:
• Deterministic: hashing the same input value must always provide the same
hash value
• Uniform: a good hash function should map the inputs as evenly as possible
over its output range, to prevent so-called “collisions” between closely
related pairs of inputs
• Defined size: it is desirable that the output of a hash function has a fixed
size, which makes it easier to store the data structure in an efficient manner
The reason why hashes allow for efficient storage and lookup of entries is because each
hash can be mapped to a space in computer memory, allowing for rapid, exact lookup
of a given key. There is no ambiguity.

Based on the concept of hashes, we can introduce a first key characteristic of NoSQL
databases, namely the fact that they are built with horizontal scalability support in
mind and can be easily distributed.
The reason why follows from the nature of hash tables themselves. Consider a very
large hash table. Naturally, there is a limit on the size of the number of entries which
can be stored on a single machine.
But, since the nature of a hash function is to spread inputs uniformly over its output
range, it is easy to create an index over the hash range which can spread out the hash
table over different locations (servers, shards): partitioning, sharding.

A famous, early example of a NoSQL database built on the key-value idea is
Memcached.
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Goal: Memcached is mainly used for cashing solutions and store the output. Next time
you will easily get it out there. There is no need to recompute everything. A timestamp
is being kept.
Memcached was originally developed by LiveJournal, but was quickly picked up by
other companies such as YouTube, Reddit, Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia, and many
others, thanks to the software being free and open source.
Memcached implements a distributed memory-driven hash table (a key-value store),
which is e.g. placed in front of a traditional database to speed up queries by caching
recently accessed objects in RAM.
In that sense, Memcached is mainly a caching solution rather than a persistent
database, but its API inspired many follow-up projects which do allow to persist keyvalue stores.
The Memcached hash table can grow very large (several gigabytes) and can be scaled
horizontally across multiple servers in a data centre. To prevent hash tables from
growing too large, old entries are discarded to make room for new ones.
In the case of Memcached, it is the client’s responsibility to distribute the entries
amongst the different servers in the Memcached pool (in the example, we have
provided 3 servers). The client decides to which server each key – and thus hash –
should be mapped, for example by using a mechanism similar to the modulo hashing
function.
When using the SpyMemcached Java library, this is taken care of automatically once
multiple servers are passed to the client object.
Also, Memcached provides no replication mechanism. That means if a server goes
down, all the entries stored on that node will be lost.
Despite this, Memcached remains very popular as a caching solution, especially
because many middleware libraries exist that allow you to put it on top of a web server
(to cache recently-requested pages) or to cache queries to an existing relational
database.
This is especially helpful in cases were queries take a substantial amount of time (for
example for queries involving many joins).
As stated a few lines before, in the case of Memcached, it is the client’s responsibility
to distribute the entries amongst the different servers in the Memcached pool, i.e. to
make sure requests to store and retrieve key-value pairs are routed to a particular
node. However, it is possible to move such duties from the client to the nodes
themselves. Many NoSQL implementations, such as Cassandra, Google’s BigTable,
Amazon’s DynamoDB, CouchDB, Redis and CouchBase – to name a few – do so.
In such a setup, all nodes often implement the same functionality and are all able to
perform the role of request coordinator: i.e. the responsible party to route requests to
the appropriate node.
Since any node can act as a request coordinator, and clients can send requests to store
or retrieve data to any of such nodes, it is necessary that all nodes remain informed at
all times of the other nodes in the network.
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This problem is addressed through a membership protocol: each node talks to the
network to retrieve a membership list and keep its view of the whole network up to
date. Now the client does not have to calculate it anymore. Nodes should have a pretty
clear idea about each other and about each other’s situation. They each want to keep
informed about who is available, who just came online.
Most easy way: the multicast system. A guy sends a question to every node to see if
they are still there. If he receives an answer, it means the nodes is still present.
This protocol allows all nodes to know about the existence of other nodes, and is the
fundamental underlying protocol on top of which another functionality can be built.
In general, each membership protocol contains two sub-components, called
dissemination (spreading information around) and failure detection (detecting that a
server has gone down), which can be accomplished simultaneously or implemented
using separate logic.
The most naïve way to implement a membership protocol would be by using a network
multicast, which would send out an “are you there and part of my network?”-request
to all members in a node’s network, but this solution is inefficient and scales badly.
Therefore, implementation in practice commonly uses dissemination protocols which
mimic how rumours or gossip is spread in social networks, or how viruses spread in an
epidemic
The basic idea behind this dissemination involves periodic, pairwise communication,
with the information exchanged in such interaction being bounded.
• When two nodes interact, the state of the node (i.e. the node’s current view
on the network) being most out of date will reflect that of the other party
• When a node is added to the network, it will contact a known existing node
to announce its arrival, which will then be spread throughout the network.
To illustrate the case of a new server (server 8): you have to configure it
with at least one telephone number of another server. It will for instance
contact server 1. But it actually does not now that any other server exists.
Server 1 will add 8 to its list and will share its view of the network. Hence 8
will add all other servers. It is an efficient and well-working technique. It
might however take some time before everybody is aware of each other.
• When a node is removed from the network, it will not respond anymore
when it is contacted by a random, different node, which can then spread
information about this node being down further through the network. In
this way, the aspect of failure detection is handled as well.
Thanks to the membership protocol, nodes are (eventually) aware of one another.
Following this, they can now partition hashed key-value pairs amongst them. This can
be done using the same technique as we have illustrated previously, where each hash
can be mapped to a specific node using the modulo operator.
The simple hashing mechanism is a very naïve way but not smart enough to distribute
keys to the right server.
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In practice however, more consistent hashing schemes are often used, which avoid
having to remap each key to a new node when nodes are added or removed.
• h(key) = key % n + 1 With % the modulo operator and n the number of
servers
• Imagine now that we have a situation where 10 keys are distributed over 3
servers (n = 3). What happens when a server is removed (n = 2) or added (n
= 4) respectively?

h(key) = key % n + 1 With % the modulo operator and n the number of servers. Imagine
now that we have a situation where 10 keys are distributed over 3 servers (n = 3). What
happens when a server is removed (n = 2) or added (n = 4) respectively?
Many of the items have to be moved to a different server. Increasing n from 3 to 4
causes 1-n/k = 70% of the keys to be moved. If there would have been 10 servers (n =
10) and 1000 items (keys), then the number of keys that would have to be moved when
adding another server equals 1-10/1000, or 99% of all items. This is not a desirable
outcome in setups where servers are likely to be removed or added.

A consistent hashing scheme resolves this issue. At the core of a consistent hashing
setup is a so called “ring”-topology, which is basically a representation of the number
range [0,1[:

In this setup, all servers (e.g. 3 servers with identifiers 0, 1, 2) are hashed to place them
in a position on this ring:
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We give the hash identifiers of the three servers a position. They then end up
somewhere in that ring.
To distribute the keys, we first hash each key to a position on the ring, and store the
actual key-value pair on the first server that appears clockwise of the hashed point on
the ring. For instance, for key 3, we might obtain a hash (position) of 0.78, which ends
up being stored on server 0:

Because of the uniformity property of a “good” hash function, roughly 1/n of key-value
pairs will end up being stored on each server.
This time, however, most of the key-value pairs will remain unaffected in case a
machine is added or removed.
For instance, if we add a new server to the ring (id 3), only the keys positioned on the
highlighted section of the ring in the figure below would have to be moved to the new
server (before those keys would be closest to server 0, now they are closest to server
3). Typically, the fraction of keys that need to be moved when using this setup is about
K / (n + 1), i.e. a much smaller fraction than was the case for modulo based hashing.

The basic consistent hashing procedure as described above is still not fully ideal. If two
servers end up being mapped close to one another, one of these nodes will end up
with few keys to store (as the distance between the two nodes on the ring is small).
Second, in case a server is added to the ring, we see that all of the keys moved to this
new node originate from just one other server.
Luckily, the mechanism of consistent hashing allows us to deal with these issues in an
elegant manner: instead of mapping a server s to a single point on our ring, we can
instead map it to multiple positions, called replicas.
For each physical server s, we hence end up with r (the number of replicas) points on
the ring, with everything else working like before.
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By using this mechanism, we increase the uniformity with which key-value pairs will
end up being distributed to servers, and can also ensure that an even lower number of
keys needs to be moved when a server is added to a cluster.
Note, however, that replication has nothing to do with redundancy. Each of the
replicas represents the same physical instance.
For this reason, many vendors refer to this concept (replication) as virtual nodes, as
the nodes placed on the ring correspond to a lower number of real, physical nodes.
To handle the issue of data replication or reduncancy, many vendors extend the
consistent hashing mechanism outlined above so that key-value pairs are duplicated
across multiple nodes, for instance by storing the key-value pair on two or more nodes
clockwise from the key’s position on the ring. Other constraints can be considered as
well, such as making sure that the (virtual) nodes correspond to actual different
physical machines, or making sure that the nodes are present in different data centers,
even. Finally, to ensure an even greater amount of data safety, it is also possible to set
up a full redundancy scheme where each node itself corresponds to multiple physical
machines each storing a fully redundant copy of the data.

The membership protocol does not guarantee that every node is aware of every other
node at all times, but guarantees that up to date information will spread through the
network so that it will reach a consistent state over time, i.e. eventually. This has an
impact on read and write operations clients perform, as they have to deal with the fact
that the state of the network might not be perfectly consistent at any moment in time,
though will become eventually consistent at a future point in time.
Many NoSQL databases hence guarantee so called eventual consistency, contrary to
traditional relational databases, which enforce ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation
and Durability) on their transactions, most NoSQL databases follow the BASE principle
(Basically available, Soft state, Eventual consistency).
The BASE acronym was originally conceived by Eric Brewer, who is also known for
formulating the CAP theorem, which states that a distributed computer system, cannot
guarantee the following three properties at the same time:
§ Consistency: all nodes see the same data at the same time)
§ Availability: guarantees that every request receives a response
indicating a success or failure result
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Partition tolerance: the system continues to work even if nodes
go down or are added

Standalone RDBMSs needn’t bother with partition tolerance, because there is only a
single node, so they can focus on consistency and availability.
Distributed RDBMSs in turn, will typically still attempt to enforce consistency at all cost
in a multi- node setting, which may affect availability if individual nodes cannot be
reached.
On the other hand, most NoSQL databases (but not all), sacrifice the consistency part
of CAP in their setup, instead striving for eventual consistency, indicating that the
system will become consistent over time, once all inputs to that system stop.
The impact of eventual consistency becomes apparent when we take a look at write
and read requests. Imagine that our client wishes to store a key-value pair “(seppe,
32)” in the ring topology. The node receiving this request maps the hash of this key to,
for example, 3 node replicas (corresponding with different physical servers), and
contacts these nodes to store this key in their storage.
The original receiving node can then decide to send a response to the client
immediately, wait until at least one of the replicas answer with a positive reply (“the
replica is up and stored the entry), wait until all replicas reply, or wait until a quorum
of at least half of the replicas reply. The latter is oftentimes called quorum consistency.
In case a replica is down and does not reply, the request receiving node can decide to
retry the operation later, or decide to rely on the membership protocol to spread the
information in case at least one of the replica’s received the entry.
If our client wishes to retrieve a key-value pair, a similar mechanism is applied. Some
nodes might contain an outdated version of the entry compared to others. Again, the
request-receiving node can then take immediate action and instruct the outdated
nodes to update their entry, or again decide to wait until the membership protocol
takes care of things on its own.
When choosing a NoSQL system, it is important to know whether a choice regarding
consistency policy is available. If the database system supports eventual consistency
only, then the application will need to handle the possibility of reading inconsistent
data. This is not as easy as it sounds since this responsibility is then left to the
application developer, who then has to consider questions such as “What happens if a
database read returns an arbitrarily old value?” Handling such cases can take up a lot
of developer time.
Google addressed the pain points of eventual consistency in a paper on its distributed
F1 database and noted: “We also have a lot of experience with eventual consistency
systems at Google. In all such systems, we find developers spend a significant fraction
of their time building extremely complex and error-prone mechanisms to cope with
eventual consistency and handle data that may be out of date. We think this is an
unacceptable burden to place on developers and that consistency problems should be
solved at the database level.” Hence, we’ve seen newer NoSQL systems move away
from the eventual consistency idea.
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Because the partitioning of hashes over nodes depends on the number of nodes
available, it is required to repartition hashes over nodes in case this amount changes.
The operation which repartitions hashes over nodes in case nodes or added or
removed is called stabilization, and should preferably be as efficient as possible to
reduce network overhead or waiting time.
If a consistent hashing scheme is being applied, the number of fluctuations in the hashnode mappings will be minimized, hence leading to a shorter stabilization period. If a
node gets added or permanently removed, each node’s membership list will eventually
get updated, which instructs that node to investigate its list of entries it is holding and
remap its keys.
In the optimal case, a key still belongs to the same node and no action needs to be
taken. If a node is no longer responsible for an entry it can use the partitioning scheme
to figure out which node or nodes are now responsible and send the entry to those.
Note that, if a node is removed, entries can only be deleted from the to-be-removed
node once they are present in their new, correct, location.
This stabilization operation takes some time, so that the planned removal of a node
can still take a while before the node can actually be removed from the network.

3. Tuple and document stores
Idea: just store a key and a tuple of different things. It stores a list. No key, value
storage. No format coming from the database itself.
From the basic concepts of key-value stores, we can easily make the jump to other
types of NoSQL databases. A tuple store is essentially the same thing as a key-value
store, with the difference that it does not store pairwise combinations of a key and a
value, but instead stores a unique key together with a vector of data:
marc -> ("Marc", "McLast Name", 25, "Germany")
There is no requirement of each tuple in the tuple store to have the same length or
semantic ordering, meaning that the handling of data is completely schema-less.
Unlike relational databases, where each table is defined in accordance with a particular
schema, tuple stores simply allow you to start adding any sort of rows, and leaves the
handing and checking of those completely up to the application. Various NoSQL
implementations do, however, permit organizing entries in semantical groups,
oftentimes called “collections” or even “tables”, which is basically an extra namespace
defined over the keys.

Rather than storing a tuple based structure (unlabelled and ordered), document stores
store a collection of attributes that are labelled and unordered, representing items that
are semi-structured. For instance, a book can be described using the following
collection of attributes:
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Again, most implementations allow to organize items in tables or collections. Just like
with key-value or tuple stores, no schema needs to be defined over the items in a
collection. Instead, a structure is imposed by the internal structure of the documents,
for instance as a (nested) collection of attributes as illustrated above.
Most modern NoSQL databases choose to represent documents using the JSON
standard (JavaScript Object Notation), which includes numbers, strings, Booleans,
arrays, objects and null as its basic types.
Documents till don’t impose any particular schema or requirement on the structure or
format. No schema is enforced. It is up to you to make sure it is tidy enough.
Most modern NoSQL databases choose to represent documents using the JSON
standard (JavaScript Object Notation), which includes numbers, strings, Booleans,
arrays, objects and null as its basic types. For instance, a book can be represented using
JSON as follows:

Since document stores store collections of attributes, it is possible to include an item’s
key also in this collection of attributes. Even so, many concepts such as hashing and
partitioning remain present.
Most NoSQL document stores will allow you to store items in tables (collections) in a
schema-less manner, but will enforce that a “primary key” be specified over each table
to uniquely identify each item in the collection.
This can be done by leaving it up to the end user to indicate which attribute should be
used as the unique key (e.g. “title” in a collection of books), such as is the case with
Amazon’s DynamoDB, or by pre-defining an always present primary key attribute itself.
MongoDB, for instance, uses “_id” as the primary key attribute in an item, which can
be set by the user or left out. If left out, MongoDB will auto-generate a unique, random
identifier for the item
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Just as with key-value stores, the primary key will be used as a partitioning key to
create a hash and determine where the data will be stored.
Document stores deal with semi-structured items. They do not impose a particular
schema on the structure of items stored in a particular collection, but assume that
items nevertheless exhibit an implicit structure following from their representational
format, representing a collection of attributes. Just as with key-value stores, the
primary key of each item can be used to rapidly retrieve a particular item from a
collection, but since items are composed of multiple attributes, most document stores
can retrieve items based on simple filters as well. Therefore, they typically also offer a
richer API than key-value stores, with functionality to query and manipulate document
content.
Apart from basic filtering and query operations, most NoSQL document stores support
more complex queries (e.g. with aggregations) as well.

But, to perform more complex queries and aggregations, most analytics-oriented
document stores offer ways to query the dataset through map-reduce operations.
We use MongoDB here, as it remains one of the most well-known and widely-used
implementations of a document store. It is good to know that MongoDB is strongly
consistent by default: if you write some data and read it back out, you will always be
able to read the result of the write you just performed (assuming that the write was
successful).
This is because MongoDB is a so called “single-master” system where all reads go to a
primary node by default. If you do optionally enable reading from the secondary nodes,
then MongoDB becomes eventually consistent where it's possible to read out-of-date
results.
This being the theory, the actual story is somewhat more complicated than this. In
various MongoDB versions, researchers were able to show that MongoDB’s
implementation of a strong consistency model was broken (this happened in 2013,
2015, and again recently in 2017). Versions 3.4.1 and 3.5.1 are finally consistent
without any bugs, though this shows that end-users should be very attentive when
adopting a NoSQL database.
ð See https://jepsen.io/analyses for the detailed analysis. Jepsen also stress tests and
evaluates many other NoSQL vendors
Map-reduce-based operations can help perform complex queries and aggregations in
document stores, even though these document stores do not support relational
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structures directly. Some document stores, such as Couchbase, also allow you to define
foreign keys in document structures and to perform join operations directly in queries.
With this kind of functionality, one can begin to wonder where traditional relational
databases end and where the NoSQL way of thinking begins. This is exactly why the
line between the two has become blurred over the years, and why we see vendors of
relational databases catching up and implementing some of the interesting aspects
which made NoSQL databases and document stores especially, popular in the first
place. These aspects include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on horizontal scalability and distributed querying
Dropping schema requirements
Support for nested data types or allowing to store JSON directly in tables
Support for map-reduce operations
Support for special data types, such as geospatial data
This comes backed by a strong querying backend and SQL querying capabilities.
For example, recent versions of the open source PostgreSQL database allow
you to execute the following statements:

4. Column-oriented databases
We previously talked about CSV. This is row-oriented since every row is stored one by
one in the file. In a row-oriented system, every row follows every row. Every record is
stored in one line. We can quickly retrieve the rows. We might have operations that
apply to the whole dataset, retrieving more than one row.
Row-oriented databases tend to created overhead and take space. As a solution, we
could thing of column oriented databases. In much cases we want to loop over rows
for a bunch of columns.
A column-oriented DBMS is a database management system that stores data tables as
sections of columns of data, rather than as rows of data as in most DBMS
implementations.
Such an approach has advantages in some areas, such as analytics, BI-focused systems,
and clinical data systems (i.e., systems where aggregates are regularly computed over
large numbers of similar data items).
Moreover, columns with many null values, known as sparse data, can be dealt with
more efficiently, without wasting storage capacity for the empty cells.
Note that being column oriented, rather than row oriented, is a decision that stands
quite orthogonal to the type of data being store. This means that relational databases
can be both row and column oriented, and so can key- value or document stores.
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Also keep in mind columnar file formats, e.g. Parquet is a columnar storage format as
an alternative format to CSV or other row-oriented formats.
To illustrate the basic workings of a column-oriented database, imagine a database
system containing the following rows.

A row-based system is designed to efficiently return data for an entire row, which
matches the common use case where users wish to retrieve information about a
particular object or entity, such as a book with id 3.
By storing a row’s data in a single block on the hard drive, along with related rows, the
system can quickly retrieve rows.
However, such systems are not efficient at performing operations that apply to the
entire data set, as opposed to a particular row. For example, if we want to find all
records in our example with a price above 20, we would need to seek through each
row to find the matching ones. Most database systems and file storage formats would
have to speed up such operations by means of database indexes

For instance, we could define an index on price, which would be stored as an index
mapping column values to a tuple of identifiers:

By sorting the index, we can obtain huge time savings because we avoid scanning the
whole dataset, using the index to only retrieve these rows that satisfy the query.
However, maintaining an index also adds overhead, especially when new data enters
the database. New data requires the index to be updated in addition to the actual data
objects
ð Joining tables now becomes slower. There have been database systems combing
both row and column oriented systems.
In a column-oriented database, all values of a column are placed together on disk, so
that our example table would be stored in the following way:

In this way, one particular column matches the structure of a normal index in a rowbased system. However, the need for separate indices disappears here.
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Operations such as: find all records with price equal to 10 can now be executed directly
in a single operation. Other aggregation operations (sums, averages etc.) over columns
can be sped up in this manner as well.
Moreover, null values do not take up storage space anymore; only cells that contain
an actual value are present in the storage scheme. There are also disadvantages to this
approach.
• Retrieving all attributes pertaining to a single entity becomes
less efficient.
• Joining operations will be slowed down considerably, because
every column will now have to be scanned to find values
belonging to a certain foreign record identifier rather than being
able to immediately retrieve a particular record by its identifier
directly.
• Some column-oriented databases, such as Google BigTable,
group commonly joined tables together by defining “column
groups”, avoiding frequent time-intensive join operations

5. Graph databases, Neo4J, link to social network modelling
Of all the categories of NoSQL databases, graph-based databases may become one of
the most significant types. Graph databases apply graph theory to the storage of
information of records.
In recent years, graph structures have become popular due to them being capable to
model social networks.
Graph databases try to increase the amount of relational modeliing that is hapnening.
The reason why graph databases are an interesting category of NoSQL is because,
contrary to the other approaches, they actually go the way of increased relational
modelling, rather than doing away with relations. One-to-one, one-to-many, and
many-to-many structures can easily be modelled in a graph-based way as well.
Consider for instance books having many authors and vice versa. In an RDBMS, this
would be modelled by three tables: one for books, one for authors, and one
modelling the many-to-many relation.
A query to return all book titles for books written by a particular author would look
like:
SELECT title FROM books, authors, books_authors
WHERE author.id = books_authors.author_id
AND books.id = books_authors.book_id
AND author.name = “Seppe vanden Broucke"
In a graph database, this structure would be represented as follows:
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The related query to fetch the desired list of books becomes more straightforward as
well.

Here, we are using the Cypher query language, the graph based query language
introduced by Neo4j, one of the most popular graph databases. Another notable
implementation of graph database includes AllegroGraph, GraphDB, InfiniteGraph and
OrientDB.
In a way, a graph database can be seen as a hyper-relational database, where JOIN
tables are replaced by more interesting and semantically meaningful relationships that
can be navigated (graph traversal) and/or queried, based on graph pattern matching.
Note that graph databases differ in terms of representation of the underlying graph
data model. Neo4j, for instance, supports nodes and edges having a type (Book) and a
number of attributes (title), next to a unique identifier.
Other systems are geared towards speed and scalability and only support a simple
graph representation.
• FlockDB, for instance, developed by Twitter, only supports storing a simplified
directed graph as a list of edges having a source and destination identifier, a
state (normal, removed, or archived), and an additional numeric “position” to
help with sorting results
• Twitter uses FlockDB to store social graphs (who follows whom, who blocks
whom) containing billions of edges and sustaining hundreds of thousands read
queries per second
• Different implementations position themselves differ regarding the trade-off
between speed and data expressiveness
Neo4j
Neo4j mainly focuses on online transactions. There is support for shortest path but
what about closeness, PageRank, etc.?
Like SQL, Cypher is a declarative, text-based query language, containing many similar
operations as SQL. However, because it is geared towards expressing patterns found
in graph structures, it contains a special MATCH clause to match those patterns.
Nodes are represented by parenthesis, representing a circle: ()
Nodes can be labeled in case they need to be referred to elsewhere, and be further
filtered by their type, using a colon:
(b:Book)
Edges are drawn using either -- or -->, representing a unidirectional line or an arrow
representing a directional relationship respectively. Relationships can also be filtered
by putting square brackets in the middle:
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(b:Book)<-[:WRITTEN_BY]-(a:Author)

JOIN clauses are expressed using direct relational matching. The following query
returns a list of distinct customer names who purchased a book written by “Wilfried
Lemahieu”, are older than 30, and paid in cash.

Get a list of people who have liked books Seppe liked, sorted by most liked books in
common.
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We are applying an aggregation operator, “count”. In Cypher, grouping for aggregation
is implicit, meaning that as soon as you use an aggregation function, all non-aggregated
columns (friend.name in the example above) will be used as grouping keys.
Neo4j is optimized for online transaction processing (OLTP) and is intended to be used
as your primary database. It wasn’t built specifically with the intention of being used
for graph compute or analytics. As stated before, there is support for shortest paths
and other things, but what about betweenness, closeness, pagerank?
GraphAware Framework speeds up development with Neo4j by providing a platform
for building useful generic as well as domain-specific functionality, analytical
capabilities, (iterative) graph algorithms, etc.
GraphAware Timer- Driven Runtime Module that executes PageRank-like algorithm on
the graph.
GraphAware Timer- Driven Runtime Module that executes PageRank-like algorithm on
the graph
• The module "crawls" the graph continuously behind the scenes, slowing down
as the database gets busier and speeding up in quiet periods
• It starts by selecting a node at random (obeying configured node inclusion
policy). At each step of the algorithm, it follows a random relationship (obeying
configured relationship inclusion policy) and increments a property (with
configurable key) of the other node of the relationship. With a probability 1-p,
where p is the configurable damping factor, it selects another random node
rather than following a relationship. Also, if there are no suitable relationships
to follow from a node, a jump to another suitable random node is performed
• Over time, the node ranks written to the nodes in the graph converge to the
results of Page Rank. The amount of time it takes to converge greatly depends
on the size of the graph and the load on the database
• No personalized version :(
https://github.com/maxdemarzi/graph_processing
Page Rank, Label Propagation, Union Find, Betweenness Centrality, Closeness
Centrality, Degree Centrality.
Demonstrates that Neo4j can run PageRank (5 iterations) on the dbpedia dataset (10M
nodes, 125M relationships) in 20 seconds as a Neo4j server extension or user defined
procedure.
“Spark might be better suited for larger datasets or more intensive compute
operations”...
https://github.com/neo4j-contrib/neo4j-spark-connector
•
•

The Neo4j Spark Connector uses the binary Bolt protocol to transfer data from
and to a Neo4j server
Normally Neo4j is access through a JSON-driven REST api
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Bolt is a binary, speedier access method
It offers Spark-2.0 APIs for RDD, DataFrame, GraphX and GraphFrames, so
you’re free to chose how you want to use and process your Neo4j graph data
in Apache Spark

https://github.com/neo4j-contrib/neo4j-mazerunner
•
•
•
•
•

An interest in analytical graph processing led Kenny Bastani to work on an
integration solution. It allows to export dedicated datasets, e.g. node or
relationship-lists to Spark
It supports these algorithms: PageRank, Closeness Centrality, Betweenness
Centrality, Triangle Counting, Connected Components, Strongly Connected
Components and Collaborative Filtering
After running graph processing algorithms in Spark, the results are written back
concurrently and transactionally to Neo4j
One focus of this approach is on data safety, that’s why it uses a persistent
queue (RabbitMQ) to communicate data between Neo4j and Spark
The infrastructure is set up using Docker containers, there are dedicated
containers for Spark, RabbitMQ, HDFS and Neo4j with the Mazerunner
Extension.

Neo4j and … R/Python
•
•
•
•

igraph is a graph analysis package for R and Python: http://igraph.org/
NetworkX is a Python package for graph analysis: https://networkx.github.io/
https://github.com/versae/ipython-cypher: queries are send through Cypher
and results can be can be stored in a variable and then converted to a Pandas
DataFrame
“RNeo4j” package: similar approach to R data frames

Most graph layout techniques make use of a physics-inspired “force based” approach,
where the edges between nodes are regarded as “springs” and the layout algorithm
goes through a number of iterations to let the graph stabilize towards a
comprehensible, attractive layout.
•
•
•

ForceAtlas2
Examples
to
play
with
in
the
browser:
https://bl.ocks.org/steveharoz/8c3e2524079a8c440df60c1ab72b5d03
Webcola
is
a
JavaScript
library
to
layout
graphs:
http://marvl.infotech.monash.edu/webcola/

Many JavaScript-based tools are available to visualise and layout graphs in the
browser: • http://js.cytoscape.org/
• http://sigmajs.org/
• http://visjs.org/
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GraphViz is a standalone tool for graph-based visualizations and layout, which are
described by means of the DOT language. It has lots of bindings with programming
languages available and is still widely used as a behind-the-scenes layout driver in
many products: http://www.graphviz.org/
Gephi is a tool for graph layout, analysis and visualisation: https://gephi.org/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exploratory analysis: by networks manipulations in real time
Link analysis: revealing the underlying structures of associations between
objects
Easy creation of social data connectors to map community organizations and
small- world networks
Metrics: e.g. centrality, degree, betweenness, closeness
And more: density, path length, diameter, HITS, modularity, clustering
coefficient
Can load in various Graph file formats: GDF (GUESS), GraphML (NodeXL), GML,
NET (Pajek), GEXF
Customizable by plugins: layouts, metrics, data sources, manipulation tools,
rendering presets and more

Either export out the data you want to analyse to a file format Gephi can understand.
E.g. through the aforementioned R / Python packages, or use neo4j-shell-tools to do a
GraphML export.
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CHAPTER 11: WEB MINING, WEB SCRAPING
Goal: Fetch data out of websites in an automated way.

1. Web Mining
1.1 Overview
Web mining is applied in most use cases like in search engines for instances. It has a lot to
do with measurement, not with predictions. It measures internet content, certain web
pages, …
Briefly said, web mining refers to the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of
internet data for purposes of understanding and optimizing web usage.
There exist two broad categories
• Off-site: regardless of whether you own or maintain the website. You don’t
own it, you don’t maintain it but sill you want to measure some things. You for
instance want to know if buzz is possible, number of page visits, you want to
get some information about competitors’ website, partners’ website, etc. Ex:
share of voice (visibility), buzz (comments), etc.
• On-site: while owning the website. You are the person responsible for
measurement. Ex: measure visitors’ behaviour once on your website.
There are three types of web mining.
•
•
•

Web usage mining: discovering interesting patterns in how visitors use a
website. Ex: association rules for visited pages.
Web content mining: extracting useful information or discovering knowledge
from web page contents. Ex: information retrieval/extraction, automatic
document categorization, etc.
Web structure mining: mining the hyperlink structure of the Web. Ex:
identifying authoritative pages, web community detection, etc.

What are the goals of web analytics?
• Improve the web site design and user experience: how do (segments of)
customers navigate through my site and do they find what they are looking for?
• Measure the effectiveness of marketing strategies and advertising campaigns.
Ex: monitor effect of new strategy on traffic and (more importantly) conversion
rate effectiveness of banner campaigns, search engine visibility, etc.
Landing (destination) page optimization: try design variations & test
differences in conversion, etc.
• Personalization: deliver content specific to each visitor. Ex: recommender
systems, targeted offers, etc.
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1.2 Data sources
•
•
•

Server logs: HTTP requests (page views)
JavaScript-based page tagging. This is rich in terms of the data you can have.
External data (e.g. IP location, email, etc.)

Quick HTTP Primer
HTTP is a simple request/reply protocol. It is text based and very simple. You ask a
question and you get a reply. The header contains extra information the browser is
sending along (date, version, name, etc.). The browsers are chatty in their headers.
Servers send back a reply. The server also sends a bunch of headers. It is a simple
protocol in itself.
•
•
•

Query strings are appended to an URL after “?”, separated by “&”
Ex: http://www.store.com/product?id=4&search_query=machine
Not all characters can be included in URL parameters as is. Hence there is a
need for URL encoding. search_query=query%20with%20spaces
Forms: another way to submit information from client to server. These are
included in HTTP POST request as data fields. Ex: text boxes, check boxes. When
log in on Facebook you need to enter your log in and password in a text box.

Browsers will sometimes lie about who they are and stick other names to say they are
compatible with other browsers.
Note: There can be more than one request for one page.
Issue: HTTP is stateless but the server is pretty dumb. The server forgets who I am if I
ask a new request. Every request is like a new question. Which makes every new
request independent of the previous one.
Cookies are used as a state mechanism.
• Critical to security: know who is logged in
• “Remember me” checkboxes
• Carts in online shops
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Cookies are set on the browser through a server-sent “Set-Cookie” header. The
browser includes these in “Cookies” header in subsequent requests through the
“Cookie” header. Fine tune them, making these more or less secure. Basically it is a
very small piece of text. In its reply, the server says the browser should keep a small
cookie after request. It helps to identify the browser we have currently encountered.
In itself, they are completely harmless. It allows the server to track us.
As an extra security measure, cookies can be set to expire, can be set to only be send
over HTTPS, can be set to only be accessible over HTTP (and not through JavaScript),
or only be send for a particular sub-path of a URL.
Data is captured at the server side. Every
HTTP request produces an entry in one or
more web server log files (standard
feature of all common web servers).
It can be parsed and processed on a set
schedule to provide useful information.
It for instance allows us to track how popular certain pages are. IP addresses can
change, be swapped, etc. some IP does not necessarily mean some person.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remote host: IP address or domain name
Remote log name (“-”); user name (“-” if no authentication)
Date and time (can include offset from Greenwich Mean Time)
HTTP request method (e.g. GET or POST)
Resource requested
HTTP status code
Number of bytes transferred
Referrer: web page with link user clicked on to arrive here
"http://www.msn.be/shopping/food/"
"http://www.google.com/search?q=buy+wine&hl=en&lr="
Browser and platform (“user agent”)
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Page tagging
ð Page Tagging only relies on the client to collect information.
Data is captured at the client side.
JavaScript: client-side scripting language:
send as text by server but executed in
browser. Hence, usually it involves “tagging”
web page with a code snippet referencing a
separate JavaScript file that
• Deposits and reads cookie
• Sends data through to data
collection server
JavaScript Snippet

ð To be added to your website’s html file(s), before the closing </head>
This script will load the analytics.js library. This library (code) allows various actions (it
runs client-side)
• Create a tracker
• Send a page view
• Etc.
1.3 Cookies

There exist different types of cookies

A cookie is a small textual
information that a Web server can
send to a visitor’s Web browser (as
part of its HTTP response). The
browser can store it on the user’s
hard disk in the form of a small text
file.
The browser will then send it back
unchanged to that server each time a
new request is sent to it (for example,
when user visits another page of the
site).
Cookies typically contain a unique
user ID along with other customized
data, domain and path (specifying
from where it can be read), and
expiration date (optional).
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First-party cookie (regular HTTP). These are cookeis that
belong to the same domain that it is shown in the web
browser’s address bar. It is useful for authentication, stateful
information (e.g. shopping car), etc. These are necessary for
a site!
Ex: you visited a page. The page might set cookies on your
browser. The browser will send back information next time I
go to that page.
Third-party cookies. They belong to domains different form
the one shown in the address bar. Ex: banner adds or other
advertisements. They can be used to track users across
several distinct web pages.
Some people install AdBlock in their browser. This is a way
to deal with third party cookies which are not really
desirable and nice.

Ex: Facebook like button
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your browser loads your www.example.com main page
Page contains an HTML iframe to facebook.com
Your browser initiates a new request to facebook.com, including Facebook
cookies
Reply includes piece of JavaScript that executes
JavaScript in iframe can inspect its parent (“www.example.com”) and send this
information to Facebook, including Facebook cookies
When you go to a following site, your Facebook cookie can be used to construct
a trail of pages you’ve visited

There exist other types of cookies namely Flash cookies, ever cookies, zombie cookies,
etc.
• Flash Cookies: users can quite easily delete cookies in their browser.
Advertisers came up with different mechanisms to consistently track users,
making it difficult to delete cookies.
These are used by Adobe Flash Player and are not easily blocked.
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Ever Cookies: copy themselves persistently (= Zombie cookies). They actively
resisted elation by redundantly copying themselves on the user’s machine
using a collection of approaches (standard cookies, Flash, HTML5, other …)

To sum up, the Web wouldn’t be able to work without cookies.
>< Cookies can also be used for nefarious purposes.
European Cookie Law:
• Kind of an annoying directive
• No difference between first- and third-party cookies.
• “Reject” is not even an option
• Gives wrong impression that “all cookies are bad”.
There are other interesting ways to track users without using cookies. Ex: Fingerprint. It
turns out that every user is unique in the way of vising a website.
A software exists to block privacy-infringing third party cookies (even as a setting in
modern browsers). So, new tracking technologies emerged.
•

Device fingerprinting or browser fingerprinting
o Based on web browser configuration, operating system, screen
resolution, etc.
o JavaScript client-side script used for harvesting large number of
parameters

•

Canvas fingerprinting
o Type of browser fingerprinting
o Use of HTML5 canvas element
o Browser is instructed to “draw” a line or 3D graphic
o Variations in GPU and graphics driver will cause variations which will
lead to a “digital” token”
ð Users are recognized based on this unique fingerprint. Versions and browsers
people are using are anonymous.
1.4 Metrics and dimensions
Once you have data, you can measure metrics and dimensions. Many reports can be
retrieved.
•
•

Dimensions are attribute of our data.
o City from which a session originates
o Page indicates the URL of a page that is viewed
Metrics are quantitative measurements
o Sessions is the total number of sessions
o Pages/session is the average number of pages viewed per session
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Page views refers to the number of times a page (where page is an analyst-definable
unit of content) was viewed.
• Building block for other metrics but not that meaningful yet on its own: are
page views up because
o Our customers are engaging more with the site?
o We are attracting more new visitors?
o They cannot find the page they are looking for?
o Page definition issues: URI parameters, anchors, Rich Experiences
(AJAX), …
The next step is identifying and counting visits (sessions). The visit count is sometimes
called “visitor” count.
Ex: index.html -> products.html -> reviews.html -> exit
Sessionization is a procedure for determining which page views are part of the same
visit
• Differences between vendors: not always straightforward to reconcile
metrics
• How to track visit(or)s?
o IP address + user agent
o Cookies
o URI parameters
o Combination
Distinction between:
• New visitors: number of unique visitors with activity including a first-ever
visit to the site during a reporting period
• Return visitors: the number of unique visitors during a reporting period
who had also visited the site prior to that period.
ð The distinction is useful for determining loyalty and affinity of visitors, analysing
differences in site usage between new and returning visitors, etc.
Next question: How long/deep were these visits?
• Page views per visit (or also visit depth, page load activity):
e.g. the visitor browsed through 3 different pages
• Time on page
• Time on site (also visit duration or length): e.g. the visit
lasted 5 minutes in total
A broader question may be: how “engaging” is our content and what works and what
does not?
Be careful not to misapply!
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Support site: want to solve problem quickly and aim for
short time on site
Content site: may want to get customers engaged and aim
for longer time on site
Blogs: often just single-page visits (read latest post and
leave)
…
measure
time
on
site?

We might do not know how long the visitor spent on the last page! It is commonly
assumed to be zero minutes if unavailable.
Single-page visit (often majority, e.g. blogs): metric is meaningless, because many
zeros.
Bounce rate ratio of visits where visitor left instantly
• Bounce rate of the site: ratio of single page view visits (or
bounces) over total visits
• Bounce rate of a specific page: single page view visits of that
page over number of visits where that page was the entry
page.
Alternative definitions: instead of single page views take as numerator
• Single page visits (page refresh still counts as bounce)
• % of visits where time on site is shorter than e.g. 5 or 10
seconds
This is not the same as page exit rate: number of exits form a page divided by total
page view of that page.
Measuring outcomes: conversion metrics
Conversion: visitor performing an action that is specified as a useful outcome
considering purpose of the site
Conversion chain: sequence of conversion steps
• Micro (step) conversions, e.g. clicking on an ad, starting a
check-out process, etc.
• Goal conversion: successfully completed an action related
to an objective of the site, e.g. generated lead or online
purchase.
The counting unit can be
• Number of times action occurred
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• Visits where action occurred (at least once)
• Unique visitors that performed action (at least once)
• Also need to indicate time frame of the count
ð In many cases, it’s here where more predictive approaches become relevant. Can
we find patterns? Clustering?
Conversion rate: percentage of visits or of unique visitors for which we observed
the event
•
•

•

•

What percentage of visits includes online purchase? Easy way to track e.g.
effectiveness of ad campaigns, test effectiveness of alternative page
designs, etc.
What percentage of unique visitors convert into online purchase in a given
time period?
o Recognizes reality that visitor may first take some visits to research
before buy
o But relies on unique visitor measurement
Apply segmentation
o Measure conversion rate by the top 5 referring URIs
o Measure conversion rate by type of traffic or acquisition source (cf.
supra)
Look at trends over time!

Segmentation
Idea: take a metric of interest and break customer base in different clusters. This is a
relatively common approach.
Take any metric of interest, e.g.
o Unique visitors (total)
o Conversion rate (proportion)
o Time on site, page views per visit, etc. (average)
Then break down into segments of interests and compute aggregate (total, proportion,
average) per segment
Ex: segment number of visitors or other metric by
• Bounce or no bounce
• Traffic source (e.g. Google or not)
• Bounce or no bounce compared with traffic source
• Acquisition strategy (direct marketing, PPC, SEO/Organic search, email
marketing, newsletter, affiliates, ...)
• Top five referring URIs
1.5 Navigation analysis
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ð Understanding how users navigate through our site. What are the path ways of the
user before buying a product for instance?
Path analysis: analysis of frequent navigation patterns. From a given page which other
pages does a group of users visit next in x% of the times.
•

Funnel: focus on pre-determined sequence and measure entry/abandonment at
each stage
o Scope of one visit: e.g. stages of the checkout process
o Conversion funnel over longer period of time

•

Page overlay / click density analysis:
o Clicks or other metrics overlaid directly on actual pages
o Can traverse through website as groups of users navigated through it
o Can also show conversion rate for each link on page

•

Heat maps: colouring indicates click frequencies
Summarizes flows and paths ways in one
example. In most cases the end result will
be pretty visual.

Heat map: where do people mostly click?
See what people are looking at.

1.6 Experiments and testing
Set up experiment whereby you present different pages, page elements, etc. to
random sample of actual visitors.
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Statistically compare metric of interest. For example, is conversion rate, bounce rate,
etc. significantly better for one-page design than other?
Example of pages to optimize:
• Landing page (page you land on after clicked on ad)
• Page in checkout process
• Most popular pages
• Pages with high bounce rates
There exist different types of testing
•

A/B testing: test one (or more) alternative versions of a Web page on random
sample of visitors and compare against control group (who get original page)

•

Multivariate testing: testing more than one element on a page at the same
time

Ex: combine text with colour of the button.
Issues: companies do not really bother with it. High burden for
company.
Given all information that can be gathered from web site visitors, decide on the most
appropriate actions in order to optimize conversion. Usually, a score is derived to
assess potential/likelihood of conversion.
It can be performed with predictive techniques: what is the probability that a visitor
converts? Build a predictive model.
Scoring technology (algorithmic targeting): derive scores based on historical and realtime behaviour, cross-devices, cross-channel.
To effectively monitor and communicate critical business performance information,
dashboards are often used.
• Concise easy-to-understand visual display
o Showing KPIs (set against target, benchmark, etc.)
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o Real-time or periodic snapshots
Often provide intuitive indicators such as gauges, stoplights, and alerts
Personalised
Providing links for further analyses
Often running in a web browser

To conclude, web data can also be messy and incomplete. Ex: People open many tabs,
use different computers, different browsers, leave and come back, cross-channel, etc.
Web sites or web applications often have multiple primary purposes. The combination
with data from other touchpoints is necessary to create a meaningful view. Linking
web data to other internal data sources is often difficult or impossible.
Most gain can be expected from cross-domain data (but: privacy concerns).

2. Web Scraping
As data scientists, often the “data collection” part of our process includes xternal data
as well.
• Open data sources
• Public APIs
• External vendors
In many cases, however, the dat we want is not that easily accessible
• No API provided
• API is rate-limited or doesn’t expose the desired data
• Data hidden in messy HTML pages
Web scraping (web harvesting or web data extraction) involves the automation of an
agent to download, parse, and organize data from the web in an automated manner.
The name used before in “screen scraping”.
Many website owners however are not very pleased with the outside entities
hammering their websites for data extraction, and will go to great lengths to prevent
it. Ex: Facebook, Google, …
The legality of web scraping can also be up for discussion. Ex: in the US it can be
considered as a breach of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act.
We need something that speaks HTTP. Python: requests, urllib, urllib2, …
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Web scraping: other approaches
Sometines, using your browser debugging tools can already uncover a great deal of
information. Ex: if you see a web page using Java Script to fetch in information as JSON,
you can use this URL as well.
Perhaps the site offers an API you can use. Check this first, in most cases it will be a lot
more user-friendly.
More and more sites use Javascript to a large extent. They try to reverse-engineer what
is going on client side and replicate in your cookies / HTTP GET and POST requests. Use
selenium to emulate a full browser stack including Javascript, but much slower. Even
then, you might be blocked or rate-limited
• Scrapy and Scrapy Cloud: run your robots on a server farm
• https://scrapinghub.com/
Captchas?
• Paying services: e.g. http://www.deathbycaptcha.com/
• Develop a convolutional neural network

To conclude, try to be nice. Do not hammer a website with thousands of request.
Legality under discussion, though web scraping is actively used by firms, e.g. for
competition monitoring.
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CONCLUSIONS
ð Ethical aspects, privacy aspects. What is being done with the data? Some
companies want to act on data but many laws are making it annoying to do
something with data.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Datensparsamkeit
Cookie law
Basel II / III
EU-U.S. Privacy Shield
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679)
“It’s all on Facebook anyway”

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Regulation EU 2016/679
•
•
•

Valid consent must be explicit for data collected and purposes data used
A so-called right to be forgotten was replaced by a more limited right to erasure
A person shall be able to transfer their personal data from one electronic
processing system to and into another, without being prevented from doing so by
the data controller. In addition, the data must be provided by the controller in a
structured and commonly used electronic format

The GDPR was developed with a focus on social networks and cloud providers, but did
not consider requirements for handling employee data sufficiently. The
implementation of the EU GDPR will require comprehensive changes of business
practices for companies that had not implemented a comparable level of privacy
before the regulation entered into force (especially non-European companies handling
EU personal data).
There is already a lack of privacy experts and knowledge as of today and new
requirements might worsen the situation. The European Commission and DPAs have
to provide sufficient resources and power to enforce the implementation and a unique
level of data protection. Europe's international trade policy is not yet in line with the
GDPR.
Ex: Facebook. Section 3.15 of Facebook’s platform policy states that the site’s data
should not be used to “make decisions about eligibility, including whether to approve
or reject an application or how much interest to charge on a loan”. So don’t fool
yourself. Facebook isn’t fighting in your corner against an evil insurance company
(even if that insurance company isn’t exactly on the side of angels either). It just wants
to make sure you don’t think twice next time you post “Just got drunk and texted all
my exes!!!! Think I’m going to get a tattoo next!!!”
Some vendors are building in masking/tokenization layers in their stack
• Voltage and DataGuise: HortonWorks
• RecordService: Cloudera
• IBM Security Guardium Data Privacy: IBM
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Netflix: Although the data sets were constructed to preserve customer privacy, the
Prize has been criticized by privacy advocates. In 2007 two researchers from the
University of Texas were able to identify individual users by matching the data sets
with film ratings on the Internet Movie Database.
On December 17, 2009, four Netflix users filed a class action lawsuit against Netflix,
alleging that Netflix had violated U.S. fair trade laws and the Video Privacy Protection
Act by releasing the datasets.
Google: Federated learning enables mobile phones to collaboratively learn a shared
prediction model while keeping all the training data on device, decoupling the ability
to do machine learning from the need to store the data in the cloud.

ð Ethics, data science for good?
•
•
•
•

Can an algorithm be racist? Sexist?
“Will Predictive Models Outliers Be The New Socially Excluded?”
Companies like DataKind, or Bayes Impact
Concept of open models

Bias reproduction
“Any algorithm can — and often will — reproduce the biases inherent in the data it’s
using. One major problem is that explicitly removing features from a dataset does not
eliminate an algorithm’s ability to learn them implicitly. One must be very rigorous to
claim that an algorithm does not use something in its computations.
The more we blindly rely on machines to do the learning for us, the more we’ll learn to
predict but fail to understand” - Sebastien Dery
•
•
•
•

Researchers found that ads about arrest records were much more likely to
appear alongside searches for names thought to belong to a black person
According to a Carnegie Mellon study, Google is more likely to advertise
executive-level salaried positions to users if it thinks the user is male
Matching algorithms between medical resident and residency programs at
hospitals can be tweaked to be more beneficial towards either applicants
or program
"There's a growing industry around doing resume filtering and resume
scanning to look for job applicants, so there is definitely interest in this,"
says Venkatasubramanian. "If there are structural aspects of the testing
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process that would discriminate against one community just because of the
nature of that community, that is unfair."
Even the White House issued a warning call: “Big Data: A Report on Algorithmic
Systems,
Opportunity,
and
Civil
Rights“
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/2016_0504_data_di
scrimination.pdf
Big Data and Access to Credit:
• Opportunity: Use of big data in lending can increase access to credit for the
financially underserved
• Challenge: Expanding access to affordable credit while preserving
consumer rights that protect against discrimination in credit eligibility
decisions
Big Data and Criminal Justice
• Opportunity: Data and algorithms can potentially help law enforcement
become more transparent, effective, and efficient
• Challenge: Use new technologies to enhance trust and public safety in the
community, especially through measures that promote transparency and
accountability and mitigate risks of disparities in treatment and outcomes
based on individual characteristics
Facing increasing tension, suspicion and accusations, companies will often
categorically state they “don’t use that kind of information”. The core problem remains
that explicitly removing these features from a dataset does not eliminate an
algorithm’s ability to learn them implicitly.
“The algorithm is just doing what it’s told!”
• Algorithms learn from data gathered by someone, using a logic designed by
someone, optimizing a function chosen by someone: every stop on this supply
chain beckons human error
• “Very few people in ML bother nowadays with computing basic crosscorrelation between their variables to gain even a low-level understanding of a
dataset. The machine is supposed to do the learning, not us — but the
increasing speed of computers also allows us to get to the wrong answers very
fast”
• Models often take the form of black boxes we struggle to explain at any level
of rigor and yet perform surprisingly well
Accountable data science
ð We need to check whether a model is fair, accurate, confident and transparent.
Those computer-generated criminal “risk scores” were at the centre of a recent
Wisconsin Supreme Court decision that set the first significant limits on the use of risk
algorithms in sentencing.
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The court ruled that while judges could use these risk scores, the scores could not be
a “determinative” factor in whether a defendant was jailed or placed on probation.
And, most important, the court stipulated that a presentence report submitted to the
judge must include a warning about the limits of the algorithm’s accuracy.
“We urgently need more due process with the algorithmic systems influencing our
lives,” says Kate Crawford, a principal researcher at Microsoft Research who has called
for big data due process requirements
“If you are given a score that jeopardizes your ability to get a job, housing or education,
you should have the right to see that data, know how it was generated, and be able to
correct errors and contest the decision.”
General Data Protection Regulation
•

A due process requirement for data-driven decisions based “solely on
automated processing” that “significantly affect” citizens
• The right to obtain an explanation of automated decisions and to challenge
those decisions, rectify data, bring some new data.
ð Gain trust: how can we trust a machine? Go opportunities to user to get a feedback.
Fair AI
FairML: Auditing Black-Box Predictive Models
FairML is a python toolbox auditing the machine learning models for bias.
https://github.com/adebayoj/fairml
•
•
•
•
•

Predictive models are increasingly deployed for the purpose of determining
access to services such as credit, insurance, and employment
Despite societal gains in efficiency and productivity through deployment of
these models, potential systemic flaws have not been fully addressed,
particularly the potential for unintentional discrimination
This discrimination could be on the basis of race, gender, religion, sexual
orientation, or other characteristics
This project addresses the question: how can an analyst determine the
relative significance of the inputs to a black-box predictive model in order
to assess the model’s fairness (or discriminatory extent)?
We present FairML, an end-to-end toolbox for auditing predictive models
by quantifying the relative significance of the model’s inputs. FairML
leverages model compression and four input ranking algorithms to quantify
a model’s relative predictive dependence on its inputs. The relative
significance of the inputs to a predictive model can then be used to assess
the fairness (or discriminatory extent) of such a model. With FairML,
analysts can more easily audit cumbersome predictive models that are
difficult to interpret

FairML: Auditing Black-Box Predictive Models
FairML is a python toolbox auditing the machine learning models for bias.
https://github.com/adebayoj/fairml
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Trade-off, the more accuracy you want, the
less explainable the model is.

Fair AI

•

Fairness, accuracy, confidentiality, transparency
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Code of ethics for data scientists
Public dialogue
Already becoming a marketing term
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start with clear user need and public benefit
Use data and tools which have the minimum intrusion necessary
Create robust data science models
Be alert to public perceptions
Be as open as possible
Keep data secure

Future outlook
•
•

•

The end-user will become the data provider and the data user
Big data analytics will shift away from marketing and sales
o Users are fed up of being scored, profiled, segmented
o If you are afraid of asking consent, it’s time to think differently
o Citizen’s data mining: people realise what can be done and what is
being done
Instead: toward the customer: “personal AI, explainable AI”
o Personal assistants (hell chatbots!)
o Self-driving cars
o Travel suggestions
o AI as a unique selling point, not as a point to do selling. Some
companies try to implement AI in service offering. Integrate model
in service I am offering you.
o Included transparently in the offering.
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